Analog Trainer and
Backpack — see page 58

Zz -

Logic Analyzer
converts PC into
atest instrument
— see page 42

Pack-Kit Multi-Mode INC
and 1KW Linear Amplifier—
see pages 32 and 36

Heathkite
Helping YOU make Letter
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Ihave a special girt for you!
This original Old Timer
Schrade Cutlery Mighty Mite
Lockblade can be yours absolutely free with any catalog
purchase of $25 or more made
before September 11, 1987.
Dear Friend:
As always, Heath is your best bet for quality electronics and computer products. And — as always —
we've been improving our constantly-growing
product line to meet your needs better than ever.
So you won't miss any of our exciting offerings, it's
agood idea to order early. If you place an early order
of $25 or more from this catalog, you can get the
Schrade Cutlery Mighty Mite Lockblade FREE.
Carry old time craftsmanship in your pocket! Your
new Schrade Mighty Mite Lockblade has agenuine
sure-grip Staglon handle that's virtually indestructible and ahigh carbon tool steel blade that's superstrong and easy to sharpen. This free gift can be
yours with any order of $25 or more from this cata• log received before September 11,1987.
The catalog that you hold in your hands is the
most complete mail order computer and electronics
catalog around. It's filled with all the information
you need to make the selection that's just right for
you. From amateur radio kits to products for the
home to consumer-ready products and much more.
We have it all!

I

with any purchase of $25 or more from this catalog.

The Original Old Timer, with genuine saw cut
Staglon handle, super-strong tool steel blade,
and proven high quality and durability.

. And I'm sure you haven't forgotten the benefits of
owning aHeathkit kit product — fun, product
knowledge, and do-it-yourself satisfaction. Plus,
with each kit we promise that "We won't let you fair
For easy ordering, simply fill out the order form
or call our TOLL-FREE number, using your Visa,
MasterCard or Heath Revolving Charge. Bonus offer
expires September 11,1987. Happy shopping!

Sincerely,

L
L

.

William E. Johnso
President
ij

Call TOLL-FREE
800-253-0570
and charge it

•chip-proof
and flame retardant
handle •easy-to-sharpen
blade •old time craftsmanship
•Limited Lifetime Warranty

SUGGESTED
RETAIL VALUE

Company
WP-503

Buying couldn't be easier.
Heath

BY PHONE — Toll-free 800-253-0570 between 8 A.M.
and 5 P.M. Eastern time Mon-Fri. In Alaska and Michigan, call 616-982-3411 24 hours a day. Visa, MasterCard or Heathkit charge accepted. When ordering by
phone, please provide the operator with the six-digit
code (207-xxx) that appears near your name and address. Computer-oriented customers can use our
Online Catalog (GO HTH) on CompuServe"

BY MAIL —It's easy to make your selections from the
catalog — just fill out the order blank, and enclose
check or charge number.

Computers &
Electronics

AT ANY HEATH/ZENITH
COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS CENTER*
Retail buying at its best for computers, electronics,
educational products.

Heath/Zenith Computers & Electronics Centers* from Coast To Coast
ARIZONA —Phoenix, 85017
2727 W. Indian School Rd.
602-279-6247
ARIZONA —Tucson, 85711
5616 E. Broadway
602-745-0744
CALIFORNIA —Anaheim, 92805
330 E. Ball Rd.
714-776-9420
CALIFORNIA —
San Jose (Campbell), 95008
2350 S. Bascom Ave.
408-377-8920
CALIFORNIA—El Cerrito, 94530
6000 Potrero Ave.
415-236-8870
CALIFORNIA —San Diego
(La Mesa), 92041
8363 Center Dr.
619-461-0110
CALIFORNIA —Los Angeles, 90107
2309 S. Flower St.
213-749-0261
CALIFORNIA— Pomona, 91767
1555 N. Orange Grove Ave.
714-623-3543
CALIFORNIA —
Redwood City, 94063
2001 Middlefield Rd.
415-365-8155
CALIFORNIA —Sacra mento, 95825
1860 Fulton Ave.
916-486-1575

CALIFORNIA —
Woodland Hills, 91364
22504 Ventura Blvd.
818-883-0531

KANSAS —Kansas City
(Passion), 66202
5960 Lamar Ave.
913-362-4486

MINNESOTA— Minneapolis
(Hopkins), 55343
101 Shady Oak Rd.
612-938-6371

NORTH CAROLINA —
Greensboro, 27407
4620-C W. Market St.
919-299-5390

COLORADO —Denver
(Westminster). 80003
8725 Sheridan Blvd.
303-429-2292

KENTUCKY —LouisvIlle, 40243
12401 Shelbyville Rd.
502-245-7811

MINNESOTA —St. Paul, 55106
1645 White Bea Ave.
612-778-1211

FLORIDA —Hialeah, 33012
4705 W. 161h Ave.
305-823-2280

LOUISIANA —New Orleans
(Keener), 70062
1900 Veterans Memorial Hwy.
504-467-6321

MISSOURI —St. Louis
(Bridgeton), 63044
3794 McKelvey Rd.
314-291-1850

OHIO —Cincinnati
(Springdale), 45246
131 West Kemper Rd.
513-671-1115

FLORIDA —Jacksonville, 32211
9426 Arlington Expressway
904-725.4554

MARYLAND —Baltimore, 21234
1713 E. Joppa Rd.
301-661-4446

NEBRASKA —Omaha, 613134
2311 04. 901h St.
402-391-2071

OHIO —Columbus. 43229
2500 Morse Rd.
614-475-7200

FLORIDA —Plantation, 33317
7173 W. Broward Blvd.
305-791-7300

MARYLAND —Rockville, 20852
5542 Nicholson Lane
301-881-5420

NEW JERSEY—Ocean, 07712
1013 State Hwy 35
201-775-1231

OHIO —Toledo, 43615
48S Byrne Rd.
419-537-1887

FLORIDA —Tampa, 33614
4019 W. Hillsborough Ave.
813-886-2541

MASSACHUSETTS —
Peabody, 01960
242 Andover St. (Rt. 114)
617-531-9330

NEW JERSEY —Fair Lawn, 07410
35-07 Broadway (RI. 4)
201-791-6935

OKLAHOMA —
Oklahoma City, 73139
7409 South Western
405-632-6418

GEORGIA —Atlanta, 30342
5285 Rowell Rd.
404-252-4341
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Master
Builder

PENNSYLVANIA —Fraser, 19355
630 Lancaster Pike (Rt. 30)
215-647-5555
PENNSYLVANIA —
Philadelphia, 19149
6318 Roosevelt Blvd.
215-288-0180
PENNSYLVANIA —
Pittsburgh, 15235
3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.
412-824-3564

TEXAS —Fort Worth, 76116
6825-A Green Oaks Rd.
817-737-8822
TEXAS —Houston. 77008
1704 W. Loop N.
713-869-5263
TEXAS —San Anlonio, 78216
7111 Blanco Rd.
512-341-8876
UTAH —Salt Lake City
(Midvale), 84047
58 East 7200 South
B01-566-4626
VIRGINIA —Alexandria, 22303
6201 Richmond Hwy.
703-765-5515
VIRGINIA —Virginia Beach, 23455
055 Independence Blvd
804-460-0997
WASHINGTON — Seattle, 98109
505 8th Ave. N.
206-682-2172
WISCONSIN —Milwaukee
(Wauwatosa), 53226
845 N. Mayfair
414-4511161
'Heath/Z.1th Cornputers
O Electronics Centers
are units of Ventechnology
Electronics Corporation n he US

it time you enjoyed the benefits?

Heathkit builders are special. Each
finished kit reflects special marks of
pride, skill and quality only the builder
can achieve.
The Master Builder Club recognizes
your accomplishments. As a member
you earn valuable Master Builder Points
that build toward ratings and awards.
There are bonus offers and other
benefits exclusively for Club members,
and you'll be part of aselect circle.

Name

Street
_

OREGON —Portland (Tigard), 97223
10115 S.W. Nimbus Ave.
Nimbus Center
503-241-3776

TEXAS —Dallas, 75218
120220 Garland Rd.
214-327-4835

Join the Club today—it's FREE to every builder.

We'll send you everything you need!

Stato

NEW YORK —
N. White Plains. 10503
7Reservoir Rd
914-761-7690

MICHIGAN —St. Joseph, 49085
2987 Lace Shore Drive
616-982 3215

INDIANA —Indianapolis, 46220
2112 E.62nd.St.
317-29-4321

City

NEW YORK —Rochester, 14623
937 Jefferson Rd.
716-424-2560

MICHIGAN —East Detroit, 48021
18149 E Eight Mile Rd.
313-772-0416

ILLINOIS —Downers Grove, 60515
224 Ogden Ave.
312-852-1304

Mail this coupon to...
Heath Company
ATTN: Doug Wise
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

NEW YORK —Jericho, L.I. 11753
15 Jericho Turnpike
516-334-8181

MICHIGAN —Farmington Hills, 48018
29433 Orchard Lake Rd.
313-553-4171

ILLINOIS —Chicago, 60645
3466 W. Devon Ave.
312-583-3920

Ii would like to become a

NEW YORK —Amherst, 14226
3476 Sheridan Or.
716-835-3090

MASSACHUSETTS —
Wellesley, 02181
165 Worcester Ave. (Rt. 9)
617-237-1510

HAWAII —Honolulu
(Pearl City), 96782
98-1254 Kaahumanu St
808-487-0029

OHIO —Cleveland. 44122
28100 Chagrin Blvd.
216-292-7553

RHODE ISLAND —Warwick, 02886
558 Greenwich Ave.
401-738-5150

z,p
WP-Çnq

What's more, we now have two new
Master Builder Bonus levels. Earn 3.500
points and you'll be aBuilder Plus. Earn
7,500 points and you'll be a Craftsman
Plus. So now you can get even more
opportunities for recognition and
awards than ever before!
Why not join today? The first step is to
fill out and mail this coupon for full
information.

We want to recognize your achievements!

Dear Friends,
When Ijoined Heath Company back in 1957 Iknew it was going to be an exciting
career. Ijust didn't know how exciting. That's because new products are away of life
in the technology business and every year seems to get better; more new ideas, more
new devices and more new products to whet our appetites.
This new Fall catalog is certainly agood example of what I'm talking about. Over
25 new products make their debut on these pages...and there's something new for
every interest. You'll find afull line of new home security products on pages 100
through 103. They're all based on the latest infrared technology and priced within
easy reach of everyone. New test instruments include anew logic
analyzer that taps into the power of your computer, two new oscilloscopes and aclamp-on ammeter. Plus amateur radio customers
'aroollo
will find the SB-1000 1KW Linear Amplifier to be an excellent
value...and there's anew HK-232 Multi-Mode TNC that even decodes
weather fascirnile pictures. To the already-famous ZFL-181 IBM
compatible Laptop Computer we've added even more features plus
10MB Winchester capability. And in the education section you'll find
awhole new line of Analog and Digital Trainers plus new courses.
And there's lots more. All backed by our pledge of superior
customer service and support...either directly from our factory or
through any of 68 Heath/Zenith Computers & Electronics Centers
throughout the United States and Canada.
t
eiL)cr
WillianJE.Johnson
Presid t, Heath Company

For You...A Company That Offers More
Heath Company is asubsidiary of Zenith Electronics
Corporation. Working in conjunction with companion subsidiaries Veritechnology Electronics Corporation and Zenith
Data Systems, we can offer you the latest in computer and
electronics technology.
In addition to our fifty-year history as the world's leading
electronic kit manufacturer, we offer quality pre-assembled
products, a
wide variety of
educational
courses, the
.7
.
Heathldt Master
je
lle e•-•
-. 4
:•
Builder Club
•
•e
and technical
support by
phone or by
mail.
We also
have several
convenient ways
to shop. Select
products at your
convenience in the comfort of your
home through mail order or use our
toll-free phone number (except Michigan and Alaska). You can even order
by computer using on-line services
(see page 54). Plus you can visit any
of the nation-wide Heath/Zenith
Computers 8r Electronics one-stop
shopping retail centers.
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You Have aFriend
To Talk To
We're proud of our
technical consultation
team. They are highlytrained specialists in their
own areas. Whether you
own acomputer, TV or an
educational, amateur
radio, instrument, weather
or home electronics product, asimple phone call is
your direct line to aconsultant who knows all about your
product. Just call the number assigned
to your product area listed on page 54
of this catalog or inside the assembly
instruction manual included with your
kit. Our consultants, available during regular business hours,
will promptly and courteously troubleshoot any problem you
might have. This same professional help is also available
through your nearest Heath/Zenith Computers & Electronics
center (consult the telephone book white pages).
We feel that, as our special customer, you've put your confidence in us as your partner. And partners support one another.
That's why we've set up aservice and support network that
keeps us in close touch with you. Even if you want to write us
for information or answers, well do our best to answer your
written correspondence within three business days of receiving
your letter.
In keeping with our partnership, we fully understand that
without you, our company wouldn't exist. That's why we do all
we can to make sure you successfully build your product. We
want you to feel good about the product you buy. We want you
to feel good about yourself.

Kitbuilding —A New
Dimension In Product
Ownership

Even From The Start
We Make It Easy
Even the package your
kit comes in is specially designed to make your kit
building go alittle
easier. Everything is
packed in sections so that
locating a
part is quick
and easy.
And there's
little chance
you'll mix up
pieces because
you only remove apart
from the box
when you
need it.

At Heath Company we sell excellent kit and assembled products.
But what makes us special is our kit
product line. Owning aHeathkit
product is special because it lets
you do more than just use your
product...you can learn from it.
What's more, the product
knowledge you gain by building
it yourself helps you both in
operating and servicing
your kit —saving you
time and money.
And there's that
unique bonus
—the sense of
pride and accomplishment
you experience as
akit builder.

Amimmiwir
We Won't Let You Fail —Building Instructions
We know how important it is that
instructions be clear, concise and easy to
understand. That's why we've spent alot
of time and effort to make our manuals
complete and easy to follow.
Our manuals are written by technical experts who know about the
product you are assembling. And each
manual is reviewed
by anovice to ensure
that all instructions
are accurate and
easily understood.
All manuals use
apictorial
format

that reduces even the most complex procedures to simple steps. Instructions of
just afew sentences reference welldrawn illustrations. And additional detailed drawings are placed wherever
there's aneed for clearer understanding
of an assembly step.
And each manual contains an
introduction to the assembly process,
soldering information, adetailed parts
identification chapter, kit operation
section, troubleshooting chart and
specifications.

GENERAL INFORMATION

FREE HEATH/ZENITH
PARTNERSHIP PACK
Abig package of savings worth up
to $500, and possibly more, is yours frœ
with the purchase of any Heathkit Personal Computer. The Heath/Zenith Partnership Pack includes:
•A free 1-year extended warranty —an
extra nine months of protection beyond
the normal 90-day warranty for your
computer.
•A free diagnostic check-up —receive a
complete diagnostic check of your computer including cleaning the heads of
the floppy disk drives.
•Discounts on winchester or floppy
upgrades —expand the data storage
capability of your computer by adding
acompatible winchester or 514" floppy
drive listed in this catalog...and at tremendous savings.
•Discounts on software —save big on
popular software packages, the savings
vary according to the cost of the
software.
•Free software offer —even get asoftware package free with agreat deal
inside the Partnership Pack.
•Free computer training —learn how
to get the most from your computer
through this special offer with an estimated retail value of up to $80.
Full details on all of these savings are
provided inside the Partnership Pack. Get
apackage with_your name on it and maximize the benefits from your computer.

You're Never Alone
If you ever need any help at all, just
give our technical consultation line a
call. Our specially-trained consultants
are always there to answer questions
and help you through the building process. It's all part of our partnership philosophy —we only succeed if you do.

`
TIZ

lien*à4ii

PUS. DOWN
KR(

A Heath Company. "Heath" and "Heathkit" are registered
trademarks of Heath Company. "Zenith" is aregistered trademark of Zenith Electronics Corporation.
Hold a 47k (yellowviolet-orange) resistor
with long-nose pliers
and bend the leads
straight down to fit the
hole spacing on the
circuit board.

Press the resistor
against the circuit
board. Then bend the
leads outward slightly
to hold the resistor in
place.

As the solder begins
to melt, allow it to flow
around the con nection.
Then remove the solder
and the iron and let
the connection cool.

OUR CATALOG IS FILLED WITH
EXCITING PRODUCTS YOU'LL BE
PROUD TO OWN.
Just turn the page.
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July-September 1987
We've marked this season with quality products for your whole family to enjoy.
The Heathlçit Fall Catalog has something for everyone!

Answering Machine/
Telephone p.109

Convenience Light Control p. 24

Fischertechnik
Compressor p. 111

See-thru LCD Clock p.107

Novice CW
Transceiver p. 31
SMARTHOME IController p. 22

Start 100 p.110

HERO 2000
Robot p. 68

Digital Memory Scope p. 41
Fischertechnik
Motors & Gears .110

9-inch portable TV p.18

Speaker
p. 31

Heath products offer aunique blend of modern ingenuity,
everyday convenience and superior quality to better help
you in your busy life. Now you can choose from our selection of quality Heath kits you build yourself or from our

Intelligent Machines
Course p. 69
,Electronics for
Automation Course p. 69

excellent collection of consumer-ready products. Look for
all the exciting new products we've introduced in our Fall
Catalog. See how our complete line of quality Heath
products can help make your life better.

Smart Outlet
Box p. 94

Advanced PC
p. 82

etc

j1L'
e"••••
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>
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Blood Pressure
Monitor p.108

256K Printer Buffer p. 92

•
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Dual Trace Oscilloscope p. 105

2400 Baud
Modem p. 88

Digital Clock p.16

Rain Gauge
p. 14

Speaker
Phone p.13

Turn the pages for
all this and more

Digital Weather
Station p.14

You'll find many more innovative products on the following
pages. New products are highlighted throughout. Take time to
browse through our full-color catalog and discover products
that can provide you with fun and enjoyment the whole year
round.
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The HeathIdt Pledge
You will succeed. Carefully written instruction manuals
help make certain that you clearly understand the assembly and
operation of your kit. Step-by-step instructions include large,
detailed pictorials, while sections on product operation,
specifications and troubleshooting give you acomplete package
of valuable information. And if you ever have any questions, just
call or write our Heath Technical Consultants or consult your
nearest Heath/Zenith Computers & Electronics Center. They'll
be more than happy to help you solve your problem. So, with a
team like this behind you, you're sure to be awinner. After all,
we've built our world famous reputation on this one simple
pledge:

we won't let you fail!"

This radiation monitor
fits in your pocket
Here's ashirt-pocket sized
radiation monitor with exceptional sensitivity that's ideal for
use in industrial, medical, educational and commercial applications
—even around your home. Our monitor
uses the sensitive, industry standard
Geiger-Mueller tube. And for the ultimate
in accuracy, your monitor can optionally be
calibrated to astandard traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards Cesium
137 Gamma source. Abeeper indicates that radiation has been
detected and the easy-toread meter shows measured levels on three selectable ranges. Requires a9
VDC battery. 53/
4"
H x27/
8"
W x1
/"D. Kit RM-4
2
1
$129.95, ship wt 2lbs.

See March

.
1
i
N1
Review

,--•••••-•
a.

Have bright, portable light when you need it
The Heathkit Rechargeable Portable Light bathes the area around you with a
bright, yet eye-soothing fluorescent light for avariety of uses. It helps you see a
wider area without eye-straining shadows. It's also safer to use than candles or
kerosene lamps, and brighter than both put together. What's more, the AC and DC
battery chargers that come with this kit let you recharge your light from any AC
outlet or car cigarette lighter socket —over and over again. Designed for rugged use,
it's perfect for camping, shop work or for use during power outages. Asingle charge
lasts several hours. Heavy-duty metal case measures 10 5/
8"
H x31
/
8"
W x5" D. Kit
GD-1246-A $49.95, ship wt 6lbs.
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STARTER KITS C)
Heathkit products:
fun and enjoyment
for the whole family

Have fun and sure success
with this AM radio starter kit

••••

The Heathidt Portable AM Radio is aperfect way to get your child interested in electronics and kitbuilding. It's an ideal first time
project for anyone that's just starting out in
kitbuilding. Simple assembly instructions,
combined with the thrill of "turning it on"
as soon as it's built, are sure to provide a
delightful experience for the beginning kitbuilder. Clear tone, excellent AM sensitivity and ahigh-gain ferrite rod
antenna for long-distance reception
are just afew of the features that
are part of this AM radio kit.
Requires a9-volt battery
(not included) or use the
PS-2350 Battery Eliminator (p. 47). Includes
earphone. Build in less
than two evenings. 33
/"H
4
x63
/"W x1
4
/"D. Kit GR4
3
1009 $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Get more with this
affordable amplifier
Switch on the power, turn up the
volume and enjoy the added boost your
headphones or alternate speaker system
receives with this Multi-Purpose SolidState Mono Amplifier. You'll experience
the clean sound provided by 3.25 watts,
minimum RMS, going into your 8Ohm
speakers —and with less than 1.5% total
harmonic distortion from 40-20,000 Hz.
This easy-to-build two evening kit takes
aminimum 250 mV audio signal from
sources like televisions, tape players or
radios, and cleanly amplifies it.
Operates on 120/240 VAC, 50/60
Hz. 2W H x73
/"W x5W D. Kit AA-18
4
$39.95, ship wt 4lbs.

Keep perfect time

-Aker 4.4e.

Let the precision of electronics keep
your tempo on track with asteady, authentic metronome sound. Set the tempo you
want on the front panel, adjust the "ticktock" volume on the back. You can even
relate the number of beats per minute to
tempos in different time signatures. Variable between 40 and 210 beats per minute
and housed in acherry-finish birch enclosure, this unique Electronic Metronome
is both versatile and attractive. 63
/"H x33
4
/"
4
W x4" D. Kit TD-1257 $29.95, ship wt
2lbs.

gelr-

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.
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Relax and enjoy peace of
mind knowing that these
inconspicuous Heathkit
alarms are doing their job.
The GD-1183 Freezer
Alarm warns you about
rising temperatures in
your freezer, while the
GD-1701 Flood Alarm
detects unwanted water
when it first appears in
your home.

This handy tester
won't let your batteries
play dead
Don't throw away those batteries
until you've tested them with the
Heathkit Battery Life Tester. It tests
whether batteries are live or dead, and
shows you how much useful life remains on awide 0-5 meter scale. This
money saver tests alkaline and carbonzinc 9V and 1.5 "AA," "C" and "D"-size
batteries or 1.2V rechargeables. Get
maximum use from your batteries and
have fun building this easy one-evening
kit. 1
5
/
8"
H x21
/"W x3W L. Kit
2
GD-1703 $16.95, ship wt 1lb.

8

Here's afood and
money saver

Spend alittle —
save alot

The freezer door left ajar or an
unnoticed blown fuse almost certainly
spells disaster for your freezer food,
right? Not if you have the Heathkit easyto-build Freezer Alarm. If the temperature inside your freezer rises above
+20°E both the two-speed beeping
alarm and the red flashing LED spring
into action. They'll go slowly at first, and
pick up speed if the condition continues.
Atwo-hour kit that includes 20 feet
of thin hook-up wire plus atemperature
and adoor ajar sensor. Areal handy
little friend! 1
/"H x35/
4
3
8"
W x47/s" L.
Kit GD-1183 $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

If you've ever experienced
leaking water pipes or aseeping
basement wall, you know what
water damage can do. But with
the Heathkit Flood Alarm, you
can avert costly water damage.
Take less than three hours
to build an alarm that will
alert you to awater problem.
1
3
/
4"
H x35/
8"
W x47/
8"
L.
Kit GD-1701 $24.95,
ship wt 2lbs.

Protect your
empty home
The Heathkit Photoelectric Light Switch is sure to ease
your worries when you are
away from home. It turns
selected lights on in the evening
and off at dawn —all automatically. It gives a"lived-in" look
to your empty house. Just plug
in the switch, adjust the sensitivity and you have complete
control of lamps or other
AC-operated devices up to
150 watts.
The Photoelectric Light
Switch is aunique form of insurance that's low in cost, but
high in value. It's also aquick
one-evening kit. 31
/"H x25/
2
8"
W. Kit GD-600 $9.95, ship wt
2lbs.

STARTER Krrs

Electronic Security
Imagine having aguard on duty at your home all
night long. Now you can have the same feeling of security with the Heathkit Photobeam Alarm Relay. It
detects intruders instantly with anarrow beam of light
that's reflected back to the Alarm by amirror. When the
beam is interrupted, the Relay can activate alamp or
any 120 VAC warning device up to 300 watts total.
Housed in an attractive small-sized cabinet, the Alarm
Relay serves as an inconspicuous sentry to your home.
Aone-evening kit. 53/
8"
H x43/
8"
W x51
/"D. Kit
4
GD-1021 $19.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Get professional
cleaning results
Now you can use the same ultrasonic method popular with professional artisans, jewelers and coin
collectors to clean and sanitizeprecious, delicate items. The Heathkit
Ultrasonic Cleaner makes items that might otherwise be damaged
by abrasive scrubbing or harsh cleansers sparkle like new. It literally vibrates dirt, stains and undissolved solids from hard-to-clean
jewelry, watch parts, glass, coins, components, dentures, paint
brushes and more. All delicate items, except pearls and turquoise,
are safely cleaned without abrasion.
The Ultrasonic Cleaner is extremely efficient and uses ordinary
laundry soap or softener for most cleaning jobs. Just fill the 6" Lx4"
W x23/
8"
D tank with one inch of solution and this gem of acleaner
is ready to go to work. Build this efficient and affordable kit in one
quick evening. Plugs into household AC outlet. Kit GD-1151 $99.95,
ship wt 5lbs.

41.
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MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

VAC 500 5

Make your
universal motors
variable speed
Save energy and wear
and tear on any of your
universal-type motor-driven
devices. With the Motor Speed
Control, you can use alarge drill to cut
through steel at slow speed without overheating the
motor. Because it varies the motor speed with virtually no torque loss, it's ideal for use with electric
hand tools and small household appliances. You will
also learn the function of adiac and triac for AC
control with this easy Starter Kit. Just follow the
lesson in your optional Starter Kits Educational
Manual. Operates on 120 VAC, 60 Hz. 2" H x53/
8"
Wx
35/
8"
D. Kit SK-103 $34.95, ship wt 1lb.

Use your Visa or
MasterCard
to purchase your kit!

Add fun to your
next party
Add some sure party success to your next get-together. The
Sound Flasher makes Christmas tree
lights or lamps respond to room sound such as
music or voices. It controls up to three strings of
lights, making them brighter or dimmer according to ambient sound. This Starter Kit demonstrates the use of pulses to control lamp
brightness and explains rectifier theory when
used with the optional Starter Kits Educational
Manual. Operates on 120 VAC, 60 Hz. 21
/"H x
4
31
/"W x57/
4
8"
D. Kit SK-109 $16.95, ship wt 1lb.
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Learn Electronics while
building Starter Kits
Turn Starter Kits into learning tools
with the Starter Kits Educational Manual. It teaches you the electronic principles used in all of the SK-100 Series
Starter Kits. With this manual, you'll
gain additional satisfaction from
kitbuilding by understanding the why
and how behind your kit's operation.
Each kit is discussed in aseparate
lesson which is complete in itself. So,
you need not follow aspecific order as
you choose and build Starter Kits.
Lessons include an introduction and
learning objectives. Topics are broken
down into small units for easier learning, and many of these units contain
quizzes so you can measure your learning progress. Atest at the end of each
lesson checks what you have learned.
SIC-100 $10.00, ship wt 1lb.
SAVER! Buy any two SK-100
Series Starter Kits (SK-100 thru SK-111)
and get the SIC-100 Series Educational
Manual FREE. Just write SIC-100 on the
order form and "No Charge" in the price
column.

STARTER KITS C)
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Enjoy the realism of
synthesized stereo

Boost your audio

Get more enjoyment from TV viewing simply by adding
this low-cost Stereo Synthesizer. It has two modes: Mono and
Pseudo-Stereo. Pseudo-Stereo converts amono input into
two different channels for synthesized stereo. The Mono
mode allows straight through operation.
Used with the Starter Kits Educational Manual, the
Stereo Synthesizer demonstrates the purpose of low-pass,
high-pass and band pass filters. Order separate SK-99
Cabinet (below). Requires 9V battery or PS-2350 Battery
Eliminator (p. 47). Kit SK-107 $16.95, ship wt 1lb.

Get extra sound and listening pleasure with the 1-Watt
Audio Amplifier. It expands the sound of radios, portable tape
players, TVs, intercoms or other audio equipment. For easy
hookup between your audio equipment and speaker, the
Amplifier has aphono input and output socket.
Follow the lesson in the optional Educational Manual to
learn how your amplifier operates and how to change gain
and frequency response. Order separate SK-99 cabinet
(below). Requires 9V battery or PS-2350 Battery Eliminator
(p. 47). Kit SK-104 $14.95, ship wt 1lb.

Easily communicate from room to room

The finishing touch
Slide your SK-I04 Audio Amplifier
or your SK-107 Stereo Synthesizer into
this tough and attractive black cabinet
to finish up your kit. 23/
8"
H x41
/"W x
2
31
/"D. Kit SK-99 $6.95, ship wt 1lb.
2

Talk to afamily member in another room of the house
without leaving what you're doing. Or call someone to the
phone without running to another
room or shouting for them. The
Heathkit Intercom will be appreciated
by the whole family. You'll soon wonder how you ever did without it!
You can link up to four intercoms
using two-conductor wire (at least two
intercoms are required). The Intercom
has excellent audio quality so you'll
hear messages clearly. It runs for
months on one 9V battery (not included) since current is drawn only
when the unit is being used. The
Intercom can also be powered by the
PS-2350 Battery Eliminator (p. 47).
Follow the lesson in the optional
Educational Manual to learn about
audio amplifier theory and matching
different impedances. 4W H x
3W W x1
/"D. Kit SK-108 $19.95,
4
3
ship wt 2lbs.
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See January

A value packed DC Power Supply

Review

Power up our hobbyist kits, tape player or CB with the DC
Power Supply. The Power Supply has avariable output from 4to 18
volts and supplies 3amps 50% duty cycle or 2amps continuous. Add
azener diode (included) to change the output to 14 volts to power DC
equipment. Also learn the purpose of apower transformer, rectifier
circuit, filter circuit and regulator circuit with the optional Educational Manual (p. 10). 3" H x41
/"W x61
2
/"D. Kit SK-101 $39.95,
2
ship wt 5lbs.

The magazine for
kitbuilders

I
(31_11

The Kit Builder's Journal
is anew bimonthly magazine for
the do-it-yourself enthusiast. It
features awide assortment of kit
building information on Heath
products, as well as other do-ityourself projects. The Journal
offers extra support as part of a
rewarding and exciting
hobby...kitbuilding.
The Kit Builder's Journal features reviews of Heath kit products in every issue. Look for this
KBJ symbol throughout our
catalog. It indicates that the
product was reviewed and in which
issue the review appears. In addition,
KBJ offers discount prices for subscribers only on selected Heath products in each new issue.
Order KBJ-2000-NM today and
get six incredible issues for only $14.95.
Use your VISA, MasterCard or Heath
Revolving Charge. Call TOLL-FREE
1-800-253-0570 Monday thru Friday 8
A.M. to 5P.M. Eastern Time. In Alaska
and Michigan call 616-982-3411.
For orders outside the U.S. send
your name and postal address to Heath
Company, P.O. Box 1288, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. Rates in U.S. funds for
Canada. APO/FPO and all others:
$22.95.
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Practice Morse Code
with this Oscillator
Learn International Morse Code with this low-cost
Code Practice Oscillator. Enter code on the built-in pushbutton or hook up your own kever to the kit. It's agreat
practice aid for beginners in Amateur Radio and also shows
the use of the 555 IC timer with the optional Educational
Manual (p. 10). Kit SK-102 $9.95, ship wt 1lb.

Personalize your kits with aname plate
You've finished your kit and everything looks
and works great because you did it yourself. Indicate the special care and skill you've invested in
your finished kit with an engraved Name Plate.
Made of solid brass and brushed to ajeweler's
finish, it has aself-adhesive backing for easy,
no-mess application.

FILL IN THIS COUPON
TO ORDER
Please send
solid
brass name plate(s) with name
engraved. Enclosed is $
($2.00 for one, $1.60 each for
two or more) which covers first
class postage ez handling.
Please print name in capital
letters using no more than
14 characters (including
spaces) in the boxes at right.

Name .

Address.
City:
GDP-I225

State•
Zip.

Be aDJ or
talk show host

STARTER KITS 0

Entertain your friends or start
your own radio-show with this FM
Wireless Microphone kit. Transmit
your voice to any FM radio up to 50
feet away. It's asure way to liven up
any party. In less than one evening you can assemble afun kit
and also learn about FM radio theory with the optional
Starter Kits Educational Manual (p. 10). Operates on two
watch batteries (included). Kit SK-106 $9.95, ship wt 1lb.

See May

Hands-free phone
conversations

Review

Continue with other activities during
atelephone call. The Heathkit
Speakerphone Starter Kit frees both your
hands while allowing you to carry on a
phone conversation. You can even answer
your phone without lifting the handset
from its cradle. Connect the Speakerphone to
your phone line by plugging it into your standard
modular telephone connector. This device is phoneline powered so you don't even need batteries. Volume,
privacy and answer controls are all there is to operating the
Speakerphone. As you build your kit, follow the matching
Educational Manual lesson and learn about rectifiers and
filters. 2" H x53/
4"
Lx 43/
4"
D. Kit SK-110 $39.95, 2lbs.

See January

Attract fish to your favorite spot
You won't believe that attracting and catching fish can be
this easy. But you'll find that it is with our simple-to-build
Fish Caller. The Fish Caller produces aclicking sound resembling the sound made by adying fish. The sound travels
through water to attract hungry fish to your area. You can just
relax and wait for the fish to come to you.
Used with the optional Starter Kits Educational Manual
(p. 10) you can learn about the 555 timer IC. Requires a9V
battery. Kit SK-105 $4.95, ship wt 1lb.

Sound activated switch
This simple unit lets you turn on anything from aTV to alamp from across the
room —just by clapping your hands. The
first time the Switch picks up aloud
sound it turns on the device. The next
time it picks up aloud sound it turns off
the device. Used with the optional Starter
Kits Educational Manual, this kit
demonstrates the operation of aflip-flop circuit. Uses 120 VAC.
23
/"H x33
4
/"W x
4
57/
8"
D. Kit SK-111
$16.95, 1lb.

Keep your eye on the weather
The Heathkit Digital Weather Computer is an indispensable addition to your home. Its also great for industrial use or
anywhere you need to know exact weather conditions. You'll
use it every day to find out current conditions in the area where
you live. Never again rely on weather information from adistant airport. And, it's up to date information is perfect for the
outdoorsman, pilot or boater.
Everyone using the Weather Computer will appreciate the
microprocessor controlled memory that stores weather data by
date and time. High and low readings give you: the high temperature for the day, the low temperature from the previous
night, and the time that the last high or low pressure front
moved through your area. Check the rate of barometer change
to tell you the severity of astorm and look at both wind direction and barometer readings to determine the near-future
weather picture. With all this information at your finger tips,
you'll always be prepared for what the weather is doing, and
you can plan all your outdoor activities with confidence.
How does this amazing machine work? It has both aremote windcup and aweathervane transmitter with solid-state
infrared sensors and optical encoding technology for unsurpassed accuracy. These mount to acompact boom assembly.
The assembled UDW-4001 includes 100 feet of cable. Kit
ID-4001 requires cable from ID-1290 accessories (p.15).
Not only is the Heath Weather Computer finely-crafted for
performance, but it's also attractive in appearance. Acompact
size of 7Ve H x16" W x6" D and weighing only 9lbs., this topgrade instrument is stylishly housed in asolid oiled-walnut
cabinet. Kit ID-4001 $399.95, ship wt 15 lbs. Assembled
IDW-4001 $699.95, ship wt 25 lbs.
Other Specifications: DIGITAL CLOCK/4-YEAR CALENDAR: Time
Accuracy: Determined by accuracy of AC line. No accumulative error. WIND
VECTOR: Accuracy 2: 5% or better. Direction Display: Accuracy: -± 11.25°
THERMOMETER: Temperature Range: —40° to 70°C; (—40° to 158°F).
Accuracy: ±le on Celsius readings; ±- 2° on Fahrenheit readings. BAROMETER: Pressure Range: 28.00 to 32.00 in. Hg (inches of mercury), 948 to 1083
millibars. Basic Accuracy: ±0.25% plus -± 0.033%/*C. Operating Temperature: Outdoor assemblies, —40°C to +70°C (—40°F to 158°F).
Indoor Unit, 15°C to 35°C (59°F to 95°F). Power Requirements: 120/240 VAC. Provision for external battery
connection for memory backup during power
failures.
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Measure rainfall without the
guesswork
With the Heathkit Digital Rain Gauge, you'll know for sure
when to water your lawn or garden, or sprinlde the flowers.
Place the attractive display unit indoors and mount the outdoor measuring device on aroof, fence post or antenna tower.
Your gauge will record rain in 1/100th's of an inch up to 9.99" or
in 1/10 of an inch up to 99.9'.' You won't even have to worry
about power outages because a9-volt backup battery (not included) powers memory and maintains accurate measurement
during power loss. The display unit measures acompact 21
/"H
2
x7" W x5" D. The sensor measures 9" in diameter x95/
8"
H.
Includes 60' cable and power cube for convenient 120 VAC
operation. Kit ID-1795 $99.95, ship wt 7lbs.

Monitor weather conditions
with your own station
Keep track of the weather in style with
the Heathkit 5-Function Weather Station.
Use your Weather Station to instantly get
accurate weather information as it happens. True indoor/outdoor temperatures
are displayed in Fahrenheit or Celsius
with aswitch to select indoor or outdoor
readings. Professional grade sensors also
monitor barometric pressure and wind
speed and direction. The anemometer/
weathervane is easily mounted to any
standard 1" to 1
/"mast.
2
1
Designed for quality and reliability, the Weather Station operates with
minimum power consumption and has a
non-corroding remote transmitter assembly to
ensure years of trouble-free service. A4-evening kit,
the Weather Station can be wall-mounted or used as adesk set
with the included stand. Wall-mounted, 20 1
/"Lx 7" W x2" D.
2
Desk mounted, 63
/"D. Kit ID-1290 $169.95, ship wt 8lbs.
4
Accessories: IDA-1290-1 50' cable $11.95, ship wt 2lbs.
IDA-1290-2 100' cable, $19.95, ship wt 4lbs. IDA-1290-3 150'
cable $26.95, ship wt 6lbs.

WEATHER

(3i

Other Specifications: Wind Speed: 0-30 mph. -2:2 mph; 0-90 mph,
-± 5mph. Direction: 8-point readout over 360°16-point resolution by lighting
two adjacent lights. Temperature: 0° to +120°E ±2°F (typ. INDOOR);
—40° to +120°F (typ. OUTDOOR). Barometric Pressure: 28-31 inches of
mercury within 0.5 inches, accurate up to altitudes of 10,000 ft. Operating
Temperature: Receiver, 32° to 100°F; Transmitter —40° to +120°F.

Monitor air moisture
for comfort and savings

Use digital technology
to monitor the winds

A better household
thermometer

Now you can reduce heating and
cooling costs with the Heathkit Relative
Humidity Instrument. It helps you determine when to turn on the humidifier
indoors or the best time to paint outdoors. You get accurate readings even
in remote locations with the electronic
sensors and 100' transmission cable.
Bright 1
/"digits display the humidity in
2
percent. Choose alternate indoor/outdoor readings or display one reading
constantly. Build in just 2or 3evenings
and also learn how it operates with our
comprehensive assembly manual. 21
/"
2
H x7" W x5" D. Kit ID-2295 $99.95,
ship wt 6lbs.

The Heathkit Digital Wind Speed/
Direction Indicator combines both a
non-corroding anemometer and
weather vane for truly accurate readings
with an attractive indoor console display
that has 16-point resolution for alwayseasy viewing. You can wire the Indicator
to read in two of three scales: mph,
km/h or knots, plus you can calibrate for
either true north or magnetic north. Requires one of the 8-wire cables from the
ID-1290 accessories (above). Operates
on 120 VAC. It's abreeze to assemble in
just three evenings. 21
/"H x7" W x5" D.
2
Kit ID-1590 $99.95, ship wt 7lbs.

Accurate temperature readings
are also convenient with our Digital Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer. Large,
orange display digits can be clearly seen
at any time of day or night, plus two
sensors allow for continuous or alternating indoor/outdoor readings. The 2/
2
1
digit display even shows above- and below-zero temperature in Fahrenheit or
Celsius. It's acinch to build in just three
evenings. Operates on 120 VAC,
60 Hz. (Order ID-1390-BE for 240 VAC,
50/60 Hz operation.) Measures 21
/"H x
2
7" W x5" D. Kit ID-1390-B $89.95, ship
wt 4lbs.

Other Specifications: Wind Speed: 0-99 mph.
±1digit or J-10%. Wind Direction: 8-point readout over 360° with 16 points of resolution. Wind
Speed Sensitivity: 3mph, 4km/h. or 2knots.
Operating Temperature: Receiver: 0° to 150°F
Transmitter: —40° to 150°F Power Requirements: 108-132 VAC. 50/60 Hz.

Other Specifications: Temperature Range:
—40° to +120°E —40° to +50°C. Accuracy: ±1°C
from —15°C to +50°C, ±2°C from —40°C to
—15°C; 1-. 1°F from +20°F to +120°F, -± 2°F from
—40°F to 20°F.

Other Specifications: Measurement Range:
10%-90% relative humidity. Accuracy: 25°C, ±10
counts; 0*-55°C, 2:20 counts. Operating Temperature Range: 0°-55°C (32°-131°F.) Power Requirements: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.
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A clock to get you up on time —
even if power is interrupted
This attractive and reliable digital clock is
I
See January
also afun and easy kit to build. It's perfect to
introduce you or your youngster to ldtbuilding.
You might build the clock as agift for someone
special or just give the kit as agift for the ideal
Review
way to get someone else started in ldtbuilding.
After completing this fun-to-build kit, you
have an alarm clock you can rely on to get you
up in the morning. The Heathkit GC-1108
Digital Clock has abuilt-in battery
backup feature to keep its internal
clock circuits running and to keep
you on time. (9-volt battery not
included.) In addition to being
dependable, the GC-1108 digital
clock is easy to read and operate.
It displays hours and minutes,
and the month and day, using
four large, green
LEDs. For comfortable reading at any
time of the day or
night, the display's
brightness automatically varies according
to the surrounding
light. You also have
the option of wiring the GC-1108 for
either a12-hour or
24-hour display mode.
In the 12-hour display mode, ared PM indicator will light during
the appropriate time period. Asnooze pushbutton on the top of the
cabinet causes the alarm to sound at 9-minute intervals whenever you
press it. You can take as many 9-minute intervals as you like and set
the alarm's volume level at high or low, whichever is right for you.
It's also easy to set both the time and the alarm. Now you can
wake-up to apleasant alarm sound, an easy-to-read LED display and the security of abattery backup system.
The GC-1108 is attractively styled in adark grey
cabinet. Build this kit quickly and easily in just two
evenings. 27/
8"
H x7Vs" W x43/
8"
D. Operates on
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Kit GC-1108 $24.95,
ship wt 4lbs.

,
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FAST, EASY
2-EVENING KIT
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failure, the Most Accurate Clock resets itself to
the correct time.
It's the first affordable, microprocessorbased time machine that provides the ultimate
"Hi Spec" accuracy of ±10 milliseconds. You
get abright digital readout in hours, minutes,
seconds and tenths-of-seconds. An RS-232C Accessory allows this data, along with the date, to
be fed to your computer. You can even listen to
the NBS broadcast over the audio monitor and
keep track of the data transmission.
Bright LEDs show which WWV frequency
is being received, when 'capture' of the timeencoded NBS carrier occurs, when data is
being received and when the Clock is at
"Hi Spec" accuracy. Simple switch
changes allow you to set the Clock for
any of the world's standard twentyfour time zones. During noisy reception conditions, the GC-1000 keeps
time with its own crystal oscillator.
The GC-1000 Most Accurate Clock
is powered with standard home 120
VAC or 12 VDC. An outdoor antenna
is recommended, but may not be •
required in your area. 31
/"H x9" W x
4
6V4" D. Kit GC-1000 $249.95, ship
wt 7lbs.
Accessory: GCA-1000-1 RS-232C
Output Accessory for kit GC-1000. Required
for use with acomputer $49.95, ship wt Ilb.

Get the exact time with the Heath
Most Accurate Clock

See March

Experience the precision of amicroprocessor-based
time piece that is synchronized with the National Bureau of
Standards cesium atomic clock. The patented Heath Most
Accurate Clock locks onto the NBS standard for unparalled
accuracy. The GC-1000 sets itself to the correct time when it
locks onto WWV, the NBS radio station. Even after apower

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:
Review

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

The perfect wall clock for any decor
With its simulated oak wood-grain finish cabinet, the
Heathkit Digital Wall Clock lends its style and versatility to
any room in your home. And what's more, 1" high LCD digits
clearly and legibly display time in a12- or 24-hour format.
The Digital We clock is also efficient. It has quartz-crystal
accuracy of ±1 minute per year while running up to two
years on asingle 1.5 "AA' alkaline cell. An easy-to-build one
evening kit. 51
/"H x7%8" W x1
4
/"D. Kit GC-1720 $49.95,
2
1
ship wt 2lbs.
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New fun sized 9" color TV
The GR-9009 9"-diagonal color television is designed to
get up and go:' You can take this portable with you while
you're camping, relaxing by the pool, working in the garage or
preparing ameal in the kitchen. Now you can follow along
with your favorite cooking or do-it-yourself program because
this TV can go anywhere you go. It operates anywhere there's
normal house current (AC) or through a12-volt DC (negative
ground) lighter socket in automobile electrical systems.
This easy-to-carry, ultra-compact sized portable with all its
advanced features provides you with excellent performance
wherever you take it. The Chromacolor Contrast picture tube
features reflection-absorbing glass for exceptional contrast and
color fidelity. You get bright, true-to-life colors with its black
matrix and tinted phosphors. Plus, the in-line electron gun
produces remarkable picture detail and dramatically improved
edge and corner sharpness. Quartz-controlled electronic tuning has 178 channel capability and makes channel selection
convenient and exact —with no moving parts to wear out or
cause picture problems. Once adjusted, the TV maintains accurate color, tint and contrast with the auto-control color system.
The system also blends color levels and tint for lifelike flesh
tones and assures channel-to-channel color stability. An autopicture control keeps brightness level and color saturation in
balance simultaneously as you adust it.
The GR-9009 is easy to take along and just as easy to use.
Up/Down Channel Scanning can be programmed to scan your
favorite channels or all available channels. Adigital, true-lock

Simulated TV pictures
See May
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picture hold eliminates the need for vertical and
horizontal hold controls. Phase-lock loop tuning
locks in the signal during normal TV operation. It
also has asearch position to "pull in" off-frequency
channels that you may receive from cable, master
antenna systems or video games. The timed entry
channel selection offers a2-second channel change
delay after selection. For an instant channel
change, simply press the ENTER key after you've
selected the channel number. A21
/-digit LED dis2
play provides large, easy-to-read numbers and
letters.
Most circuit boards are preassembled and the
GR-9009 has abuilt-in crosshatch generator so you
can build and align the TV in just 3quick evenings.
Inside this modular designed TV you'll find advanced, large-scale integrated circuits (LSIs) for
long-life reliability. Each assembled module is
completely pretested and factory aligned. And to
make this portable television even handier, it
comes with asun screen to cut the glare and reduce reflection in strong outdoor light; an earphone for private listening; abuilt-in whip
antenna; aDC power cord; and aflush-mounted
carrying handle. Attractively housed in aslate grey
finish cabinet. Cabinet measures 10 1
/"H x10W W
4
x11 7/
8"
D. Kit GR-9009 $249.95, ship wt 25 lbs.
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Save $200 with this
45"-diagonal super screen TV
You'll think you're apart of that nostalgic old western
or hard-hitting game on the gridiron when television comes
to life on this 45"-diagonal screen. And, you'll enjoy the
realism of big screen viewing without crowding your living
room. The GR-4500 takes no more floor space than a
console TV
Abig sound system matches the big picture. The
innovative Multichannel Stereo Sound System processes
multichannel television sound into exciting stereo. It also
processes simultaneously telecast second audio programs
or mono telecasts. The stereo power amplifier has an output
of 5-watts RMS per channel with afrequency response from
100 Hz to 10,000 Hz into 8ohms with 2% or less total
harmonic distortion. You also get Bass, Treble and Balance
controls. The 61
/"round woofers and 21
2
/
2"
tweeters provide
dramatic sound. Audio input/output jacks allow you to
run the sound through your own hi-fi system or run other
audio equipment through the television's stereo.
The remote control features Parental Control,
Flashback and VCR functions. With Parental
Control you can program the TV to make selected
channels accessible only by entering a
secret code that you choose. Touch the
Flashback button to alternate viewing
between two programs and use the
remote to make instant channel selections. Channel number and the time are
displayed on the screen at the touch of
abutton. Scan favorite programmed
channels with the Channel Up/Channel
Down buttons. Quartz-controlled electronic tuning ends the need for finetuning adjustments and locks on up to
178 channels (except scrambled premium services). Liquid-cooled CRT's
and optically-coupled lenses provide
exceptional picture contrast and brightness. You'll always have comfortable
viewing because the special black
matrix screen absorbs room light to reduce glare and reflections. Use the set as
amonitor for your VCR, video camera
or video disc player. Conveniently switch
between video services with your
remote or front panel controls with the
GSZ-4600 Antenna Switch (page 21).
Three times the viewing area of
astandard 25" TV big stereo sound and
the latest TV technology are yours in
just 20 hours of kitbuilding. All circuit
boards except one are preassembled and
the GR-4500 has abuilt-in crosshatch
generator. Includes cabinet Kit GR-4500
Was $1695.00 Now Only $1495.00,
ship wt 256 lbs., Mir. Frt.

Simulated TV picture

TV/VIDEO C)

Use your Visa or MasterCard
credit card to
purchase your kit!

Save $50 on the
perfect stereo TV —
the Heathkit GR-2700
Take your 25" screen, cut
out those rounded corners
and flatten it out. You get 25
square inches more picture —
aspacious 27" —diagonal
picture. Then surround the
screen with stereo sound.
Finally, add extras like Parental Control of selected channels, flashback to the football
game you wanted to check,
Slide-out panel gives
audio/video jacks, built-in
you complete audio
stereo decoder and stereo
and video control
control center, on-screen
display of time and channel, and remote control.
Get all this and more when you build the GR-2700
kit TV With all but one circuit board preassembled
and abuilt-in crosshatch generator, you can build
it in just 2evenings. Plus you can make alignment
adjustments better in your own home.
Besides the extra care and quality you put in
when you build it, the GR-2700 features the newest Advanced System 3television technology. Dark
glass absorbs ambient light to provide apicture
with exceptional contrast and color fidelity. A
black matrix surrounds each phosphor element to
produce deep, rich colors. The color picture is
automatic:4y corrected 30 times asecond by the
Advanced Color Sentry so you always have lifelike
flesh-tones, and accurate color and contrast. Automatic CRT tracking ensures that colors remain
vivid and true year after year. You get an incredibly
sharp, realistic picture with the Advanced System
3's Chromacolor Contrast picture tube and peak
resolution picture circuit.
The stereo decoder processes stereo telecasts,
simultaneously telecast second audio programs,
or mono telecast programs. The five-watt RMS per
channel stereo amplifier has frequency response
from 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz into 8ohms with 2% or
less total harmonic distortion. Separate bass, treble
and balance controls are provided plus an
Extended Stereo switch for enhanced stereo effect.
Quartz-controlled electronic tuning locks on up
to 178 channels (except scrambled premium services). Make channel selections on the set or with
the included remote control. The GR-2700 must be
assembled with the included cabinet. Cable ready.
Configurations:
Kit GRS-2700-1 27"-diagonal TV with Modern Cabinet. Cabinet features anutmeg oak veneer
finish. Includes concealed casters and two 3" x61
/"
2
speakers. Modern Cabinet measures 29 3
/"H x
4
41" W x18 1
/"D. Was $699.95 Now $649.95, ship wt
2
208 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
Kit GRS-2700-2 27"-diagonal TV with Mediterranean Cabinet. Cabinet has simulated pecan
finish. Includes concealed casters and two 5" x7"
speakers. The Mediterranean Cabinet measures
33" H x47 1
/"W x18 1
2
/"D. Was $649.95 Now
2
$599.95, ship wt 199 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
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Modern Cabinet

Simulated TV pictures

Mediterranean Cabinet

Table-top
TV with big
set features

TV/VIDEO

You can turn even the smallest
room in your home into astate-ofthe-art entertainment center. Get
advanced features like built-in stereo,
special channel selection commands
and Advanced System 3chassis with this
19"-diagonal
The Full Stereo Sound System processes multi-channel television sound (MTS)
into exciting stereo. It also processes simultaneously telecast second audio programs or
mono telecasts. You get bass, treble, and balance controls over dual speakers on each side.
Audio input/output jacks allow you to run the
sound through your own hi-fi system or to run
other audio equipment through the television's
stereo.
The remote control features Parental Control,
Flashback and VCR functions. You can control what
your children watch by programming the television to make
selected channels accessible only by inputing asecret code.
Touch abutton to alternate viewing between two programs.
Use the remote to make instant channel selections or scan your
favorite programmed channels with the Channel Up/Channel
Down buttons.
The Advanced System 3provides an exceptionally sharp
picture which is automatically color corrected 30 time-sasecond. The Video Filter and Peak Resolution Picture Comb Filter
clean up the picture and provide resolution up to 25% greater
than ordinary televisions. The black matrix screen enhances
picture contrast and absorbs room light to reduce glare and
annoying reflections. Quartz-controlled electronic tuning locks
in on up to 178 channels (except scrambled premium
channels).
Build this IV in just 14 hours. All but one circuit board is
preassembled and the TV has abuilt-in cross hatch generator.
The GR-1903 has asimulated walnut finish cabinet. 18" H x
26 3
/"W x17" D. Kit GR-1903 $499.95, ship wt 100 lbs.
4
Accessories: GRA-1901-1 Mobile TV Cart (shown) $29.95,
ship wt 10 lbs.

#

Convenient
Mobile TV Cart
Simulated TV pictLre

Attention GR-2502 owners. Get close-out prices on your
choice of stylish console cabinets. GRA-706-25 25" Classic
cabinet Regularly $149.95 Now $59.95, ship wt 85 lbs. Mtr. Frt.
GRA-716-25 25' Modern cabinet Regularly $199.95 Now
$79.95, ship wt 82 lbs. Mir. Frt.

Video source selector
Switch between up to four video sources such as your roof
antenna, cable service, video game, compatible compu-ter or
other RF input sources with your television's remote control or
front panel control. For use only with GR-1902, GR-1903,
GR-2502, GR-4500 and GR-2700 televisions. Attaches to rear of
IV set. Assembled GSZ-4600 $39.95, ship wt 4lbs.

Use your Visa or Mastercard
credit card to
purchase your kit!
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Program the
Controller to run
your lights and
appliances

The SMARTHOME IController

Review

takes care of you and your home
Awakened by the odor of fresh brewed coffee, you rise
and walk through the already warm house. Lamps turn on
to light your way and then shut off behind you. You hear
the radio turn on in time for the morning news. When you
leave an hour later, the radio and coffeemaker go off and
the thermostat shuts down the furnace, leaving your home
in safe, quiet silence while your electronic security system
keeps watch. The SMARTHOME Isystem has again given
you acomfortable start to another day.
The SMARTHOME system allows programmed, remote
and sensor-activated control of home lighting, appliances,
heating, air conditioning and awide variety of electronic
devices. Using software and your home computer you program the Controller to turn fights and appliances on and off
or to dim lights at specific times. Use the software to draw
your floor plan on your home computer's monitor and install
lights and appliances with icons. Enter up to six floor plans and
include outdoor fixtures. Then disconnect the Controller from
your computer, plug it into awall outlet and watch it run your
home. Just plug X-10 modules (p. 23) into wall sockets and plug
lamps or appliances into the modules.
Touch abutton on the included remote control to dim a
light or turn on the stereo. Add sensors for acomplete security
system from the GDA-2800 series (p. 26) for ahome in which
appliances and lights are controlled by events the sensors detect as well as your preset patterns ana remote control.
For even more protection, complete your system with the
Alarm Center accessory. You determine what type of emergency each of four distinct alarms will indicate, and set up an
emergency priority system. The Alarm Center operates on
included AC power cube and comes with 12V battery for up to
10 hours of backup power. Kit GD-3800 $299.95, ship wt 5lbs.
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Order the required software for your
home computer:
GDA-3800-1 Software for H/Z PC/IBM PC $99.95, ship
wt 2lbs. GDA-3800-2 Software for H/Z-100 Series $99.95, ship
wt 2lbs. GDA-3800-3 Software for Apple II, H+, Ile, llc
$99.95, ship Vet 2lbs. GDA-3800-4 Software for MacIntosh
$99.95, ship wt 2lbs.
Accessories:
Kit GD-3880 Alarm Center $299.95, ship wt 16 lbs.

SECURITY 10

SMARTHOME I
Controller and
Alarm Center bring
intelligent control
and security to
your home
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Get convenient home control with X-10 devices

E Assembled BC-465 Lamp
Module, 300 watts maximum load Was
p14.92, Now $12.99, ship wt 1lb.
111 Assembled BC-466 Appliance
Module turns appliances on/off. 15 amp
resistive load, 'A hp motor, 500 watt
lighting, 400 watt TV/stereo Was $14.99,
Now $
..,12.99, ship wt 1lb.
11 Assembled BC-284 Burglar
Alarm Interface Module turns on
selected lights, appliances, siren or
selected lights can flash on and off
$39.9_9_, ship wt 1lb.
L4J Assembled BC-245
Perpendicular-Pronged Air Conditioner
Module. 240 VAC receptacle for 20 amp
load $29.99, ship wt 1lb.

E Assembled BC-227 Wall
Receptacle Module rated at 15 amps
$24.9_9_, ship wi 1lb.
L
6
_1 Assembled BC-467 Wall Switch
Module, 500 watt load Was $14.99, Now
$12.95, ship wt 1lb.
l7_1 Assembled BC-4777 Three-Way
Wall Switch Module replaces hall and
stair 3-way switches. Maximum 500
watt load $24.99, ship wt 1lb.
E Assembled BC-2807
Thermostat Set. Requires BC-466
Module $19.99, ship wt 1lb.
El Kit GD-I530 RS-232C Interface
allows computer control of 256 groups
of modules with unlimited timing
patterns $99.95, ship wt 3lbs.

•

o
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See March

Get automatic lighting —
safety and convenience
plus you save $10

The Convenience Light Control brings
you the latest in infrared technology to protect your property and stop your security
worries. Now with the most sophisticated
8-sensor array available, the GD-3610 offers
automatic lighting to greet guests, light your
way at night, and even triggers from the heat of
your car when you enter the drive. Security is a
bonus as it provides the most effective deterrent
to crime.. .light. Intruders believe they have been
seen and, unlike other security systems, the intruder
is scared off before breaking awindow or causing other
damage. The new 8-sensor array offers dramatic performance improvements over units using one or two sensors and lenses. With
exceptional resistance to false triggering, the GD-3610 has an effective pattern coverage of over 40 feet wide by 60 feet long. An adjustable delay turns the light off after less than 1minute or up to more
than 15 minutes. Wire in the GD-3610 to control your lighting from
an existing wall switch. Aphoto-transistor deactivates the Light
Control during daylight hours, so you can simply leave your control
switch on all the time. You can manually actiate your controlled
lights by turning the switch off and then back on again. Lights
turn off automatically after delay. Operates on 120 VAC, 50 or
60 Hz. 14V2" H x51
/"W x4W D. Kit GD-3610 Was $99.95
2
Now Only $89.95, ship wt. 4lbs.
Accessory: Assembled GDA-3511-1 Dual Floodlight (light bulbs
not included) $29.95, ship wt 5lbs.

ii

Save $20 and
enter your home
without using keys

Leave your keys behind when out
jogging or working in the yard. The
Keyless Doorlock lets you in the house
just by entering afour digit number of
your choice. Change the code as often
as you like. For safety, the door always
locks behind you. During power
failures you can still use your key, or
connect a +12 VDC batte-ry (not included) for backup power. The Doorlock replaces your door frame strike plate,
but you keep your lock and key. Professional
installation may be needed on metal frame door
jambs. Kit GD--3830 Was $99.95 Now Only
$79.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Other Specifications: Power Requirements: 120 VAC
using included power cube. Dimensions: Keypad: 41
2 "H
/
23/eWs 1
2." D. Control module: 4Vie H s3" W sWe D.
/
1
Stroke mechanism: 53
/"Hs 1VeWs 1
4
4 "D.
/
1
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Easy enough for achild to use or give a neighbor
access to your home while you are on vacation.

Save $10 on
akeyless
garage lock
Have access to your garage without
akey or transmitter and never again take
achance on equipment being stolen
from an open garage. The Digital Garage
Door Lock works like the GD-3830 Keyless Doorlock (left) to activate your electric garage door opener. (See p. 56 for
garage door openers.) Easy to install. Kit
GO-3835 Was $59.95 Now $49.95, 2lbs.

SECURITY 10

The Informer keeps awatchful eye

Get $50 off on this
24 hour security guardKIT

Disguised to look like ahardcover book, the Informer sits
quietly on ashelf until someone invades its field of surveillance.
Ten-seconds after movement is detected, it triggers alamp outlet to turn on alight. Thirty-seconds later it activates an alarm
outlet to trigger any indoor buzzer alarm or outdoor bell you
have connected to it. The delay time allows you to deactivate
the audible alarm when you enter the area. The Informer is
ideal for alerting you when your child leaves his bed. It can also
be used as an automatic light switch in dark hallways or
garages. Sensitivity is adjustable. Operates on 120/240 VAC. A
one-evening kit. 10Vs" H x23/
8"
W x71
/"D. Kit GD-49 $79.95,
2
ship wt 5lbs.

Suddenly you hear acommanding male voice state, "Warning. You are entering asecured area. Please exit immediately:'
Actually, it's the Heathkit Security Sentinel with its realistic
digitized voice guarding your property. During darkness, the
Security Sentinel issues the verbal warning and turns on lights
when it detects an intruder. During the day, only the voice
is activated.
Completely covers an area up to 40' by 40! You can adjust
sensitivity and the coverage area size and pattern to suit your
needs. Use with up to 1200 watts of your lighting. 12 1
/"H x51
2
/"
4
W x3W D. Kit GD-3810 Was $149.95 Now Only $99.95, ship
wt 6lbs.

-

Relax while the Vacation Home Sentry
monitors your home
Phone home while you're away to check on critical
household conditions. The Vacation Home Sentry monitors
the house temperature with its built-in sensor. If the temperature drops below 45°E you hear asteady 5to 10 second
tone. If the temperature is normal, you hear silence. Add
optional sensors to detect flooding, opened doors or freezer
failure. Avert costly disasters by knowing about problems
soon after they occur —not weeks or months later. Requires
two 9-volt batteries. Batteries draw current only when the
unit responds to acall. An easy one-evening kit. 1
5
/s" H x27/
8"
W x4" D. Kit GD-1702 $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

V

FAST, EASY
2-EVENING

Wireless security system offers total home protection
CI This professional-quality system
installs in aday to provide 24-hour protection for your home. The RF Security
Receiver processes signals from transmitters within a150' range and provides
appropriate alarm action. Remotely
controlled Receiver operates with handheld GDA-2800-4 Transmitter or
GDA-2800-9 Wall-Mount Transmitter (at
least one required). Receiver includes
indoor/outdoor alarm horn and indoor
annunciator. 33
/"H x11W W x81
4
/"D.
2
Kit GDA-2800-1 $299.95, 24 lbs.

atie4,k

Accessories:
El Assembled GDA-2800-2
Infrared Motion Detector/Transmitter
covers 25' x35' indoors. Requires 9V
batten? $149.95, ship wt 1lb.
LJ Assembled GDA-2800-3 WiredCircuit Transmitter protects doors,
windows against entry. Also works with
GD-1701 Flood Alarm (p. 8) $39.95,
ship wt 1lb.
El Assembled GDA-2800-4
Remote Command Transmitter controls
System within 150' range $49.95, 1lb.

Use
different tones to clear the way
through the busiest traffic

Adependable siren/PA for emergency use
This compact and mobile siren/PA
is designed for the public service volunteer or professional. Open up traffic
lanes with 55 watts of attention-getting
automatic or manual wail, hi-lo emergency tone or yelp. Has a20-watt public
address position or switch to the radio
position for monitoring incoming calls
while away from the vehicle. Alownoise, push-to-talk microphone breaks
from any siren function to the audio-PA
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mode. IMPORTANT: This product is
designed for use in emergency vehicles.
Consult authorities before installing or
operating. 27/s" H x83/
8"
W x75/
8"
D. Kit
GD-1810 $109.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Accessories: Assembled GDA-18-1
Weatherproof Exterior Horn Speaker
$109.95, ship wt 10 lbs. Kit GDA-18-2
Concealed Grill Speaker $109.95, ship
wt 10 lbs.

M Assembled GDA-2800-5 Smoke
Detector/Transmitter with own alarm
$79.95, ship wt 2lbs.
El Assembled GDA-2800-6 Four
WINDOW BUG sensors and take-off
contacts, each protects up to 32 sq. ft. of
glass $49.95, ship wt Ilb.
M Assembled GDA-2800-7 Four
Magnetic/Reed Switches for single or
parallel connection (Not pictured)
$24.95, ship wt 1lb.
M Assembled GDA-2800-9 Keypad
Controller operates with, or in place of,
GDA-2800-4. Enter and exit without
triggering alarms by entering asecret
code on the keypad. Operates like
GDA-2800-4 after entry of user access
code $119.95, ship wt 2lbs.
El Assembled GDA-1800-3 Extra
Outdoor Alarm Horn (like shown)
$24.95, ship wt 3lbs.
$AVER! GDS-2800-1 Save on a
Starter Security System including one
Receiver kit, one Infrared Motion Detector/Transmitter, one Wired-Circuit
Transmitter and one Command Transmitter. Separately $539.80 Our System
Price $499.95, ship wt 43 lbs.
See GD-2800 Series
Review in May

Add convenience to
your car's wipers
with aDelay
You'll have aclear view of the road
even when constant wiper action isn't
necessary with this Wiper Delay kit.
Easy to build and install, the kit includes
atest lamp with instructions to locate
and identify hookup leads in your wiring
system. Designed to fit most single and
2-speed wipers. Incompatible with
motor-reversing hidden wipers. Contact
your auto dealer for wiring specifics.
Aquick one-evening kit. Kit CH-1068
$21.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Get maximum
mileage and
efficiency

AUTOMOTIVE IC@

Keep your engine running at maximum efficiency with the Heathkit
Exhaust Gas Analyzer. Plus check your
engine for minimum pollution, review
the emission control system and see a
resultant analysis on an easy-to-read
scale.
The Analyzer is an instrument
that shows the interaction of carburetor and ignition settings on a
large meter. It works by comparing
the thermal conductivity of exhaust
gases with that of air and will indicate the air-to-fuel ratio, overall combustion efficiency and the percentage
of carbon monoxide present in the
exhaust. These readings help you determine best fuel economy. Then you can
make the needed adjustments or repairs
to achieve manufacturer's engine specifications. In many states it's mandatory to

meet clean air standards when
tuning up engines.
The Analyzer is designed to
hang on apartially open window
or to sit on alevel surface. The
sensor, used to detect gases at the
exhaust pipe, has arugged and
removable stai'nless steel flexible
probe tip. Everything stores
neatly inside adurable
case. The Analyzer is not
intended for use with
Chrysler "lean burn" engines.
A7-foot cable enables you to
use your car battery as apower
source. Includes all accessories.
The Exhaust Gas Analyzer is an easy
one-evening kit. Kit CI-1080 $129.95,
ship wt 6lbs.

See March

Review

Test charging systems
Diagnose faulty components in your vehicle's charging system with accuracy and ease. Atwo-wire setup and
three quick tests tell you if the battery has sufficient
charge to reliably start the engine, if the battery is being
charged by the alternator, if the voltage regulator is at
fault (causing the battery to become overcharged) and if
the alternator stator windings and rectifier diodes are
functioning properly. No external power or battery
required. An easy one-evening kit. 51
/"H x23
2
/"W x3
4
/"D.
4
Kit CI-2065 $24.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Save $80 now and
save on tuneup costs later
Make precision tests and adjustments with this portable
analyzer. The Heathkit Digital Engine Analyzer tests conventional point-type, transistor and magneto ignition systems.
Tests the storage battery, generator or alternator, voltage regulator, starter and all other electrical circuits.
Save money on ttmeup costs by doing it yourself. Check
dwell on 4-, 5-, 6- and 8-cylinder engines from 0to 90° and idle
speed in two tachometer ranges up to 10,000 RPM. Measure
DC voltage up to 200 volts, current to 20 amps and resistance to
2megohms. Optional Shunt Accessory enables you to measure
starting current and battery charge/discharge currents.
It's easy to use and easy to read with a31
/ digit display and
2
/"high numbers. An internal 9V battery (not included) powers
2
1
the Analyzer. Display shows circuit polarity low battery and
over-ranges. Case measures 35/
8"
H x12 3
/"W x8" D. Kit
4
CM-1551 Regularly $139.95 Now $59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Accessory: Assembled CMA-1550-1 400-Ampere Shunt
$15.95, ship wt 1lb.

FAST, EASY
TWO-EVENING
KIT

See May

Review

Track down lost treasures
Your Groundtrack screens out pulltabs, bottle
caps, ferrous and alloyed items, and leads you to
valuable finds missed in the past by other metal
locators. You'll know exactly where to dig with the
help of Groundtrack's sensitive tuning and adjustable
filtered background signals. This metal locator even
combs ground submerged in up to two feet of
water —imagine the valuables you might discover
in apopular swimming area.
The detector remains silent until an object
enters the 6" diameter field of detection. Then a
clear tone sounds that grows louder as you
approach vertical center. An easy-grip handle, height-adjustable shaft and 31
/ lb.
2
weight make the Groundtrack extremely
easy to handle. Use it with or without
headphones. The telescoping shah collapses to 22 1
/"for storage. Requires 6
2
"AA" batteries (not included) or optional Rechargeable Battery Pack (below) which includes AC outlet and
DC car lighter socket chargers. An
easy two-evening kit. Kit GD-1290
$249.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Accessories: GDA-1190-1
AC/DC Rechargeable Battery
Pack $29.95, ship wt 2lbs.
HDP-1396 Headphones
(pictured on page 39) $14.95,
ship wt 2lbs.
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You can accurately watch your weight
with the Digital Scale
Whether you're serious about losing weight or just afitness
enthusiast, you'll appreciate the Digital Scales precision readout on items from 2ounces up to 300 lbs. Because it uses strain
gauge technology the Digital Scale eliminates the springs that
wear out on conventional scales. The strain-gauge mechanism
is sensitive to weight changes as small as 1
/oth of apound. A
2
manual zero adjustment makes it easier to weigh small items
with accuracy. All weights appear in bright LEDs for easy
reading and in your choice of pounds or kilograms. Requires
6"C" batteries. An easy two-evening kit. Kit GD-1186 $99.95,
ship wt 9lbs.

Greet your
guests with a
tune fit for
the occasion Watch your guests
smile when they are greeted
with asong chosen just for the holiday
or aspecial occasion. Simply arrange wire
leads on aone-octave "keyboard" inside the Programmable Doorbell to program any tune. The Doorbell
comes with asongbook containing over 50 college, seasonal,
Christmas and special occasion songs. The back door button
activates aportion of the tune —so you know which door to
answer. Volume, tone, speed and delay characteristics are
adjustable. Atwo-evening kit. 53
/"H x85/
4
8"
W x25/
8"
D.
Kit TD-1089 $49.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Choose
atune
to greet
your
guests
Replace your ho'
-- hum doorbell with one
that offers your guests aunique and
pleasant welcome. This doorbell plays your
choice of three selections: an upbeat 4-note ring, a
short selection of Beethoven's Für Elise or alonger selection of Rubinstein's Romance.
Electronically select different tunes for your front and
back door. The 3-Tune Doorbell can be built and easily installed in one evening. The Doorbell operates on 2"C" batteries
(not included). For unlit doorbells. 43
/"H x57/
4
8"
W x1
/"D.
4
3
Kit TD-2089 $24.95, ship wt 1lb.

HOME PRODUCTS 0

Discover costly heat leaks
The hardest
part of reducing heat
loss in your home is finding those leaks. Now you can easily detect heat loss areas with the Heat Sniffer.
Just turn it on and adjust for silence.
Then move the Sniffer's sensor along
areas where heating/cooling losses

might occur. Changes in temperature set
off abeeping alarm and aflashing LED
—alerting you to heat loss. The Heat
Sniffer can be used in temperatures
from 59°-95°F. Operates on a9-volt battery (not included). Aone-evening kit.
8Vs" H x1
5
/
8"
W x23/
8"
D. Kit NE-2112
$19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska ana Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Breathe deeply and enjoy
The Furnace Air Cleaner works with
your heating or air conditioning system
for air that is free of pollen, dust and
cigarette smoke. The power supply
mounts on acold air duct and turns the
filter on when the blower is running. A
red LED indicates proper operation. The
power supply operates one filter and
runs on 120 VAC. Requires easy-to-install 1" filters. (Works with GD-2196).
31
/"H x41
2
/"W x10" D. Kit GD-3196
2
$149.95, ship wt 9lbs.
Accessories: Assembled
GDA-3196-1 16" x20" Filter $99.95,
ship wt 5lbs. Assembled GDA-3196-2
16" x25" Filter $99.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Assembled GDA-3196-3 20" x20"
Filter $99.95, ship wt 6lbs. Assembled
GDA-3196-4 20" x25" Filter $99.95,
ship wt 7lbs.

Refresh yourself with 6,000 cubic feet of pure air
Now you can enjoy cleaner, fresher
air in your home with the Heathldt Portable Air Cleaner. It solves your toughest
air cleaning problems by efficiently removing dust, smoke and other pollutants from 6,000 cubic feet —that's a
25' by 30' room with an 8' ceiling. Every time you enter your
home you'll appreciate the
improved environment
fresh air creates.

Three speeds tackle avariety of jobs
and three filters work together to keep
your air clean and fresh. It's an easy oneevening kit because the power supply, 3speed fan control and filter are already
assembled for you. Uses 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
26 1
/"H x17 1
2
/"W x13 1
4
/"D. Kit
2
GD-1297 $269.95, ship wt 59 lbs.
Accessories: Assembled
GDA-1297-2 Replacement Charcoal
Filter $9.95, ship wt 2lbs.
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Amateur radio is even more exciting with new Novice Enhancement
privileges for entry level hams
If you've ever considered joining the ranks of amateur radio operators, now is the time to get involved. The Novice
license traditionally allows Morse Code operation, but now includes voice communication privileges and communication between home computers linked by radio. Now you can pursue amateur radio as afun and exciting way to enter
the world of high-technology communications.
Heath offers you all the support you need to get started in Amateur Radio. Courses ER-3701-A and ER-3702-A
(below) provide you with the theory and background material needed to master the Novice, Technician or General
Class exams. We're so sure that these courses will prepare you for the exams that we guarantee afull refund of your
money in the event you don't pass. Just send us acopy of your rejection notice and return the course materials.
New computer-assisted instruction (CM) software (below) is also available and is up-to-date to include the latest Novice Enhancement requirements. It lets your computer test you before you take the license examination
usingactual FCC approved multiple choice questions. Test yourself f
or
Novice, Technician, General, Advance or Extra Class license examinations.
You'll even have arunning score in percentage to know how well you're
doing and whether you're ready to take the actual exam.
With this kind of preparation, you're sure to gain all the fun and new
friends that amateur radio has t
o o ffer.
Take time to l
oo kthroughthe
following pages for complete information on our full line of quality
amateur radio equipment including the new SB-1000 Linear
Amplifier and 11K-232 Pack-Kit Multi-Mode TNC.

Use your computer
to study for amateur radio
license exams

Make new friends on the airwaves —
become aNovice Ham Operator
Join the world of Amateur Radio and communicate oneon-one with adiverse group of interesting people from all
professions and in all countries. This course is guaranteed to
help you earn aNovice ticket or we'll refund the full purchase
price of the course. Everything you need to get your license is
in this comprehensive, well-organized study package, including information on how you apply to take the latest Novice
Class License test. Practice exams and afinal examination
give you confidence to pass the first time. Two cassette tapes
explain the RST signal reporting system, review electronic
circuit components, and cover practical circuits. You also
learn International Morse Code in letter groups and improve
your copy speed to 5words per minute. ER-3701-A $44.95,
ship wt 6lbs.
%AVER! ERS-3701 Save on the Novice Course and CW
Oscillator on page 31. Plus get a10% certificate good for up to
$10 off any Heathkit Amateur Radio prod.uct. Separately
$64.90 Our System Price $49.90, ship wt 9lbs.
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This computer software offers the
most up-to-date FCC approved pool of
questions for all five class license exams,
including the latest "enhanced" novice
class. The disk in each program contains
both aCW practice program and complete
multiple choice questions from the FCC
approved pool of questions used for actual
exams. The program will be revised each time
the question pool changes and, since it's software,
it can be updated much more quickly than
printed material.
Our Novice ER-3701-A or General Class ER-3702-A
educational course (below) is recommended for more complete
information in addition to this exam study material. All programs are for use with Heath/Zenith and IBM PC's. HDP-1601
Novice program $39.95, 1lb. HDP-1602-T Technician program
$39.95, 1lb. HDP-1602-G General program $39.95, 1lb.
HDP-1603 Advanced program $49.95, 1lb. HDP-1604 Amateur
Extra program $49.95,1 lb.

Talk to the world and more
Move up to the General Class and enjoy all the added
privileges —more frequencies to operate on, plus radio teletype, slow-scan TV, facsimile, satellite activity —an impressive
list of incentives that add up to more QS0's, (
.
.)SL's, and
thousands of new friends.
This text takes you through the material covered on the
written test. Its in-depth coverage will give you more than
enough information to pass either the Technician or General
Class exams. Extra code practice brings your copy speed up to
15 words per minute. This gives you atwo-word edge on the 13
wpm requirement. Four sample tests prepare you for the actual
exam. When you pass your General exam, send us acopy of your
license or notice to receive 5.0 CEU's. We guarantee you'll pass
the General Class exam —or we'll refund your money when you
return the course materials with acopy of your rejection notice.
ER-3702-A $64.95, ship wt 21 lbs.

AMATEUR RADIO

()

Build up your code speed
to pass your exam
Get your code speed up and pass your exam in asimple and
inexpensive way with the CW Code Oscillator. This handy practice
oscillator features atelegraph key with adjustable rebound, built-in
speaker, volume and tone controls. The CW Code Oscillator even
has aheadphone jack for private listening so you won't disturb
others. And once you get your license, it can serve as aside tone
oscillator for any transmitter using negative-grid block keying. The
CW Code Oscillator operates on a9V transistor battery (not
included). This kit takes only one short evening to put together.
25/
a"
H x41
/"W x43/
4
8"
D. Kit HD-1416-A $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Save $50 with the Novice
CW Transceiver
Get off to agood start in Amateur Radio with the Novice
CW Transceiver. To give you the best possible Novice CW transceiver we combined many of the quality features of the HW-9
Deluxe QRP CW Transceiver (page 37) with plenty of power for
easy contact. Broadband design ends the need to tune circuits
within the band. The wide-band front-end uses a4-pole crystal
filter to handle wide dynamic range signals with ease and eliminate the usual RF amplifier. You get superior performance
with AGC circuits.
Use of single frequency conversion in the main signal path
reduces spurious responses and maintains superior image rejection. The HW-99 also has abalanced product detector and
an active-audio filter. The power amplifier is VSWR protected.
A front panel bar display indicates relative signal strength in
receive and relative power in transmit. 45/s" H x11 1
/"W x10 3
4
/"
4
D. Kit 11W-99 Was $299.95 Now $249.95, ship wt 20 lbs.
SAVER! Kit 11W-99 includes a$100 gift certificate good for
any Heathkit product (except Educational Products). Requires
acopy of your Novice license to redeem. Valid even if you get
your Novice license after you buy the transceiver.

Companion Station Speaker to 11W-99
The Heathkit SP-99 Station Speaker is a3" communications receiver speaker housed in an attractive cabinet designed
to match the HW-9 and HW-99. This 8ohm speaker has a
frequency response of 200 to 5000 Hz and can handle 1.5 watts
RMS. You can easily build this kit in one quick evening. 8" H x
41
/"W x63
4
/"D. Kit SP-99 $29.95, ship wt 3lbs.
4
Other HW-99 Specifications: TRANSMITTER: RF output power:
50 watts. except 40 watts on 10 meters. Transmitter Frequency Offset: App. 700 Hz. Antenna Load Impedance: 50 ohms unbalanced
nominal. Harmonic and Spurious Radiation: —40 dB minimum at
rated output. T/R Operation: CW, full break-in to 30 WPM. RECEIVER: Sensitivity: Less than 1.0 µV for 10 dB S + N/N. Selectivity:
App. 450 Hz at 6dB. Dynamic Range: 70 dB. Image and IF Rejection:
50 dB minimum. Audio Hum Noise: —40 dB. Audio Output: 1watt
into 8-ohm load. GENERAL: Frequency Stability: Less than 200
Hz/hr drift after 30-minute warmup. Power Requirement: 120 VAC
at 60 Hz.
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The Pack-Kit INC supports all
common baud rates for Baudot RTTY
and ASCII, and CW from 5to 99 WPM.
Radio link rates are supported to 1200
baud (9600 with external modem) and
computer data rates are supported to
9600 baud. What's more, there's no
special software needed to operate the
Pack-Kit TNC. You can use it with any
modem communication package macle
to run on your computer or order
"Ham-Pak" software (below) especially
for use with the HK-232 and your
Heath/Zenith or IBM PC. Plus, the
HK-232 works with any other computer
or terminal since it interfaces using an
RS-232 industry standard serial port.
The Pack-Kit has all the features
demanded by active amateur radio
Now you can enjoy
operators. For greater flexibility, two
multi-mode operation with
independent, selectable rear-panel
connection ports provide interchangethis single unit TNC
able HF or VHF operation. All you need
to do is connect your radio's PTT line,
The Pack-Kit Multi-Mode TNC gives you the latest in Packet
speaker output and microphone input.
Radio and takes the challenge out of getting on RTTY It lets you
The same connections work for all other modes, too —even
work CW at speeds you never dreamed of, gets you on AMTOR
CW. For excellent performance, the HK-232 uses an eightand ASCII and even lets you print Weather Facsimile pictures.
pole bandpass filter followed by alimiter discriminator with
Just adding the Pack-Kit to your radio and computer gives you
automatic threshold correction to copy signals that could bafeverything you need to get on the air in every mode. You'll also
fle other units. Also ahigh-performance feature, the answerneed an Epson or compatible graphics type printer to print
back memory permits autoanswer with messa§e in both
Weather Facsimile pictures.
Packet and RITY. It automatically responds to WRU" reThe Pack-Kit TNC combines computer technology with
quests with your station ID and system status. And for easy
amateur radio so you can explore packet radio and all its applicaHF tune-up, the Pack-Kit INC features abuilt-in front panel
tions, plus explore the capabilities of additional modes. Connect
bar graph tuning indicator.
both your HF and VHF rig at the same time and you can switch
This outstanding value in performance, quality and
between VHF Packet and copying aW1AW RTTY bulletin on 40
unique new features is yours with the Heathkit Pack-Kit
meters with the push of abutton. Work Packet in both HF (300
Multi-Mode TNC. It even includes our well organized and
baud) and VHF (up to 9600 baud —above 1200 baud requires
easy-to-understand operational manual with hook-up conexternal modem).
nections for most popular HF and VHF radios. The manual
Aunique "SIGNAL' command causes the Pack-Kit to deteris available separately to anyone that is not purchasing the
mine correct RITY, ASCII or AMTOR mode for the signal you
HK-232, but desires complete multi-mode TNC operational
are listening to and presets baud rate and mode —it even inverts
information ($30 plus shipping). 2W H x81
/"W x11" D. Kit
4
the signal if necessary. All you have to do is type, "OK." Use the
HK-232 $279.95, ship wt 5lbs. Available August.
"OPMODE" command to display full details of your current opAccessory: HKA-232-2 "Ham-Pak" Communications
erating mode without having to change modes. Also, front-panel
Software Program for use with Heath/Zenith and IBM PC's
LEDs clearly display your present operating mode and the sys$19.95, ship wt 1lb. Available August.
tem status for more efficient and simple operation.

See March
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Get remote control with decoder
The Touch Tone Decoder lets you hear only the messages
meant for you —eliminating extraneous monitor racket. Connect it in series with your receiver or scanner speaker. Turn it
on and it mutes the speaker until it detects the unique DTMF
code you have programmed. In addition, use the HD-1530 for
operation of single functions in the control of arepeater, or as
asecondary control link for autopatch ON/OFF. You can preset the "line open" time length for up to 8minutes, or the user
can enter atwo-digit code to open and close the line at will.
21
/"H x7" W x5" D. Kit HD-1530 $79.95, ship wt 2lbs.
4

You'll be agreat listener with this
Shortwave Synthesized Receiver
Designed specifically for
the avid shortwave listener,
the SW-7800 covers 150 kHz
through 30 MHz continuously in 30 overlapping,
1MHz bands. Broadband
front-end circuits mean you
don't have to tune circuits
within aband. The wide-band
front-end stages eliminate
the usual RF amplifier so the
Receiver can easily handle
incoming signals within awide
dynamic range. Excellent image rejection is provided by an up-converting, double-conversion mixing design.
Other features you'll appreciate include: AGC time constant
switch; muting provision to allow operation with atransmitter;
local/DX switch to protect against overload from very strong
local stations; front panel jack for taping receiver material —
unaffected by volume control setting; and telescoping whip
antenna for local reception and portable operation. Mobile operation is possible using any 11 to 15 volt DC source at 3/4 amp.
Only aVTVM is required for receiver alignment. 45/
8"
H x11 1
/"
2

Fine tune your antenna
The Antenna Noise bridge reveals
the cause of any mismatch between the
station transmitter and antenna —so you
can trim each antenna for the most effective transmission. Atone-modulated
broadband noise signal is generated in
the Antenna Noise Bridge and coupled
to an impedance bridge. Then, using

AMATEUR RADIO C)

W x10 1
2"
/
D. Kit SW-7800 $299.95,
ship wt 12 lbs.
Accessory: Kit HDP-7800 Highperformance trapped dipole antenna
for use with any general coverage or
shortwave receiver. Eight hi -Q parallel-tuned traps reduce len
andisolate various segments of eantenna
for full coverage of 11, 13, 16, 19, 25,
31, 41,49 and 60 meter bands $64.95,
ship wt 3lbs.
Other Specifications: Readout Accuracy:
Nearest 1kHz. Frequency Control: Synthesized
(PLL and LC VFO). Modes: USB, LSB, CW and AM (wide
or narrow). Sensitivity: SSB/CW, less than 0.35 i.i.V for 10 dB (S +
N)/N; AM, less than 2.5 µV for 10 dB (S + N)/N. Selectivity: SSB/CW, 2.5
kHz min. at 6dB; AM, 5.5 kHz min. at 6dB. Selectivity Shape Factor: 1.5 at
6/50 dB. Image Rejection: 55 dB min. OTHER: Antenna: Built-in telescoping whip. Connection for 50 ohm, unbalanced, external antenna (S0239) and
high-impedance wire. Audio Output: Internal speaker, jack for headphone
or external speaker. Muting: External jack for use with transmitter. Recorder Output: Miniature phone jack. Power: 120 VAC, internally; 13.8 VDC
at 1
/-ampere, externally.
4

your station receiver as an indicator, the
impedance bridge is used to measure
the resistive and reactive components
of your antennas. It can also be used to
preset an antenna tuner for faster tuneups, to tune aquarter-wave transmission
line and to measure the value of unknown capacitors and inductors. An
LED on the front panel indicates power
on and front panel controls give you a
direct readout of resistive and reactive
characteristics of the antenna being
tested. Rear panel has an external power
jack and coaxial connectors for the receiver and unknown antenna connections. Requires 9V battery or PS-2350
Power Supply (p. 47). 21
/"H x51
4
/"Wx
2
5" D. Kit HD•1422 $49.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Active SWL Antenna
Perfect for portable use or locations
where an outside antenna is not available, the Active SWL Antenna allows
you to receive radio signals from 300
kHz to 30 MHz. It also acts as ahigh
frequency preamplifier when used with
an external 50 ohm antenna. In addition, you can use the HD-1424 as apreselector for both indoor and outdoor
antennas. It has abuilt-in collapsible

antenna and provisions for a50 ohm antenna. Requires 9V battery or PS-2350
Power Supply (p. 47). 21
4"
/
H x51/
8"
Wx
5" D. Kit HD-1424 $49.95, ship wt 5lbs.

Tune in to the world
Listen to the U.S. Submarine Fleet,
European broadcasts and other distant
transmissions below the standard AM
band. The VLF Converter installs in
your receiver antenna line to let you listen to the 10 to 500 kHz band from 3.510
to 4.010 MHz on your CW receiver. The
converter contains alocal oscillator
generating a3.5 MHz signal that, when
mixed with the incoming VLF frequencies on your antenna, produces an RF
signal that can be heard on any CW receiver capable of tuning 3.510 to 4.010
MHz. Requires 9V battery or PS-2350
Power Supply (p. 47) or any source of
DC power, 8.5 to 14 volts. Sized to fit in
any small corner near your receiver, the
VLF Converter measures 51
/"H x51
4
/"W x
2
21
/"D. Kit HD-1420 $49.95, ship wt 2lbs.
4
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Last call for auto-tune
Preset the roller inductor for two frequencies on each of
nine bands and let the Antenna Tuner do the rest. Remote operation lets you tune selected frequencies using only transmitter
band switches if your transmitter's equipped for remote operation. Manually time with three front panel lever switches and
dual watt-meters. Tune and match unbalanced feed lines and
single-wire antennas at the full legal power limit of your station.
Ad the 4:1 Balun Accessory for balanced ladder line antennas.
Use front panel coax switch to select from three permanent
antennas or bypass. 63
/"H x14 1
4
/"W x20" D. Kit SA-2500 Last
2
Call $349.95, ship wt 26 lbs.
Accessory: Kit SA-2500-1 4:1 Balun Last Call $39.95, 2lbs.
Other Specifications: Frequency Range: 1.8 to 30 MHz. Input Power
Capability: 2000 watts, SSB; 1000 watts, CW. Input Impedance: 5011 Output
Impedance: Wide range. Impedance Transformation: Optional 4:1 Balun.
Meter Functions: Forward, reflected, average power, SWR. Meter Ranges: Forward, 200/2000 watts; reflected, 50/500 watts and 1:1 to 3:1 SWR. Wattmeter
Accuracy: 200, 2000 watts forward, 500 watts reflected, ±- 5% average; 50 watts
reflected, -± 7.5% average. Autorange Wattmeter: User selected. Insertion
SWR: Less than 1.1:1. Automatic Tune: Cycle time, about 15 seconds; input
power, 20 watts min. for SWR Set; VSWR, user selected. Power 120 VAC 50/60
Hz @ .25 amps max., internal; 12 VDC at 1amp. max., external.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Bandwidth Improvement with the SA-2550
2.0:1 Bandwidth

Double your antenna's bandwidth
and save $30
Work both CW and phone segments in aband from only one antenna. The Heath Remote Antenna Matcher lets you adjust the length of
dipole and vertical antennas to resonance on any band between 1.8 and
30 MHz. By inserting the Matcher's variable capacitor into the antenna's
driven element, your 50-ohm coaxial-fed antenna can have double the
bandwidth while maintaining alow VSWR. Mount the outdoor remote
unit on amast or tower leg or any suitable flat surface close to the feed
point of your antenna. Lengthen your antenna by 10 to 15% and tune it
for maximum power with the indoor control unit. The Matcher tunes
out the added length. No extra wires are needed because the Matcher
uses your coax or asimple 2-wire cable for connection to the remote
tuner.
Bandwidth increase is typically over 100% with a2:1 VSWR. Input
capability is 1500 watts PEP. Does not double the bandwidth of 50-ohm
beam antennas. Not for open- or balanced-type feed lines or random
length wire antennas. Both the Remote and Control units are easy to build
and install. Control unit measures 21
/"H x51
2
/"W x7" D. Remote unit
2
measures 16 3/
8"
H x8Y8" W x378" D. Kit SA-2550 Was $149.95 Now Only
$119.95, ship wt 10 lbs.
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Revolutionize your CW with the µMatic Memory Keyer

AMATEUR RADIO C)

Add programmable excellence to all your CW. Patented "command
strings" let you store text in buffers, select the speed, weight, spacing or
message repeat count for each one, and link them together in any
sequence you desire. Aspecial editing feature lets you correct
programming errors. Enter text and send with any setting
you wish. Text can be added into abuffer message being
sent. CMOS memory with battery backup retains the buffer
contents and last selected setting when the Keyer is without
power. 1
5
/
8"H x4W W x6" D. Kit SA-5010-A $99.95, ship
wt 3lbs.
Accessory: Assembled PS-5012 120 VAC Power
Adapter Cube $15.95, ship wt 1lb.
Other Specifications: Speed Range: 1to 99 wpm. Character/Word
Spacing: Less than or equal to speed setting. Number of Buffers: 1to 10. May be
used to store text or commands. Buffer Size: 240 characters plus commands, total.
Weighting: Normal plus 5light and 5heavy settings. Auto Message Repeat: 0to 9(sent
1to 10 times). Keyer Output: Solid state: +250 volts @ 100 mA; —200 volts @ 40 mA.
Memory Backup: Three 1.5-volt alkaline batteries (included) —1year typical life. (No battery
drain unless Keyer is removed from AC power source). Sidetone: Approximately 300 to 1500
Hz, adjustable. Power Requirements: External transformer (optional) or 11 to 16 VDC @ 200 mA.

Save $10 on amic equalizer
One of the greatest needs in Amateur radio is to improve
the quality of transmitted speech. Apoor microphone or even
the pitch of aspeaker's voice can make aSSB transmission
difficult to understand. And in mobile operation, peaks at the
lower end of the voice range often obscure clarity.
With the Heath Microlizer you can optimize the clarity of
your voice transmissions and get abetter match between
your microphone and transceiver. This microphone equalizer
fits in series using astandard 4-pin microphone jack and Ve
phone output jack. Continuously variable high and low frequency controls provide a12 dB boost or cut at 490 Hz and
2800 Hz. Increase or decrease over-all gain of the microphone
signal you feed to your transceiver for more efficient and
cleaner operation. Requires 9V battery. Aone-evening kit. 2"
H x53
/"W x41
4
/"D. Kit HD-1986 Was $39.95 Now $29.95,
2
ship wt 2lbs.
Other Specifications: Adjustable Microphone Gain: Low Frequency
Response: -± 12 dB at 490 Hz; High Frequency Response: ± 12 dB at 2800
Hz. Input Impedance: 100 kfl normal. Maximum Input Level: 500 mV
RMS. Frequency Response: 200 Hz to 10 kHz. Distortion: 0.5% or less.

Deluxe Antenna Tuner eliminates
loss of precious, mismatched power
Stop losing precious bandwidth because of touchy solidstate finals. The Deluxe Antenna Tuner can exactly match an
antenna to your transmitter at any frequency in the 160-10
meter HF spectrum. Bypass for your tri-band beam or
dummy load, select either of two coax outputs. Connect unbalanced feedlines or long wire antennas —abuilt-in 4:1 balun
lets you use balance feedlines. Aconvenient front panel counter permits you to quickly set the continuously-variable inductor to previously calibrated frequencies.
Dual wattmeters read forward and reflected power
simultaneously for more efficient low band operation. Installs
directly into your transmission line and measures power on
all frequencies between 1.8 and 30 MHz. Measures output up
to 200/2000 watts in the forward direction and up to 50/500
watts reflected. Construction and design minimizes RF loss at
high frequency operation. Insertion SWR is less than 1.1:1.
Large feed-through insulators withstand high-voltage RF.
Handles power inputs up to 2000 watts PEP on SSB and 1000
watts CW. 53
/"H x14 1
4
/"W x13 7/
2
8"
D. Kit SA-2060-A $269.95,
ship wt 20 lbs.
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Get reliable high-performance
with this new linear amplifier
You get unparalled performance at an affordable price
with the new Heathkit Linear Amplifier. It's acompletely
self-contained, grounded grid linear amplifier that is
designed to operate at 1000 watts PEP output on SSB or 850
watts output on CW and 500 watts RTTY. The SB-1000 covers 160, 80, 40, 20 and 15 meter amateur bands with tuned
input filters your solid state rig will like, and also includes
WARC and most MARS bands at 80% of rated output.
The Amplifier uses asingle 3-500Z tube in ahigh efficiency circuit for top performance. And its hypersil steel E-I
core transformer takes up less room, runs cooler and gives
you more high-performance power. Other selected features
include door knob caps in critical RF circuits, adjustable
ALC so it works with any rig, astiff full-wave power supply
with computer grade capacitors, aquiet computer-style fan,
and plate and load controls with smooth vernier tuning.
Front panel meters are illuminated and grid current is continuously monitored for protection and long tube life. Operates on
240 VAC, 60 Hz, at 71
/-A maximum or 120 VAC, 60 Hz, at 15-A
2
maximum. Overall cabinet size measures 81
/"H x14 1
4
/"W x
2
1.3 7/
8"
D. Kit SB-1000 $739.95, 57 lbs. Avail. August.
Other Specifications: INPUT: Circuit type: Pi-network. Maximum VSWR
at resonance: 1.3:1 or less. Minimum 2:1 VSWR bandwidth: 20% or greater.
Maximum drive power permissible: 100 W. Typical drive for full power
output: 85 W. OUTPUT: Circuit type: Pi-L network. Vz hour continuous
carrier: 500 watts. 30 second continuous carrier: 850 watts. I/2 hour PEP
two-tone test: 850 watts. 30 second PEP two-tone test: 1000 watts. POWER
SUPPLY: Circuit type: Voltage doubler. No load voltage: 3000. Full load
voltage: 2700. Full load current: 0.45 amp. Regulation: 10%. Transformer:
22 lbs. Hypersil steel. Maximum draw at rated output: 12 amps at 120V 60 Hz.

Heathkii
ree

ela.^1,C,rn

TUBE: Type:
3-5002. Continuous dissipation: 500 W.
Warm-up time: 10 seconds. Estimated life:
20,000 hours. GENERAL: Metering: Dual meters; plate volts, plate current,
grid current, power output PER ALC: Adjustable, 0-20 V. negative going, phono
jack. MARS/WARC: Yes, set to nearest amateur band. Keying: Requires contact closure or sink of +12 VDC at 100 mA, phono jack. RF Connectors:
S0239. Line Connector: NEMA 5-15P, standard 120 V three wire. Frequency
Coverage: All amateur bands from 1.8 to 21 MHz, including WARC and most
MARS. Third Order MID at Rated Output: —35 dB.

Send letter-perfect code
Ensure signal
purity and stability
Continuously monitor your signals
with the Station Monitor that displays
SSB, TRAP or RTTY. Also use it with a
receiver to view other audio signals or
use as an oscilloscope. Solve common
problems such as improper alignment
or tuning, insufficient or excessive drive,
poor carrier or sideband suppression,
regeneration, parasitics and CW key
clicks. For testing, the Monitor displays
audio signals from 10 Hz to 40 kHz with
good sync capability and high input sensitivity. In addition, it has a10:1 vertical
and horizontal input switch attenuator,
with constant input impedance.
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Add the Pan Adapter Module board
to view other signals within ±20 kHz or
±100 kHz from the frequency. For
receivers with IFs of 3.395 MHz and
8.83 MHz. Operates on 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
1
3
/
8"
H x11¼" W x12W D. Kit HO-5404
$249.95 (see SAVER system price below), ship wt 13 lbs.
Accessory: Kit HOA-5404-1 Pan
Adapter Module $99.95, ship wt 2lbs.
SAVER! Kit HOS-5404-1 Includes
both HO-5404 and HOA-5404-1
Accessory $249.95, ship wt 15 lbs.
Other Specifications: RF SAMPLING SECTION: Frequency Coverage: 80-6 meter (3.5-54
MHz). Sensitivity: ve vertical deflection at 10
watts, 3/4" vertical deflection at 100 watts. VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIERS: Sensitivity: 60 mV per 1
/"vertical deflection.
4

Microprocessor-based CW keyboard has specialized prompting features and asimplified operating system
that minimize key errors and increase
the ease and accuracy of high-speed
sending. Four-level practice mode. 27/
8"
H x15 1
/"W x8" D. Kit HD-8999
2
$149.95, ship wt 7lbs.
Other Specifications: Speed Range: 1-99
WPM. Spacing: Less than or equal to speed.
Weighting: Normal plus five 'light' and five 'heavy'
settings. Serial Number: 1-9999, automatically
generated. Text Buffers: 495 characters, total
capacity. Individual buffers may be protected.
Keyer iJutput: +25 V @ 100 niA; —200 V @ 40
mA. Memory Backup: Three mini-cells (included) with typical Iyear life. Sidetone: 300-1500
Hz adjustable. Indicators: 4-digit display plus
SET, MSG, LOAD, PRAC and type-ahead buffer
status LEDS. Power Requirements: 7.5 to 11 VAC
or 11 to 16 VDC. 450 mA max. Input for PS-50I2
120 VAC Adaptor (at right).

Deluxe QRP CW Transceiver
Superior design of the transmitter and receiver section
sets this transceiver apart from the others. Microelectronic
circuits reduce transceiver weight, while providing alevel of
performance and features unexpected at this price. Features
like: continuously variable RF output up to 4watts, front panel
relative signal/power strength meter, wide dynamic range, AGC
circuits, single conversion, product detector, and active audio
filter. Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT) lets you tune the
receiver 1kHz above or below the transmit frequency. You get
CW coverage in 80, 40, 20 and 15 meter bands, expandable to
30, 17, 12 and 10 meter bands with the H1NA-9 Accessory Band
Pack. Ideal for portable operation, the Transceiver can be
powered from batteries, lighter socket, solar photovoltaic array
or by 120 VAC with the PSA-9 Power Supply. 41
/"H x91
4
/"W x
4
81
/"D. Kit HW-9 $199.95, ship wt 8lbs.
2
Accessories: Kit HWA-9 Band Pack $29.95, ship wt 1lb.
Kit PSA-9 Power Supply $19.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Other Specifications: TRANSMTTTER: RF Output Power: 4watts, except
3watts on 10 meters. Transmitter Frequency Offset: App. 700 Hz. Antenna
Load Impedance: At least 90% of rated power with less than 2:1 SWR.
Protected against high SWR. Harmonic & Spurious Radiation: —35 dB &
—40 dB minimum, at rated output. TIR Operation: CW, full break-in.

RECEIVER: Sensitivity: 0.2µ,V for readable signal; 0.5 IA/ or less for 10 dB
S+N/N. Selectivity: Wide, 1kHz max. @ 6dB; Narrow, 250 Hz @ 6dB.
Dynamic Range: 85 dB. Image & IF Rejection: 60 dB, min. Audio Hum
Noise: —60 dB. Audio Output: 1watt into 8f2.

Put your best signal on the air
with confidence
Your low-watt HF or VHF station will operate at peak
power efficiency when you are using the responsive HM-9
wattmeter. This HF/VHF wattmeter with 3:1 SWR bridge simplifies continuous metering of exciter or amplified output level.
Plus it gives you aquick, exact SWR readout for fine-tuning
your antenna system. Wire the HM-9 for monitoring in three
different ranges: 1.8-30, 50-54 or 144-148 MHz. Aone-evening
kit. 25/
8"
H x53/
8"
W x7" D. Kit HM-9 $39.95, ship wt 3lbs.

100-watt antenna tuner with 4:1 balun

SAVER! QRS-9 Save on the matching HM-9 Wattmeter and HFT-9-A Antenna Tuner Separately $89.90
Our System Price $84.95, ship wt 14 lbs.

You can have almost unlimited matching capabilities with
the HFT-9-A. It provides an exact 100% transmatch to awide
range of output impedances with abuilt-in 4:1 ferrite balun.
Has connectors for coaxial feed, balanced line and long-wire
antennas. Alarge 12-tap, air-wound inductor with silver-plated
wire and tap switch allows precise matching capability
between 1.8 and 30 MHz. Adjustments are easy with continuously variable transmitter/antenna controls. Aone-evening kit.
25/
8"
H x9/8" W x7" D. Kit HFT-9-A $49.95, ship wt 3lbs.

See
January

Multi-mode Active Audio Filter
makes the tough ones easy to copy

Review

Twelve total poles of filtering can be combined to work in
SSB & Notch, CW, CW2, SSB & Peak, RTTY and fixed configurations with razor-sharp skirts. Solve such problems as partially overlapped sideband signals, overmodulation splatter,
close-packed CW stations, full RTTY reception through heavy
interference, heterodyne whistle and noise. Versatile power
requirements make this Filter usable almost anywhere. Just
supply 7-13.5 volts AC or 9-18 volts DC. Two-evening kit. 1
7
/
a"
H
x87/
8"
W x65
/
8"
D. Kit HD-1418 $79.95, ship wt 3lbs.
Accessories: Assembled PS-5012 120 VAC Power Adapter
Cube $15.95, ship wt 1lb.
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Save $10 with this
high performance
broadband antenna
The HA-2513 Antenna can effectively cover amateur radio, public service, CB, police, fire and government
frequency bands. Transmit with up to
200 watts of power with SWR below 2:1
on all ham bands between 50 and 1300
MHz. Ultra-wideband design offers excellent reception from 25 to 1300 MHz.
Compact and lightweight design enables the HA-2513 to be installed almost
anywhere, even on apartment balcony
railings. Vertically polarized, omnidirectional pattern unity gain. Stainless steel
parts and hardware. Assemble in one
evening. A 50' coaxial cable is included.
Requires 1-2" mast. 51
/'high. Kit
2
HA-2513 Was $79.95 Now Only $69.95,
ship wt 6lbs.

This outlet box is smart
Flip on your transceiver and your
whole system powers up. Smart Outlet
Box turns on six other units when the
device plugged into its control socket
goes on. Surge protection, noise
filtering. 21
/"H x14 1
4
/"W x23
4
/"D.
4
Kit GD-1495 $59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Assembled GDW-1495 Last Call
$79.95, 4lbs.

Ham's
Problem Solver
Twelve-socket Outlet Strip multiplies convenience by providing extra
electrical outlets for your equipment.
Eleven fused 3-prong outlets can be
switched on and off. Atwelfth outlet
provides constant AC for aclock or
equipment with memory saver circuitry.
Rated at 10-amp maximum load. 12'
cord. Aone-evening kit. 21
/"H x15W
4
W x21
/"D. Kit HD-1274 $24.95, 4lbs.
4

Route up to
4antennas

1.6-250 MHz Dip Meter
Use this multi-purpose Dip Meter to
find approximate resonant and operating frequencies of either energized or
de-energized circuits. Also, it helps adjust traps, detect parasitic oscillations
and harmonics, measure unknown
C)/L/C values, locate sources and frequencies of RF energy, or can be used as
asignal generator, relative field strength
meter or receiver alignment tool. Requires 9V battery 2" H x21
/"W x51
4
/"D.
2
Kit HD-1250 $89.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Other specifications: Controls: Tuning capacitor, oscillator level, ON/OFF Meter Movement:
150 µA. Solid-State Circuits: INPN transistor oscillator, 1dual-gate MOSFET amplifier, 2diffused
silicon hot carrier diode detectors.
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Dual HF Wattmeter
Achieve peak efficiency on low
bands. The HM-2140-A monitors both
forward and reflected power in your
transmission line. Asecond scale on the
reflected meter reads SWR directly from
1:1 to 3:1. Output is measured up to
200/2000 watts PEP (±5%) forward direction and up to 50/500 watts reflected.
Pushbutton switch to high or low power
ranges for precise readings. Dual-position switch lets you read PEP or Average
power. Requires 9V battery or use 120
VAC with the PS-2350 Battery Eliminator. One-evening kit. 41
/"H x71
2
/"W
2
X63/
8"
D. Kit HM-2140-A $99.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Accessories: Assembled PS-2350
Battery Eliminator $7.95, ship wt 1lb.

This manual
Coaxial Switch
routes one RF
source to any one
of several antennas
or loads, while groundingall outputs not
in use. Switch from up to 4antennas or
interconnecting equipment. Handles 2
kW PEP with maximum 1.1:1 SWR to
250 MHz. Built-in mounting brackets.
Mount width: 4W' Kit HD-1234 $22.95,
ship wt 1lb.

For the
serious
listener
Long-wire 75' SWL antenna helps
you pull in distant stations. Has copper
line with 30' lead-in; all insulators and
hardware. GRA-72 $14.95, 2lbs.

AMATEUR RADIO ®

Be clearly heard
Shure's CONTROLLED MAGNETIC Fixed Station Microphone
was designed with Amateur radio
features. It offers dual selectable
output impedance and frequency
response tailored for intelligibility.
Select Normal or VOX operation.
Push-to-talk switch bar
for momentary or locked
operation. Assembled
HDP-444 $59.95, 3lbs.

SWL Antenna
This specially designed short wave
listening antenna comes completely
assembled and ready to use. Sturdy 14gauge HDP-7800 antenna covers 60-4941-31-25-19-13-11 meters. Ahigh performance trapped dipole with an overall
length less than 43 feet. Assembled
HDP-7800 $64.95, ship wt 3lbs.

146-148 MHz Antenna
Cushcraft AMS-147 3/
8-wave 2-meter
mount with 90 lb. grip-tight magnet.
Boasts 3dB gain for more range.
Stainless steel whip with thumb-lock
adjustment and chrome-plated base.
Some assembly required.
Includes PL-259 connector
and coax. HDP-1472 $29.95,
ship wt 3lbs.

Lengthen your DX reach
Cushcraft AV5 vertically polarized
omnidirectional wideband antenna
covers CW and SSB on 80-40-20-15-10
meters. Handles 2000 watts PEP. 25'
high. Some assembly required.
HDP-1473 $119.95, ship wt 10 lbs.
See

Reviews

Remote Coax Switch

Switch antennas from inside
your station with the Remote Coax
Switch. Remote and indoor control
unit connect through your coax
cable to eliminate multiconductor
control cable. Tower- or mastmounted remote operates up to 4
antennas. Handles 2000 watts PEP
and has aVSWR of 1.15:1 or less. Frequency range is from 1.8 to 54 MHz with
impedance of 50 to 70 ohms and loss at 54 MHz of less than 0.2
dB. Uses 120 VAC. Control: 2W H x51
/"W x71
2
/"D. Remote:
2
73/
8"
H x83/
a"
W x41
/"D. Kit HD-1481 $79.95, ship wt 5lbs.
2

Innovative
Phone Patch
New design and circuitry
make this Phone Patch a
break-through in transferring
audio signals between aphone
line and two-way radio equipment.
It provides ahigh degree of electrical
isolation and is FCC registered. Normally uses phone line
voltage or uses 9VDC battery assistance in very low voltage
conditions (battery not included). Built-in detector circuit for
adjustment with VTVM or VOM. 1
/"H x53
4
3
/"W x33
4
/"D.
4
Kit HD-1515 $49.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Heath
Cantenna
Dummy
Load
Eliminate
unnecessary
QRM during
tune-up and minimize mistakes
while performing 'hot' gear maintenance or alignment. Handles 1kW of RF
with VSWRs less than 1.5:1 up to 450
MHz. Requires 1gallon mineral or
transformer oil. Aone-evening kit. Kit
UN-31-A $19.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Seal out
the noise
End your TVI problems
Solve emissive RF interference
problems with this low-pass Barker &
Williamson filter for 160-10 meters.
Minimum 70 dB attenuation. Cut-off
frequency of 34 MHz, less than 0.3 dB
insertion loss. 50 ohm impedance. Rated
for legal power. Assembled HDP-3700
$34.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Quiet and
comfortable 8-ohm
headphones
have 40 to 15,000
Hz frequency
range, 21
/"speakers,
4
individual volume
controls, 10'
cord. Assembled
HDP-1396
$14.95, 2lbs.
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50 MHz digital storage oscilloscope accessory for PC computers
Keep up-to-date with the latest in computer-based instrumentation...the Heathlot Computer Oscilloscope. It is aso histicated accessory that turns aPC computer into apowe
dual trace 50 MHz digital storage oscilloscope. The Computer
Oscilloscope allows you to perform tests, display and record
measurements, and even help analyze the results. Atest instrument with this ability is hard to beat in terms of convenience,
versatility and cost.
All scope functions are controlled from the keyboard of
your computer. The computer's monochrome monitor screen
displays your choice of either one or two channels on agraphic
8x10 cm division graticule. Also on-screen are menus showing
all scope function selections. At the touch of akey you can
obtain automatic readouts of voltage, time and frequency at
any point on awaveform. Even store waveforms on afloppy for
later analysis or comparison. All you'll need is anull-modem
cable (like the HCA-52 on page 95) to connect the Computer
Oscilloscope to your IBM PC or compatible computer. Kit
IC-4802 $399.95, ship wt 10 lbs. Assembled SC-4802 $575.00,
ship wt 11 lbs.
Specifications: VERTICAL: Display Modes: YI, Y2,
Dual. (All displays except 500 ps/div are chopped. 500 ps/div
uses an alternate display.) Deflection Factor: Sensitivity: 5
mV/div to 5V/div; 10 steps in a1-2-5 sequence. Accuracy:
Within 3% ±2bits referenced to 20 mV/div.
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Vertical Response: DC Coupling: 5mV to 5volts/div, DC to
50 MHz. AC Coupling: 5mV to 5volts/div, 10 Hz to 50 MHz.
Rise Time: 7ns or less. Overshoot: Less than 5%. Maximum
Input: 125 volts peak combined AC and DC. HORIZONTAL:
Time Bases Ranges: 20 s/div to 500 µs/div; Real Time Sampling. 200 ps/div to 10 ns/div; Equivalent Time Sampling. Posidons: 29 steps in a1-2-5 sequence. Accuracy: Within 3% -± 2
bits referenced to Ims/div. TRIGGER: Source: Yl, Y2. Coupling: Same as vertical Input. Modes: Automatic Baseline,
Normal, Single Sweep. Level: Variable over at least eight divisions; 256 steps. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Operating
Software: Microsoft MS-DOS version 2.0 or later, Microsoft
GW-BASIC version 2.0 or later (both not supplied). GW-BASIC
is not required to run the compiled version of the scope program. If you develop your own software, you can use the Oscilloscope with any computer that has RS-232 serial
communications and graphics capabilities. Operating Hardware: PC-compatible computer with RS-232 card, color graphics card, single 51
/"disk drive, 128K RAM (minimum), such as
4
the Heath/Zenith Personal Computer series. GENERAL: Vertical Resolution: 8bits (1 part in 256). Record Length: 512
samples. Interface: RS-232C. Baud Rate: 110 to 9600 baud
(selected by internal jumper). Power: 120 VAC 60 Hz.
Dimensions: 41
/"H x12 1
2
/"Lx10" W. Weight: 8lbs.
2
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Upgrade scopes and computers
with 50 MHz scope capability

For industry, science and education, Heath/Zenith now
offers anew and complete line of sophisticated, assembled
computer-based instruments. To receive acolorful, free brochure
detailing these advanced products, call 616-982-3672 or write to
Heath/Zenith Computer-Based Instruments Group, Dept.
599-980, Benton Harbor, MI 49022.
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Although apersonal computer may not be acommon test
instrument found on every service or hobby bench, you'll most
certainly find the workhorse oscilloscope. For these scope users
we enhanced the computer oscilloscope interface on the opposite page. We made it work with, and tremendously improve,
the operation of low-bandwidth scopes. And it still works with
apersonal computer, so scope users retain all the features and
specifications of the interface on the previous page.
With the Heathkit Digital Memory Oscilloscope you get
the maximum in versatility, flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
Right now you can upgrade your low-bandwidth, singlechannel bench scope into apowerful dual trace 50 MHz
storage instrument capable of displaying fast digital pulses.
And do it at acost well below any comparable scope.
Get laboratory-instrument features like aten-step
5mV/div. to 5V/div. sensitivity, three display modes, and
solid waveform displays from three trigger modes. All operations are controlled from the clearly marked front panel of
the Memory Oscilloscope. All scope settings are plainly
identified by bright LED indicators. Waveforms are sharply
displayed on the CRT of the scope being upgraded.
Then when it's time to take advantage of computerbased instrumentation, all you need is apersonal computer.
With this combination you gain apowerful diagnostic tool
that features waveform storage on afloppy disk.
The Digital Memory Oscilloscope is amoney-saving
solution for many applications, even computer-equipped
engineering workstations. Inexpensively add accurate testing and waveform analysis to engineering programs, word
processing and other business applications.
Your scope must have a5MHz or greater bandwidth,
one vertical channel with 0.5 V/division sensitivity, ability to
trigger from asecond source, and triggered sweep (on the
plus slope of aTTL level signal) to work with the Digital
Memory Oscilloscope. Two BNC to BNC coaxial cables are
also needed. For use with your personal computer, the same
requirements are needed as for the IC-4802 Computer Oscilloscope. Kit ID-4850 $499.95, ship wt 11 lbs. Assembled
SD-4850 $750.00, ship wt 11 lbs.
Specifications: The same as for the IC-4802 Computer
Oscilloscope except for the following additions.
OSCILLOSCOPE OUTPUT: Vertical: 4volts peak-to-peak
(oscilloscope setting is 0.5 V/div vertical, 1ms/div horizontal).
Trigger: UL level.
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Convert your PC into a
versatile logic analyzer
Transform your PC-compatible computer or standard
terminal into ahigh-performance logic analyzer. The IC-1001
Logic Analyzer Kit is aversatile test instrument that can be
used to troubleshoot or verify the proper operation of awide
variety of circuits that contain sequential and/or combinational

logic. And with the included specific software, the Analyzer is
fully keyboard configurable and menu driven.
With its 16 input lines, the Logic Analyzer can check a16bit wide data bus or 16 separate logic test points in circuits with
clock speeds up to 10 MHz. Acquired data can then be displayed on-screen in state or timing displays including hex/octal
and ASCII equivalents, an address relative to triggering and
other information. This data can then be saved on disk for later
examination or comparison. Other advanced operations include acheck-sum capability with bit selection for easy comparison of acquired data and the ability to search this data for a
specific bit pattern.
The Analyzer requires aterminal or computer using terminal emulation software. Used with acomputer, an HCA-85 cable (page 92) is also needed along with the MS-DOS operating
system (Ver. 2.0 or later). The IC-1001 is powered by an
included 120 VAC wall cube and has dimensions of 1
/"H x93
4
3
/"
4
W x81
/"D. Kit IC-1001 $269.00, ship wt 4lbs. Available August.
2
Other Specifications: Depth: 2046 words. Logic
Compatability: 5volt TTL or CMOS. Input Impedance:
All inputs >I megohm, 10 pF. Serial Protocol: RS-232.

Save $20 —an oscilloscope with lab specifications and priced for the hobbyist
A dual trace 10 MHz Oscilloscope made to precisely display awide range of waveforms. It's aversatile high tech tool
made affordable for the busy service tech or budget-limited
hobbyist. Kit 10-4210 Was $399.00 Now $379.00, 38 lbs.
Specifications: VERTICAL: Deflection Factor: Sensitivity: 10 mV/cm to 20 V/cm. Attenuator: 11 steps in a1-2-5
sequence. Variable: Continuous between steps to approximately 60 V/cm. Accuracy: Within 3% (10°C to 40°C). Vertical
Response: DC Coupling: DC to 10 MHz (—3dB) at 6cm. AC
Coupling: 2Hz to 10 MHz (—3dB) at 6cm. Rise Time: 35 ns.
Overshoot: Less than 5%. Vertical Input: Maximum: 400 V
peak combined AC and DC. Vertical Modes: Display: Yl, Y2
or Test. HORIZONTAL: Time Base: Ramp: 0.2 s/cm to 200
ns/cm. Positions: 19 steps in a1-2-5 sequence. Variable: Continuous between ranges to approximately 0.6 s/cm. Accuracy:
Within 3% (20°C to 30°C). External: Sensitivity: 0.1 V/cm
(approximately). Frequency Response: DC to 1MHz (—3dB).
TRIGGER: Internal: Automatic and Normal: Adjustable
over 10 divisions. Slope Selection: + or —.GENERAL: CRT:
Graticule: 8x10 cm. Power: 120 VAC. Dimensions: 7" H x
12 7/
8"
W x19 3
/"D. Weight: 22 lbs.
4

Prices
reduced with
Last Call on
excellent
single/dualtrace scopes
All the important features abeginner in electronics or a
hobbyist will likely ever need in ascope. The 10-4205 offers
dual channel capability for comparing signals as well as checking phase and timing functions. The 10-4105 is available for
those who require only asingle channel scope.
Both of these scopes are proven workhorses and are used
in countless homes, workshops and school labs across the
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country. They are compact and versatile being used to display
many types of waveforms in different electronic circuits. And
they are both easy to build. Either scope can be assembled
in four evenings. Kit 10-4205 Was $349.95 Last Call $299.00,
25 lbs. Kit 10-4105 Was $279.95 Last Call $229.00, 25 lbs.
Specifications for both 10-4105 and 10-4205 Oscilloscopes:
VERTICAL: Bandwidth: DC to 5MHZ, ±3dB. Attenuator:
1-2-5 sequence, calibrated and variable. Rise Time: 70 ns.
Overshoot: -55%. Impedance: 1Ma 38 pE Sensitivity:
10 mV/cm. To 20 V/cm in 11 ranges. SWEEP: Type: Triggered.
Range: 200 ms to 0.2 ps in seven steps, plus variable.
Trigger Source: 1NT/Ext/Line. Trigger Modes: AC/DC/TV;
+/— Slope; Auto/Norm. HORIZONTAL: Sensitivity:
0.1 V/cm. Bandwidth: DC to 1MHz. Impedance: 1M11,
50 pE Ext Horiz Input: X1 and X10 attenuator and variable.
GENERAL: CRT: 5DEP31E 8x10 centimeter viewing
area. Blue-green, medium-persistence phosphor. 5" round,
flat face tube. Accelerating Potential: Approximately 1.6 kV
Graticule: Screened, 8x10 centimeters. Power: 120/240 VAC,
50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 8" H x13" W x17" D. Weight: 15 lbs.

INSTRUMENTS 1
1
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Our best kit scope —an outstanding
performer at an affordable price
Dual trace capability, delayed sweep and specifications
ideal for the wide range of measurements found in general
electronics shops, development labs and scientific research
facilities. Yet it's priced so that hobbyists can obtain this
indespensable test and troubleshooting instrument. Kit
10-4225 $499.95, ship wt 28 lbs.
Specifications: VERTICAL:
Display Modes: Yl, Y2, Dual,
(Alt/Chop selected by Time/
Cm switch. Chop frequency
is approximately 200 kHz).
CHANNELS Yl AND Y2:
Deflection Factor: Sensitivity: 5mV/cm to 10 V/cm.
11 steps in a1-2-5 sequence.
Variable: Continuous
between steps to approximately 30 V/cm. Accuracy:
Within 3% (20°C to 30°C).
Vertical Response: DC
Coupling: 5mV/cm to 10
V/cm, DC to 25 MHz. AC
Coupling: 5mV/cm to 10
V/cm, 10 Hz to 25 MHz. Rise

Time: 16 ns or less. Overshoot: Less than 5%. Maximum Vertical Input: 400 volts peak combined AC and DC. HORIZONTAL: Modes: A, Aintensified by B, B, X-Y, Ext. Horiz. A Time
Base: Ranges: 100 ms/cm to 0.1 p.,s/cm. Positions: 19 steps in a
1-2-5 sequence. Variable: Continuous between ranges to approximately 300 ms/cm. Accuracy: Within 3% (20°C to 30°C). Magnifier X5. B Times Base: Ranges:
0.5 ms/cm to 0.1 ps/cm. Positions: 12 steps in a1-2-5 sequence. Accuracy: Within
3% (20°C to 30°C). External: Sensitivity: 0.1 V/cm
(approx.). Frequency Response: DC to approx. 1.2
MHz. TRIGGER: Source:
Yl, Y2, EXT, Line. Coupling: AC, DC, TV-V, TV-H.
Modes: Automatic baseline,
Normal. GENERAL: 1-Volt
P-P CAL Accuracy: ±5%.
CRT Type: 8x10 cm mesh
with internal graticule.
Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60
Hz. Dimension: 6" H x12"
W x20" L. Weight: 19 1
/ lbs.
2

One of the handiest troubleshooting
instruments you'll ever use
Reduce troubleshooting time with the Heathldt Component
Tracer. Part signal generator and part curve tracer, this handy
instrument uses patented display circuitry to help you quickly
trackdown faulty components in problem equipment.
This dual trace test instrument lets you see
the operational quality of acomponent or circuit.
See the unique "signatures" of resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors and other components.
Use the solid trace to test components, in circuit
or out. Use the second dotted trace to compare
good components, or even entire circuits, to an
unknown.
The Component Tracer will save you many
hours of troubleshooting by giving you an instant
electronic evaluation of active and passive devices. Two sets of colored leads are included with
this great bench testing tool. Kit IT-2232
$249.95, ship wt 15 lbs.
Specifications: Display Mode: Channel A,
Channel B, Dual. Channel A: Solid line trace.
Channel B: Dotted line trace. Test Voltages: 5V and 50 V P-P.
Current Limits: 5V P-P at 5mA; 50V P-P at 0.5 rnA. CRT:
3RP1A, round 3", flat face. Accelerating Potential: 1.2 kV. Power
Requirements: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 22 watts. Dimension:
4" I-I x10" W x12 1
/"D. Weight: 81
2
/ lbs.
2

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.
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Economical portable and
bench digital voltmeter
The Heathkit Digital Multimeter is the smart way
to put afull function meter on your work bench without straining your budget. This 31
2 digit meter fea/
tures diode and internal battery test, blanking,
polarity and overrange indicators, built-in battery
charger, and auto decimal point location. A3-evening
kit. Kit 1M-2260 $129.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: VOLTS DC: 2V, 20 V, 200 V, 1000
V. Accuracy: ± (0.5% reading + 1count). VOLTS
AC: 2V, 20 V, 200 V, 750 V. Accuracy: ± (1.0%
reading + 3counts). AMPS DC: 2mA, 20 mA,
200 mA, 2000 mA, 10 A. AMPS AC: 2mA, 20
mA, 200 mA, 2000 mA, 10 A. OHMS: 2ka, 20
Ica, 200 ka, 2000 ka, 20 Ma. Power: Heath
PS-2404 120 VAC Adaptor (p. 45) or six 1.5 volt
batteries (not included).

Save $50 on true RMS DMM
The Heathldt 1M-2264 Digital Multimeter
features true RMS conversion circuitry a31
2 digit
/
display, acrest warn indicator, diode test, analog
meter, an alarm and automatic polarity, overrange and decimal point. Kit IM-2264 Was
$249.95 Now Only $199.00, ship wt 7lbs.
Specifications: VOLTS DC: 200 mV, 2V,
20 V, 200 V, 1000 V. Accuracy: ±(0.25% of
reading + 1count). VOLTS AC: 200 mV,
2V, 20 V, 200 V, 750 V. Accuracy (50 and
60 Hz): ± (0.5% of reading + 2counts).
Frequency Response: ± (0.75% reading +
2counts), 40 Hz to 10 kHz, except to 400 Hz on 750
range. Crest Factor Limit: 3.0 at full scale. 200 mV and 2V ranges.
DC/AC AMPS: 200 µA, 2mA, 20 mA, 200 mA, 2000 mA, 10 A. Ohms: 2croa,
2ka, 20 ka, 200 ka, 2000 ka, 20 Mn. Power: Heath PS-2404 120 VAC Adaptor (p. 45) or six 1.5 volt
batteries (not included). Note: All accuracies are obtained using lab standards during calibration.
See January

Review
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Heavy duty handheld digital multimeter
All the functions you'd expect in a
high quality digital multimeter at alow
price, plus you get capacitance and transistor hFE checking too. Has 31
/ digit
2
display, autopolarity, autozero, adiode
and audible continuity checker, and overload protection. Kit IM-2320 $69.95, ship
wt 5lbs. Assembled SM-2320 $79.95,
ship wt 11b.
Specifications: VOLTS DC:
Ranges: 200 mV, 2V, 20 V, 200 V,
1000 V. Resolution: 100 µV. Accuracy: ±(0.5% of reading + 1
digit). VOLTS AC: Ranges: 200
mV, 2V, 20 V, 200 V, 750 V. Resolution: 100 11.V. Accuracy:
±(1.25% of reading + 4digits).

AMPS DC: Ranges: 200 µA, 20 mA,
200 mA, 10 A. Resolution: 0.1 A. Accuracy: ±(1.0% of reading + 1digit),
except for ±(2.0% of reading + 3digits)
on 10 Arange. AMPS AC: Ranges: 20
mA, 200 mA, 10 A. Resolution: 10 µA.
Accuracy: ±(1.5% of reading + 3digits), except for ±(2.5% of reading + 4
digits) on 10 Arange. OHMS: Ranges:
200a, 2ka, 20 ka, 200 ka, 2Ma,
20 Ma. Resolution: 0.1a. Accuracy:
±(0.75% of reading + 1digit), except
for 20011 and 20 ma ranges. CAPACITANCE: Ranges: 2nF, 20 nF, 200 nE 2
µE 20 µE Resolution: 1pE Accuracy:
±(2.0% of reading + 4(digits). Power:
One 9V battery (not included).

A superior handheld frequency counter
An ideal compact and portable frequency counter for checking mobile car
boat and airplane transmitter frequencies. Kit IM-2400 $149.95, ship wt 3lbs.
Accessories: Assembled
SMA-2400-1 Telescopic Antenna $9.95,
ship wt 1lb. Assembled PS-2404 120
VAC Battery Eliminator/Charger $7.95,
ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: INPUTS: Frequency Range: 50 Hz to 50 MHz, 40
MHz to 512 MHz. Sensitivity: 25 mV
RMS guaranteed (10 mV RMS typical).
Input Impedance: 1MI1 shunted by
<24 riF on low range and 50S1 on high
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range. Input Protection: 150 V RMS to
100 lcliz derated to 10V RMS at 50 MHz
on low range, 5V RMS on high range.
TIME BASE: Frequency: 10 MHz.
Setability: ±1PPM. Temperature
Stability: ±10 PPM, 0° Cto 40° C.
GENERAL: Gate Time: 1second or
0.1 second (switch selected). Power
Requirements: Five 1.2 volt nickelcadmium batteries (included) or
external battery charger/eliminator.
Dimensions: 1W H x33
/"W x
4
83/
8"
L. Weight: 13 ounces with
batteries.

Save $10 on AC line monitor
Display the AC voltage at any
outlet with the Line Voltage
Monitor. Amanually reset Fault
Indicator can be set to light any
time the AC drops below a
user-adjusted line voltage.
Kit IM-2203 Was $49.95
Now $39.00, 3lbs.
Specifications: Operating Range: 85 to 140
VAC, 60 Hz. Accuracy:
±(i.5% of reading + 1
count). Fault Adjustment
Range: 90 to 120 VAC. Display: 3-digit, 0.43", high-brightness LED. Resolution: ±1VAC.
Power: 5watts maximum at 120 VAC,
60 Hz. Dimensions: 33
/"H x5V2" W x
4
1
5
/
8"
D. Weight: 8oz.

FAST, EASY
2-EVENING KIT
ai 10205°

Keep your oscilloscope at its peak
accuracy and performance level
Keep your scope up to specs at all times with the Heathldt
Precision Oscilloscope Calibrator. It provides all the extremely
accurate signals you'll need for making critical scope adjustments and calibrations. Also use it to calibrate other test equipment. Kit IG-4244 $149.95, ship wt 6lbs.

Specifications: TIME OUTPUT SIGNAL: Range: 0.5 sto 10
ns square wave in a1-2-5 sequence.
Accuracy: 0.015%. Amplitude: 0.5
sto 20 ns 100 mV to 1V peak. 10
ns —100 mV to 0.5 V peak. Rise
Time: <1 ns. Leading Edge Aberrations: <2% of peak-topeak amplitude or 10 mV, whichever is greater. Output: 50S2
nominal. VOLTAGE OUTPUT SIGNAL: Ranges: 1mV to 100
V peak square wave in a1-2-5 sequence. Accuracy: Within 1%
into a>1 MS/ load when calibrated with an external voltmeter.
Rise Time: <5 bts. Frequency: Approximately 1kHz. SINE
WAVE OUTPUT SIGNAL: Frequency: Approximately 1kHz.
Amplitude: Approximately 1volt peak-to-peak. GENERAL:
Power Requirements: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
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Oscilloscope calibrator
All it takes is two evenings of your
time to put this generator together and
keep most scopes up to their specifications. Kit IG-4505 $59.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Specifications: TIME SIGNAL:
Range: 0.5 sto 1kts square wave in a1-2-5
sequence. Accuracy: 0.01%. Amplitude:
Approx. 200 mV peak. Rise Time:
ns. Overshoot:
Output: 501Z
terminated cable. VOLTAGE SIGNAL:
Ranges: 1mV to 100V peak square wave.
Accuracy: Within 2%. Rise Time:
r-5.2 µs. Frequency: DC, 2Hz to 10 kHz
in a1-2-5 sequence. GENERAL:
Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
Dimensions: 23
/"H x9W W x41
4
/"D.
4

A versatile universal counter
Technicians, hams, engineers.., this top-of-the-line 512
MHz digital counter delivers long and reliable performance.
It lets you know in abright half-inch high 8-digit LED display
the frequency being measured down to 0.1 of acycle. It also
displays period and frequency ratio. And with this counter's
accuracy you can adjust 2-way radios and others to within
FCC specs. Features atrigger level control, oven-housed
crystal, afront panel standby switch and arear panel time base
jack. Build in four evenings. Kit IM-2420 $289.95, ship wt 9lbs.
Assembled SM-2420 $350.00, ship wt 9lbs.
Accessories: Assembled SMA-2400-1 Telescopic antenna
$9.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT:
Range: Input A, 5Hz to 50 MHz. Input B, 40 MHz to 512 MHz.
Sensitivity: 25 mV RIM (4 to 15 mV RMS typical). Display
Resolution: Input A, 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. Input B, 1Hz to 1000 Hz.
PERIOD MEASUREMENT: Input: Input A only. Range: 5
Hz to 10 MHz. Display Resolution: 100 ns to 0.1 ms in decade
steps. RATIO B/A MEASUREMENT: Input Frequency
Limits: Input A, 5Hz to 25 MHz. Input B, 50 MHz to 512 MHz.
Effective Range: From 1.6 to 1.024 x10 8 OSCILLATOR:
Frequency: 10 MHz. Crystal Aging Rate: <1 PPM/yr.
Stability: ±0.2 PPM, 0° to 40°C. GENERAL: Power: 120/240
VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 41
/"H x10" W x12 1
4
/"D.
2
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An accurate digital frequency
counter in everyone's price range
Put accurate and dependable frequency measurement capability on your work bench at an affordable price. Precisely
measure frequencies from 10 Hz up to 225 MHz. And acrystalcontrolled time base provides an excellent ±.10 parts-permillion long term accuracy. These are specifications that make
this counter avaluable instrument for engineers, technicians
and hobbyists.
This HeathIcit Frequency Counter is also easy to operate
making it an ideal instrument for beginners. The eight-digit
display always shows the measurement in MHz for quick reading of frequencies with aresolution as low as 1Hz. Even allows
indirect frequency checks using the telescopic antenna (at left).
Two-evening build time. Kit IM-2410 $139.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Specifications: Display: 8-digit LED. Frequency Ranges:
10 Hz to 50 MHz. 20 MHz to 225 MHz. Sensitivity: 10 Hz to
50 MHz range: 25 mV RMS maximum (10 mV typical) from
10 Hz to 30 MHz and 50 mV RMS maximum from 30 MHz to
50 MHz. 20 MHz to 225 MHz range: 25 mV RMS maximum
(10 mV typical). Input Impedance: 1Mil shunted by
pF. Input Protection: 150 VAC up to 100 kHz, derated
to 5VAC from 160 MHz to 225 MHz. Internal Time Base
Frequency: 3.58 MHz. Temperature Stability: ±10 PPM
from 0°C to 40°C. Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
Dimensions: 33/e" H x71
/"W x91
4
/"D. Weight: 5lbs.
2

Check any capacitor
quickly and easily with
this portable meter
Whether on the bench or out in
the elements you'll always have the
right instrument in your hand to measure the capacitance of any capacitor
with the Heath1dt Auto-Ranging Digital Capacitance Meter.
To verify capacitor tolerances or to
select and match capacitors for critical
circuit applications just plug in the
component and press the power button. Automatically the
range is selected and indicated by alit pF, nF, µF, or mF LED.
The reading apears on a31
/ digit liquid crystal display for all
2
values ranging between 0pF and 199.9 mE
Get the correct value of large, chassis-mounted parts and
easily make cable capacitance checks with an included extension cable. A Kelvin (4-terminal) error-canceling input connector and azero offset control compensate for stray capacitance
and ensure display accuracy.
Use this handheld instrument to preset trimmer capacitors, measure complex series-parallel capacitor networks, or
sample production components for quality assurance. It takes
about 11.0 hours to assemble. Kit IT-2250 $159.95, ship wt 3lbs.
Accessories: PS-2350 120 VAC Battery Eliminator $7.95,
ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: Ranges: 199.9 pF, 1999 pF, 19.99 nF,
199.9 nF, 1.999 µE 19.99 µF, 199.9 p.F, 1999 µF, 19.99 mF,
199.9 mE Accuracy: 199.9 pF, 1999 pF, 19.99 nF, 199.9 nF
ranges: ±(0.2% of reading + 1count + 0.5 pF). 1.999 µF
through 199.9 mF ranges: -± (5% of reading + 1count). Using
laboratory standards. Battery Indicator: Displays 'Lo Batt'
when battery voltage is down to approximately 5volts. Power:
9-volt battery (NEDA 1604, not included), or Heath PS-2350
120 VAC Battery Eliminator. Dimensions: 2" H x
Wx
71
/"L. Weight: 16 ounces with battery.
2

Measure RF voltages
with this probe
Provide high voltage RF measurement
capability for DC voltmeters with 10 and
11 megohm input impedances. This probe
provides aDC voltage approximately equal
to the positive peak value of the AC voltage
in the circuit under test up to 100 MHz.
An easy one-evening kit. Kit PK-3-A
$14.95, ship wt 1lb.

Deluxe 10:1 and direct 1:1
combination probe
Aflexible probe ideal for all frequency
counter and scope uses from DC to 10 MHz in X1
position, DC to 100 MHz in the X1Oposition. Includes several
adaptors and probe tips. Assembled PICW-105 $34.95, ship
wt 1lb. Assembled I0A-3220-1 Pouch with two probes
$64.95, ship wt 1lb.

See May
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Save $70 on Digital L/C Bridge
To verify that a10 pF capacitor or 10 rnH inductor are
precisely what they are supposed to be, you need the Digital LC
Bridge. This versatile instrument will even check the associated dissipation or loss factor of the component as well.
Afour-point Kelvin input connection eliminates the
variable effects of components with large lead lengths or
large lead diameters. Anull control also eliminates stray
capacitance on the lower ranges. Separate real panel connectors allow the application of aDC voltage for batch testing
or the hookup ofaplotter for charting capacitance/voltage
curves. Kit IT-2240 Was $269.95 Now $199.95, 11 lbs.
Specifications: INDUCTANCE: Ranges: 200 µH to
2000 H in 8decade steps. Accuracy (±4counts): ± [0.5%
(L) + 1.5% (L) xD + 0.5 µH] for readings from 10 to 2000
counts when the Bridge is calibrated using laboratory standards. CAPACITANCE: Ranges: 200 pF to 2000 µF, 8decades. Accuracy (± 2counts): ±[0.5% (C) + 1.5% (C) xD +
0.5 pF] for readings from 10 to 2000 counts when the Bridge
is calibrated using laboratory standards. DISSIPATION:
Range: 000 to 1999, limited to DxµF = 1000 on 2000 µF
range. Accuracy (±20 counts:) ±3% for value displays
greater than 200 counts. GENERAL: Overvoltage Protection: Input protected against
± 20 VDCNAC (5 seconds maximum), or
capacitor up to 2000 µF charged to 50
VDC and by an internal 1-ampere fuse.
Power: 120 VAC, 60 Hz Dimensions:
33/
4"
H x10" W x12W D.

Another valuable probe
for use in 'IV servicing
This low-capacitance scope probe
is extremely helpful in tracing waveforms in
TV circuits without causing signal distortion
from overloading or frequency discrimination. Has
switchable direct and X10 positions. Use the X10 position for minimum capacitive loading of the circuit. Use
the X1 position for maximum sensitivity. Kit PK-1
$16.95, ship wt 1lb.
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High voltage supply
Hams, test out ideas to increase
the efficiency and output of your transmitter's finals. Audio buffs, experiment
with clear stereo sound from vacuum
tube amplifiers. Or, power any circuit
requiring voltages up to 400 volts DC at

Noise Generator Kit
To properly check out any stereo
system with aspectrum analyzer you
need anoise source with nearly constant
energy output. This one-evening Pink/
White Noise Generator kit will do just
that...and at afraction of the cost of
comparable units. Kit AD-1309 $49.95,
ship wt 2lbs.
Specifications: Frequency Response: Pink Noise, ±1dB from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz. White Noise, ±3dB from
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Output Levels: >350
mV RMS, >1.5 Vpeak. Power: 9-volt
(NEDA 1604) battery. Dimensions:
25/
8"
H x41
/"W x4W D.
4

up to 100 mA with this well-regulated
variable-output supply.
Separate panel meters allow you
to accurately monitor current and voltage. Heater voltages can be left on while
aswitch removes the high voltage.
Kit IP-2717-A $189.95, 19 lbs.
Assembled SP-2717-A $250.00, 20 lbs.
Specifications: B+ VOLTS:
Voltage: 0to 400 volts DC, regulated.
Current: 0to 100 mA continuous, 125
mA intermittent. Regulation: Output
variation less than 1% from no load to
full load. Ripple: Less than 10 mV
RMS. C— VOLTS: Voltage: 0to —100
volts DC at 1mA. FILAMENT VOLTS:
Voltage: 6.3 VAC at 4amperes or
12.6 VAC at 2amperes. GENERAL:
Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
Dimensions: 51
/"H x13 3/
2
8"
W x11 1
/"D.
4

Save $20 on Rack Mount
Install the AD-1308 Spectrum Analyzer into its rack mount accessory and
keep it with your other rack mount
equipment. Permanently connect the
AD-1308 for constant in-line monitoring.
Easily snaps out for portable use. Has
internal power supply for Analyzer with
abuilt-in recharger for Ni-Cd batteries.
51
/"H x19" W x81
4
/"D. Kit ADA-1308-1
2
Was $119.95 Now $99.95, ship wt 8lbs.
SAVER! Buy the ADA-1308-1 within
90 days of purchasing the ADS-1308-1
and get the rack mount for half price.

Our most economical power supply
In less than three and ahalf hours assemble atruly handy
power supply (pictured). With its variable 1to 15 volt output
you can use it for many digital and analog circuit applications.
Even use it as asubstitute for batteries when checking out
portable equipment. Terminals on the rear panel allow you to
control this supply's output with either an AC or DC voltage.
Kit IP-2728 $49.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: Load Regulation: Less than 50 mV, no
load to full load. Ripple and Noise: Less than 5mV. Current
Output: 500 mA max. Current Limiting: Adjustable
10 mA to over 500 mA. Power: 120/240 VAC,
50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 43/
8"
H x51
/"W x
2
53
/"D. Weight: 31
4
/"lbs.
4
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Make ahome or car
stereo sound its best
And save money by getting the most
sound improvement for your dollar.
With our Real-lime Spectrum Analyzer
you can see which frequencies are
underpowered on abright fluorescent
display. Kit AD-1308 $299.95, 5lbs.
Specifications: SPL Ranr: 23-126
dB. SPL Accuracy: 1-.1 dB "A weighted.
Input Sensitivity (90 dB SPL Range):
0dB =350 mV RMS ±10%. A and C
Weighting Filters per ANSI: S1.4-1971
(Rev. 1976). Power: 6"C" batteries (not
included). Dimensions: 41
/"H x91
2
/"W
4
x4" D. Weight: 21
/ lbs.
2
SAVER! For alimited time only
get aFREE AD-1309 Noise Generator
with every AD-1308 Spectrum Analyzer
by ordering ADS-1308-1 $299.95,
ship wt 8lbs.

Know your test
equipment inside
and out by building
it yourself

Audio generator

Test the unknown
Stop wasting money by throwing
away unmarked resistors, capacitors
and inductors. Determine their value
with this RLC Bridge. An easy four hour
kit. Test leads store in snap-tight compartment. Kit D3-5281 $59.9, 5lbs.
Specifications: Resistance
Ranges: 10 to 10 MO in three ranges.
Inductance Ranges: 10 p.fl to
10 H in three ranges. Capacitance
Ranges: 10 pF to 10
in three ranges.
Power: Two 9-volt transistor batteries
(not included) and/or IPA-5280-1
Power Supply. Dimensions: 53
/"H x
4
11" W x73
/"D. Weight: 31
4
/ lbs.
2

RF Generator
Align tuned stages in AM, FM,
television, longwave, and shortwave
receivers with this low-cost and
easy-to-assemble generator. Kit
IG-5280 $59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: RF OUTPUT: Frequency: 310 kHz to 110 MHz in five
bands. 100 MHz to 220 MHz using
calibrated harmonics. Voltage:
Approx. 100 mV RMS. Internal
Modulation: 1kHz. AF OUTPUT: Frequency: 1kHz.
Voltage: Approx. 2volts
RMS. Power: Two 9-volt
transistor batteries
(not included) and/or
IPA-5280-1 Power
Supply. Dimensions:
53/
4"Hx11"Wx
73
/"D.
4
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Put together an economical sine
and square wave generator. Test audio
equipment and digital circuits. Kit
IG-5282 $59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: Frequency Output: 10 Hz to 100 kHz in four ranges.
Sine Wave Voltage: 0to 3volts RMS.
Square Wave Voltage: 0to 3volts
peak. Power: Two 9-volt transistor batteries (not included) and/or IPA-5280-1
Power Supply. Dimensions: 11" H x
53
/"D x73
4
/"D. Weight: 31
4
/ lbs.
2

3supplies in one

Heavy amp handler

This is the all-in-one power
supply that furnishes most often needed
voltages. Aspecial tracking circuit maintains voltage differences when working
with operational amplifier circuits.
Kit IP-2718 $119.95, ship wt 12 lbs.
Assembled SP-2718 $200.00,
ship wt 12 lbs.
Specifications: Outputs: 5VDC at
1.5 amps. Two outputs at 0-20 volts at
0.5 amps. Regulation: <0.1% on 20 V
supplies. <3% on 5V supplies. Power:
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions:
41
/"H x103
2
/"W x9" D. Weight: 10 lbs.
4

When servicing amateur and CB
radio equipment you need apower supply
that provides awell regulated output
voltage and amassive amount of steady
current. In as little as four hours of
assembly time you can build arugged
Heathkit Battery Eliminator to satisfy
these and other heavy current demands.
Kit IP-2760 $179.95, 311bs.
Specifications: Output: Variable
from 7.5 to 15 VDC. Current: 20 Aintermittent, 12 Acontinuous. Ripple: <1%.
Regulation: <2%. Power: 120/240
VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 5Ve H x
11" W x11" D. Weight: 22 1
/ lbs.
2

Listen for problems
Keep your eyes on your work while
your ears detect agood or bad signal.
This way you can quickly trace receiver
and transmitter circuits in radios and
TVs. Detect RF or IF stage failures, even
bad components. Also use on audio

circuits. This one-evening kit lets you
check voltages and resistances by simply
listening to an audible tone. Kit IT-5283
$59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: Speaker 3" permanent magnet, 1611. Power: Two 9-volt
transistor batteries and/or IPA-5280-1
Power Supply. Dimensions: 53
/"H x11"
4
W x73
/"D. Weight: 3lbs.
4

5280 Series Supply
Simultaneously supply DC power to
all the 5280 Series instruments on this
page. Operates on 120 or 240 VAC. 6" H x
31
/"W x3" D. Kit IPA-5280-1 $39.95,
4
ship wt 3lbs.
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Proven service veteran
This Vacuum Tube Voltmeter has
been and still is afavorite with service
technicians as aversatile troubleshooting instrument. It's more tolerant of an
overload than aDMM, and more accurate than aVOM.
On the wide 6" meter accurately
measure ±DC voltages from 0volts to
1500 volts within ±3% of full scale ac-

curacy. Measure AC voltages from 0to
1500 volts RMS including alow 1.5 V
range. The resistance range covers 0.111
to 1000 Mfl in seven ranges. A zero center and dB scale add versatility.
In less than three evenings you can
put this 11 Mfl input meter together. Use
the gimbal bracket to mount the meter
almost anywhere. Requires one "C" size
battery (not included). Kit IM-5228
$89.95, ship wt 6lbs.

Specifications: DC VOLTMETER:
Ranges: 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
volts full scale. Input Resistance:
11 megohms on all ranges. Accuracy:
±3% of full scale. AC VOLTMETER:
Ranges: 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
RMS scales (0.353 of peak-to-peak).
Frequency Response (5 V range):
±1dB 25 Hz to 1MHz (60011 source, referred to 60 cps). Accuracy: ±5% of full
scale. Input Impedance: 1megohm
shunted by 40 pF measured at input
terminals (200 pF at probe tip). OHMMETER: Ranges: Scale with 1011
center Xl, X10, X100, X1000, Xl0K,
X1OOK, X1 Meg. Measures 0.111 to 1000
megohms with internal battery. GENERAL: Meter: 6-inch, 200 µA movement. Probe: Combined AC-OHMS-DC
switching probe, single jack input for
probe and ground connections. Power:
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions:
5" H x12 3
/"W x43
4
/"D. Weight: 5lbs.
4

Three basic waveforms
from one generator
Sine and square waves
from 1Hz to 100 kHz
Here is asignal generator that supplies high quality sine waves with less
than 0.1% distortion, ideal for testing audio amplifiers. And its sharp, clean
square waves are just what you need to
check frequency responses and test digital instruments. Kit 1G-5218 $149.95,
ship wt 10 lbs.
Specifications: SINE WAVE
OUTPUT: Frequency Range: 1Hz to
100 kHz. Output Voltage Ranges:
0-0.003, 0- 0.01, 0- 0.03, 0-0.1, 0-0.03,
0-1.0, 0-3,0, 0-10.0. Internal Load:
Internal 60011 load available on 0.003,
0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 volt ranges.
dB Ranges: —62 to +22 dB (—12 to
+2dB on meter; —50 to +20 dB in
eight 10 dB switch positions.) +2dB
maximum into 60011 load. Output
Variation: -±1 dB from 10 Hz to 100
kHz. Output Indication: Two voltage
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scales and one dB scale on front panel
meter. Output Impedance: 10 volt
range; 0-100011 3volt range; 800 100011 1volt range and lower; 60011.
Meter Accuracy: ±10% of full scale
with proper load termination. Distortion: Less than 0.1% from 10 Hz to 20
kHz. SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT: Frequency Range: 5Hz to 100 kHz. Output Voltage Ranges: 0-0.1 V, 0-1.0 V
and 0-10V zero-to-peak into 20000 or
higher load. Output Impedance: 5211
on 0.1 V and 1.0 V ranges. Up to 220f/ on
10V range. Rise Time: Less than 50
nanoseconds. GENERAL: Freieency
Selection: First two significant figures
on 0-100 and 0-10 switches each in ten
steps. Third figure on continuously variable 0-1 control. Multiplier switch; Xl,
X10, X100, X1000. Frequency Error:
Within ±5% of first and second digit.
Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
Dimensions: 5W H x13 3
/"W x7" D.
4
Weight: 7lbs.

Sine, square and triangular waveforms —even,type you'll need to drive
experimental circuits or service electronic equipment. All three waveforms
are adjustable over awide frequency
range from 0.1 Hz to 1MHz. Kit IG-127I
$189.95, ship wt 7lbs. Assembled
SG-1271 $250.00, ship wt 6lbs.
Specifications: Frequency Range:
1.0 Hz to 1MHz. FUNCTIONS: Triangle: Nonlinearity, 5% maximum.
Symmetry within 10% of 50% duty cycle. Square: 100 ns maximum rise or
fall time. Symmetry within 10% of 50%
duty cycle. Sine: Harmonic distortion;
3% maximum, 5Hz to 100 kHz. Attenuator: 0to 50 dB in 10 dB steps. 0to 20
dB minimum variable. ±1dB accuracy.
Output: 10 volts peak-to-peak into 50
ohms, 20 volts peak-to-peak into open
circuit. 50 ohms impedance ±5%.
Flatness ±1.5 dB from 0.1 Hz to 1MHz.
Power: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 3" H x73
/"W x87/
4
8"
D. Weight:
43
/ lbs.
4

A beginner's voltmeter
aveteran can value

A special FM meter
This Deviation Meter quickly and
accurately measures frequency deviation from transmitter and generator outputs. Install in-line or use the optional
antenna. Listen to audio or connect to a
scope. Kit IM-4180 $179.95, 7lbs.
Accessories: Kit IMA-4180-1
Special low noise Battery Charger/
Eliminator. $29.95, ship wt 2lbs.
Assembled SMA-2400-1 Swiveling Telescopic Antenna. $9.95, ship wt 11b.
Specifications: Carrier Frequency
Ranges: 25 -50 MHz in fundamental.
50 -1000 MHz on harmonics. Deviation
Ranges: -2, 0-7.5, 0-20 and O-75 kHz
peak. Accuracy: ±3% full scale. Sensitivity: 10 mV min. 25 -50 MHz. 35 mV
min. 50-500 MHz, 100 mV min. 500 1000 MHz. Power: Ten "AN' batteries
(not included) or optional IMA-4180-1.
Dimensions: 5W H x103/
8"
W x41
/"D.
4
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It's compact, lightweight, batterypowered, easy to operate and can be put
together in one evening. You'll find hundreds of uses for this solid-state generalpurpose meter around the home and on
your workbench. And the test leads are built
right into the case so you'll never lose them.
While inexpensive, this meter is
loaded with features. It maintains avery
good accuracy due to ahigh input resistance on the DC and AC voltage
ranges that places very little load
on the circuit being tested. This
voltmeter has awide frequency
response on the AC voltage
ranges that covers the full
audio frequency range and
beyond. And the ohmmeter ranges provide a
1
/ volt test voltage that's
2
1
useful in checking
semiconductors.
The simplicity of this
valuable meter makes it an ideal
construction project for the novice in
electronics. Kit IM-5217 $49.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Specifications: DC VOLTS: Ranges: 0-1.5, 0-15,
-500 volts full scale. Input Resistance: 10 megohms on all
ranges. Accuracy: ±3% of full scale. AC VOLTS: Ranges: 0-1.7,
0-15, 0-150, 0-500 volts full scale. Input Resistance: 1megohm on all
ranges. Input Capacitance: Approximately 100 pF (40 pF on 500 V range).
Accuracy: ±5% of full scale. Frequency Response: ±1dB 10 Hz to 1MHz (from
low source impedance). OHMS: Ranges: Xl, X100, Xl0K, X1M; ion center scale.
GENERAL: Meter: 41
/7100 µA, 100 degree movement. Power: One 1.5 volt "C" bat2
tery and two 9volt transistor batteries (not included). Dimensions: 5W H x9W W x9"D.

Precise pulses — $30 off
Almost any pulse signal you'll ever
need from the Heathkit Pulse Generator.
Build it in approximately ten hours. Kit
IG-1277 Was $149.95 Now $119.00, 9lbs.
Specifications: PULSE CONTROLS:
Period: 200 ns to 1s(5 MHz to 1Hz) in 7
decade steps. Continuously variable between ranges. Width and Delay: 100 ns
to 1sin 7decade steps. Continuously
variable between ranges. Maximum
Duty Cycle: Capable of 100%. Operating Modes: Run/Gate, External Trigger,
Trigger Delay, Pulse Delay, Square Wave,
Complement, Manual Trigger. Outputs:
5011 out; 0.2 V to 20 V P-P (open circuit)
[0.1 Vto 10 10 V P-P (50 ohm termination)] with rise/fall time less than 15 ns
for 5V level change. TTL Out; drives up
to ten TTL loads. Trig Out; drives up to 3
TH. loads. Inputs: Gate/Trig In. Overlap Indicator: LED lights when pulse
width exceeds period. Power: 120 VAC,
60 Hz. Dimensions: 33
/"H x10" W x
4
12 1
/"D.
2

All-in-one 40
kilovolt probe meter
The HeathIcit 40 kV Probe Meter is afast and convenient instrument that you can use to check extremely high
positive voltages commonly found in televisions, computer terminals and
oscilloscopes. Measure voltages up to 40,000 volts in any negative ground
circuit with afull scale accuracy of ±3%.
Directly read all measurements on the built-in meter of this easy-tobuild kit. In just one hour you can be making high voltage checks of your
own equipment. Probe has dimensions of 1
/"H x1
2
1
7
/
8"
W x15" L. Kit
IM-5215 $34.95, ship wt 2lbs.
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Save $20 on adigital Byte Probe

Save $50 on EPROM Programmer
Put your own adventure game, accounting package or
home security program in an EPROM memory chip. Then plug
it into your computer for easy access from the keyboard. But
don't stop with programming EPROMs. With our Programmer
you can also duplicate and verify EPROMs. In addition, using
the simulate mode, you can substitute the Programmer for an
EPROM to check your program and make any needed changes
before burning in the memory device.
Heath's microprocessor-controlled EPROM Programmer
can be used with popular 2500 and 2700 series EPROMs that
use asingle power supply. Other compatible memory devices
up to 16K bytes can also be accommodated. Specific personality modules, wired by the user, are required for use in some
modes for different EPROM configurations. Seven blank personality modules are supplied with the Programmer kit along
with commonly used EPROM wiring diagrams. The assembled
version of the EPROM Programmer comes with assembled
personality modules configured for use with 2532, 2516/2716,
2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A, 27128, and 27128A EPROMs.
The kit Programmer takes four evenings to assemble.
Kit IDS-4801 Was $329.00 Now Only $279.00, ship wt 11 lbs.
Assembled SD-4801 $525.00, ship wt 10 lbs.
Accessories: SDA-4801-10 User-friendly software for use
with all Heath/Zenith computers, IBM PC and compatibles.
This software allows you to upload or download binary, text
and Intel-Hex files to the EPROM Programmer. Does offset
loading and relocation offset loading for EXE-type files. Uses
the MS-DOS operating system $49.95, ship wt 11b.
Specifications: Programmed Devices: 2500 and 2700
series and compatible devices that use asingle supply voltage.
Features: Keypad entryto RAM (stand-alone operation).
EPROM to RAM download (address selectable). EPROM simulation using programmer RAM. Displays 16-bit check sum.
EPROM test 1
.
- ereogramming start. Edit includes: insert
byte, delete byte, search for byte and display address, and verify
(EPROM to RAM comparison). I/O: RS-232C from 25-pin D
connector provides react/write channel to computer. I/O
Formats: Intel Hex. Data Transfer Rate: 9600 baud.
Processor: Z-80 CPU. Clock Speed: 2MHz. Memory:
4K ROM, 16K RAM. Display: Six 7-segment LEDs for
address, data and prompt. Six LEDs for function
indicators. Keys: 4x4HEX keypad. Address,
Increment, Decrement, Repeat, Function Select
and Load Function keys. Programming
Time: 50 ms per byte. Power: 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
Dimensions: 43
/"H x15 3
4
/"W x10 3
4
/"D.
4
Weight: 6lbs.
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The versatile Byte Probe is aunique device that tests the
logic states, up to 10 MHz, of address lines, data lines and other
general TTL or CMOS circuitry. All circuits under test must
operate from a +5VDC power supply.
With its trigger output, the Probe can be used to trigger a
scope for in-depth real time waveform analysis. Observe actual
data on ascope in real time, pulse stretch, or latched mode.
Also connect multiple Probes together for testing of more than
eight lines. Aone-evening kit. Kit ID-4804 Was $49.95, Now
$29.95, ship wt 2lbs.
Specifications: Pulse Repetition Rate: 10 MHz typical,
8MHz minimum. Input to Trigger Output Delay: 40 ns
max. Latching Pulse Width: 25 ns min. Display Modes: Real
time, Pulse time and Latch time. Display: Eight red LEDs for
input and one green LED for coincidence. Power: One 9-volt
battery (NEDA 1604) or optional PS-2350 120 VAC Battery
Eliminator (page 47). Dimensions: 1
3
/
8"
H x6" W x33
/"D.
4
Weight: 10 ounces.

Use EPROMs over and over
Afast and easy one-evening kit that saves you money for
other projects. The EPROM Eraser cuts memory device costs
by letting you use the same EPROMs again and again. This
inexpensive eraser is amoney saver for all computer or electronics hobbyists interested in EPROM programming.
And the Eraser is easy to operate.
Just place the EPROMs into the locking
tray and wait for them to be erased.
Asafety interlock system prevents
accidental exposure to ultraviolet rays
when the tray is opened. Kit ID-4803
$59.95, ship wt 4lbs. Assembled
SD-4803 $100.00, ship wt 5lbs.
Specifications: Erase Time: 3minutes per watt-second of erase energy
specified by manufacturer. Capacity:
Seven 24-pin, six 28-pin or four 40-pin
IC's. W Source Wavelength: 253.7
nanometers. UV Lamp: 12 inch, 8watts.
Typical Tube Life: 3000 hours. Power:
120 VAC, 60 Hz. Dimensions: 21
/"H x
2
33
/"W x13 3
4
/"L. Weight: 31
4
/ lbs.
2

For every TV shop
Satisfy your customers even more
with an improved TV picture while increasing your profits. Do it by cleaning
and rejuvenating virtually any TV CRT
that comes into your shop with our
CRT Tester and Rejuvenator.
Follow the easy operating instructions on the inside cover. They take you
step by step through separate testing,
cleaning and rejuvenating processes.
Each gun is individually controlled and monitored on its own grid
current meter. Also check for shorts
and gassy tubes. And agood indication
of tube life expectancy. Four adapter
sockets with instructions for assembling optional sockets are included.
Kit IT-5230 $149.95, ship wt 9lbs.
Accessories: Kit ITA-3230-1 CRT Socket Adapter allows
you to test even more CRTs on the if-5230. Uses universal clip
leads to hookup and test CRTs with known basing configurations $29.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: Sockets (type supplied): 14-pin for 90
color tubes. 13-pin for inline-gun color tubes. 8-pin for B&W
tubes. 7-pin for B&W tubes. Case: Molded plastic. Heater
Supply Voltage: Variable from 2to 12 volts at 1amp. Power:
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Test Cable: 4foot, heavy duty.

Quick, easy testing
of TTL/CMOS circuits

This handy, quick-checking Logic Probe detects and indicates high and low logic levels in 5VDC UL circuits up to 100
Semiconductor
MHz and 15 VDC CMOS circuits up to 80 MHz. Two indicator
lights are located at the tip of the probe to show ahigh or low
checker
logic level. This gives you aclear view of what is happening
Use this portable tester
without having to remove your eyes from the circuit test point.
and see the actual operatPower is provided to the logic probe from the circuit under
ing characteristics of
test through 34" leads with built-in strain relief and colortransistors, diodes, FETs,
coded mini-clips. Detachable ground clip included. Kit
SCRs, triacs, and UJTs.
IT-7410 $39.95, ship wt 1lb.
Takes two evenings to asSpecifications: AC THRESHOLD LEVELS: TTL Logic
semble. Kit TT-3120 $99.95,
ZERO (V): 0.8 ±0.15 @ 5VDC. TTL Logic ONE (V): 2.1 ±0.25
ship wt 5lbs.
@ 5VDC. CMOS Logic ZERO (%): 30 ±10% of supply voltage.
Specifications: DC Beta
CMOS Logic ONE (%): 70 -± 10% of supply voltage. INPUT
Ranges: 1to 50, 5to 250, 10 to
IMPEDANCE: 400 ka in parallel with 10 pE RESPONSE
500, 50 to 2500 and 100 to 5000. Collector Currents: 1mA,
LIMIT: 10 ns for single pulse or train for TTL and CMOS. Probe
5mA, 10 mA, 50 mA, 100 mA, 500 mA and 1A. G :0to 50,000
Input Protection: ±50 VDC, continuous. ±175 VDC (124
¡.mhos. Leakage Current Ranges: 0to 100 ,LAb to 1mA,
VAC), 5seconds. Power: 4.75 to 5.5 VDC @ 75 mA max. (UL).
0to 10 mA, 0to 100 mA and 0to 1A. Out-of-Circuit Accuracy: 4.75 to 15 VDC @ 115 mA max. (CMOS). Dimensions: 91
/"Lx 1"
4
±2%, ±2% arc for DC beta and leakage. In-Circuit Accuracy:
Diameter. Weight: 21
/ ounces.
2
Indicates good or bad. Diode Test: Tests for forward conduction and reverse leakage (out-of-circuit). SCR and Triac
Tests: Test for proper conduction and blocking. Unijunction
Transistor Test: Measures Ieb,s, Ib,b,s and Emitter Current
(out-of-circuit). Power: Two 1.5volt D batteries (not included).

Choose from 999,999 resistors
The Heathltit Decade Resistance Kit
is an accurate laboratory-type insu-ument that supplies avery wide range of
resistance values for use in electrical
measurements. Use it whenever you
need an accurate variable multiplier or
shunt, substitute resistor, or as an arm
for DC and AC bridges. Aone-evening
kit. Kit IN-3117 $69.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Specifications: Range: 1fi to
999,999 fl in Ia steps. Resistors: Precision, Y2% accuracy, 1watt. Max Current: XI = 1000 mA, X10 = 300 mA,
X100 = 100 mA, X1K = 30 mA, X1OK =
10 mA, X100K = 3mA. Min. Resistance: 0.025 Q at terminals with all
switches at zero. Dimensions: 5" H x
71
/"W x65/
2
8"D. Weight: 2
/ lbs.
2
1

ORDERING IS EASY!
BY PHONE:

e

,--,

CALL TOLL FREE!

1-800-253-0570

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE: call 800-253-0570, using your
Heath Revolving Charge or Visa or MasterCard credit cards (min.
purchase $10). Call toll-free between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.
Eastern Time Monday through Friday. Alaska and Michigan
orders, or after 5:00 P.M. and weekends, call 616-982-3411. If you
want the quickest handling and service possible, just fill out our
order form between pages 56 and 57 before you call.

171.% BY MAIL.

Shop on Your Computer
Enjoy the ease and convenience of shopping via your
computer with the Heathkit Online Catalog through CompuServe
Just type in GO HTH at any "!" or "OK" prompt and you get instant
electronic access to bargains, specials and new products. Through
aseries of easy-to-follow menus, you'll browse through 17 major
product categories that make up the over 400 products in the
Heathkit line. You can even place your order online using your
Visa, MasterCard or Heath Revolving Charge.
CompuServe is aregistered trademark of CompuServe Inc. An H&RBlock Company.

Career Opportunities
As aresult of our continuing growth and future plans in the
computer and electronics industry, the following exciting and
challenging job opportunities currently exist at Heath Company.
•Educational Media Designers
•Retail Management/
•Financial Analysts
Outside Sales
•Programmer Analyst
•Circuit Board Designers
•Technical Writers
•Continuing Engineer
•Systems Engineers
•Production Supervisors
•Hardware/Software Design
•Computer Technicians
Engineers
•QA Engineers
•Manufacturing Engineers
•Test Engineers
•Documentation Writers
•Buyers
•Product Line Managers
•Project Managers
To find out more, call or send your resume and salary
requirements to Mr. Wayne Petzke, Heath Company, Dept. HF87,
Hilltop Rd., St. Joseph, MI 49085, (616) 982-3484.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HIV
Part of the Zenith Computer Group

Need assistance or information? Just give us acall.
Product Orders (TOLL-FREE except Alaska and Michigan)
(8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M., Eastern Time)
1-800-253-0570
Product Orders for Alaska and Michigan
(24-hour number —sonv, toll-free service not available)
616-982-3411
Replacement Parts Orders: (please have Heath part number
available when you call)
616-982-3571
Order information, delayed shipments, etc.
616-982-3275
Overseas Orders: International Division
616-982-3512
Computer Sales Information
616-982-3285
General Office (non-order calls)
616-982-3200
Technical Assistance (8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Eastern Time, Weekdays only):
•Educational Products
616-982-3980
•Amateur Radio
616-982-3296
•Test Equipment, Weather Instruments, Clocks
616-982-3315
*Television
616-982-3307
•Home Products, Stereo, Security, Telephone, Marine.
Automotive ..
616-982-3496
•Computers:
Hardware
616-982-3309
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Please follow these simple steps so we
• can handle your order quickly:
•Use the handy order form between pages 56 and 57.
•Write your name the same, each time you order.
•Give your complete address with full details. Include your ZIP
Code and daytime phone number in case we have to call you
about your girder.
•For UPS deliveries to rural route or P.O. Box addresses, please
give complete delivery information.
•When you fill out the form, include: 1) quantity, 2) model
number, 3) description, 4) price, and 5) shipping weight. Figure
out and write down the shipping and handling charges for each
item from the rate chart on page 55.
•Please use separate sheet to order parts, manuals or for any
correspondence.
RA° .•Open new accounts with purchases as small as
$100 with 10% down. Write to Heath Company for
your Heath Revolving Charge application. No
,-,-,,•-,er.
minimum required for "add-ons to your account
Gil,ii
a
,
,r
19 *
c
I
j
*
.
,k. I
t
(except parts orders —see credit card plans below).
Be sure to sign the charge agreement. Use credit
cards for parts orders.
•MasterCard and Visa credit plans. Use your credit
cards to charge Heathkit products. Just fill in your
• credit card number in the space provided on the
e S0
e‘
,...-order form. Include your card expiration date and
\%. `--sign the order form. NOTE: We accept credit card
orders for replacement parts.
•Commercial Accounts: If you're acompany with rated credit, you
can have net 30-day terms,
•Educational Accounts: Net 30-day terms to Patterson-listed
educational institutions. Authorized purchase order is required.
Note: All credit orders subject to Heath Credit Department approval.

TER Me•

•

COMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL &INDUSTRIAL SALES:
If you want quotations or quantity discount information on
any Heath product, kit or wirecl, write or call Marketing Services
Department, 616-9a2-3454. For quantities of 250 or more of any
Heath product, kit or wired, write or call Contract Sales
Department, 616-982-3519. Have specific needs? We even provide
private labeling, custom packaging, or design modifications.
Note: Quantity discounts apply to single models only, not combination orders.
special orders or systems.

MONEY-BACK HEATHK1T MANUAL PREVIEW
If you'd like to see how easy kit building is, order the manual
first. We'll deduct the price of the manual when you buy the kit.
Simply include acopy of your manual invoice with your order.
The typical kit assembly manual sells for $8.00 depending on
the nature of the product. Should the manual for the kit you are
interested in be less than $8.00 we'll refund the overpayment, if it
is over $8.00 we'll bill you for the balance. Add 10% for shipping
and handling for each manual ordered.
Manuals are not available for the EE series of Educational
courses or the SK-100 Educational Manual.
Send orders for manuals on aseparate sheet of paper to Heath
Co., Parts Department, Benton Harbor, MI 49022.
To get afree Copy of the warranty for any customer product in this
catalog costing more than $15, simply write the Manager of Marketing
Services, Heath Company, Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

ORDERING INFORMATION CD

HOW TO FIGURE YOUR SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES
1. Find your zone number using the Zone
Chart at the right.
2. Locate the shipping weight of the
item in the first column of the Rate Chart.
3. Determine the shipping charge for the area.

ZONE CHART
Your zone is indicated
by the first three digits
of your ZIP Code.

The following notice is required by the
Fair Credit Billing Act:
IN CASE OF ERRORS OR INQUIRIES ABOUT YOUR BILL
The Federal Truth in Lending Act requires prompt correction of billing mistakes.
1. If you want to preserve your rights under the Act, here's what to do if you think your bill
is wrong or if you need more information about an item on your bill:
a. Do not write on the bill. On aseparate sheet of paper write (you may telephone
your inquiry but doing so will not preserve your rights under this law) the following:
i.

Your name and account number (if any).

Zip Code
Prefixes

Zip Code
Zone Prehos

006-009.
010-069..
070-089....
090-099....

8
5
4
5

100-108....
109
110-119
120-123
124-126
127-128
129
130-152....
153
154-160 ....
161
162-163....
164-165 ....
166-199 ....

260-261 .
262-278 .
279
280-283 .
284-285 .
286-293 .
294-295 .
296-297.
298-299.

5
4
5
4
5
4 300-303 .
5 304
4 305-307.
3 308-329 .
4 330-334 .
3 335-338.
4 339
3 340
4 350-352 .
354
200-232.... 4 355-359.
233-237 .... 5 360-361 .
238-259 .... 4 362

Zip Code
Zone Prehnes

Zip Code
Zone Prefixes

3 363-369..
4 370-386..
5 387
4 388
5 389-397
4
5 400-406 ....
4 407-409....
5 410-412....
413-422....
4 423
5 424-426....
4 427-432....
5 433-436.
6 437-457 ....
5 458
6 460-462....
6 463-464 .
4 465-466 ....
5 467-469.
4 470-472 ....
5 473
4 474-475....

5 476-477 .
4 478
5 479-489.
4 490-491 .
5 492
493-495 .
3 496-499 .
4
3 500-516.
4 520-524.
3 525
4 526-528.
3 530-534 .
2 535-539.
3 540
2 541•546.
3 547-548.
2 549
1 550-566 .
2 567
3 570-572 .
2 573-588.
3 590-597 .

Zip Code
Zone Pralines

Zip Code
Zone Prefixes

4 598-599
3 600-609
2 619-619
1 620-623
2 624-628
1 629-668
3 669-679
680-687
4 688-693
3
4 700-722
3 723-727
2 728-768
3 769
4 770-778
3 779-789
4 790-792....
3 793-799
4
5 800-803
4 804-805
5 806-807
6 808-816

900-921 .
6 922-928.
930-934.
935
5 936-960.
961
' 962-976.
977-979.
980-987 .
5 988-994 .
995-999

ii. A description of the error and an explanation (to the extent you can explain) why
you believe it is in error.
If you only need more information, explain the item you are not sure about and, if
you wish, ask for evidence of the charge such as acopy of the charge slip. Do not
send in your copy of asales slip or other document unless you have aduplicate
copy for your records.
iii. The dollar amount of the suspected error.
iv. Any other information (such as your address) which you think will help the
creditor to identify you or the reason for your complaint or inquiry.
b. Send your billing error notice to the address on your bill which is listed after the
words: "Send inquiries to:"
Mail it as soon as you can, but in any case, early enough to reach the creditor within
60 days after the bill was mailed to you. If you have authorized your bank to
automatically pay from your checking or savings account any credit card bills from
that bank, you can stop or reverse payment on any amount you think is wrong by
mailing your notice so the creditor receives it within 16 days after the bill was sent
to you. However, you do not have to meet this 16-day deadline to get the creditor to
investigate your billing error claim.
2. The creditor must acknowledge all letters pointing out possible errors within 30 days
of receipt, unless the creditor is able to correct your billing during that 30 days. Within
90 days after receiving your letter, the creditor must either correct the error or explain
why the creditor believes the bill was correct. Once the creditor has explained the bill.
the creditor has no further obligation to you even though you still believe there is an
error, except as provided in paragraph p below.
3. After the creditor has been notified, neither the creditor nor an attorney nor a
collection agency may send you collection letters or take other collection action with
respect to the amount in dispute; but periodic statements may be sent to you, and the
disputed amount can be applied against your credit limit. You cannot be threatened
with damage to your credit rating or sued for the amount in question, nor can the
disputed amount be reported to acredit bureau or to other creditors as delinquent
until the creditor has answered your inquiry. However, you remain obligated to pay
the parts of your bill not in dispute.
4. If it is determined that the creditor has made amistake on your bill, you will not have to
pay any FINANCE CHARGES on any disputed amount. If it turns out that the creditor
has not made an error, you may have to pay FINANCE CHARGES on the amount in
dispute, and you will have to make up any missed minimum or required payments on
the disputed amount. Unless you have agreed that your bill was correct, the creditor
must send you awritten notification of what you owe; and if it is determined that the
creditor did make amistake in billing the disputed amount, you must be given the time
to pay which you normally are given to pay undisputed amounts before any more
FINANCE CHARGES or late payment charges on the disputed amount can be
charged to you.
5. If the creditor's explanation does not satisfy you and you notify the creditor in writing
within 10 days after you receive this explanation that you still refuse to pay the
disputed amount, the creditor may report you to credit bureaus and other creditors
and may pursue regular collection procedures, but the creditor must also report that
you think you do not owe the money, and the creditor must let you know to whom such
reports were made. Once the matter has been settled between you and the creditor.
the creditor must notify those to whom the creditor reported you as delinquent of the
subsequent resolution.
6. If the creditor does not follow these rules, the creditor is not allowed to collect the first
$50 of the disputed amount and FINANCE CHARGES, even if the bill turns out to be
correct.
7. If you have aproblem with property or services purchased with acredit card, you may
have the right not to pay the remaining amount due on them, if you first try in good
faith to return them or give the merchant &chance to correct the problem. There are
two limitations on this right:
a. You must have bought them in your home state or if not within your home state
within 100 miles of your current mailing address: and
b. The purchase price must have been more than $50.
However, these limitations do not apply if the merchant is owned or operated by the
creditor, or if the creditor mailed you the advertisement for the property or services.

RATE
CHART
Heath Shipping ano
Handling Charges.
mailable items only
See special shipping
and handling information for Motor
Freight ilems.
Your shipping and
handling charges
are indicated in the
zone column across
from the shipping
weight
NOTE: UPS 2n0 Day
Air Service covers *
continental U.S.
Zone 0Covers HI
(Honolulu).
IMPORTANT:
Shipping weights
listed for model
numbers shipped
in more than one
carton, or of
excessive length,
have been adjusted
to provide correct
postage.

or weights
over 50 lbs. and
pto 70 lbs.

Shpg.
wt.

Zone
1A2

Zone

820-822 . 5
823-826 . 6
827
5
828-832.
6
833
7
834
6
835-838
7
840-847
6
850-864
.7
865-884
.6
890-898
.7

Zone
3

Zone
4

Zone
5

Zone
6

Zone
7

Zone
a

8
7
8
7
8
7
8
.7
.8
.7
.8

UPS 2n0 OM
AIR SERVICE
Zone
Zone
A
0

1
2
3
4
5

SI 23
124
132
140
149

51.32
134
148
1.61
1.76

$116
143
1.80
1.97
2.13

51.52
1.73
1.95
2.16
237

51.59
187
2.15
2.43
2.70

$1.67
2.01
2.36
2.70
3.05

51.74
2.16
2.57
2.99
3.40

113.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.50

54.53
5.71
649
847
9.25

6
7
8
9
10

157
165
1.73
182
190

149
2.02
2.14
2.27
2.39

230
247
2.64
2.81
2.97

2.59
2.80
302
323
3.44

2.98
126
3.54
3.82
4.09

3.39
174
400
4.43
4.77

3.82
4.24
4.65
5.07
5.58

7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50

1013
it 61
12 79
13 97
15.15

II
12
13
14
15

198
206
215
223
211

2.52
2.65
2.77
2.90
102

3.14
3.31
3.48
165
181

3.66
187
449
4.30
4.51

4.37
465
493
121
5.48

5.12
5.46
5131
6.15
eso

5.90
6.32
6.73
7.15
756

12.50
13.50
14.50
1450
16 50

16.33
17.51
18 69
19.87
21.05

16
17
18
19
20

2.39
218
2.56
244
272

115
138
340
153
3.65

3.98
415
432
419
445

4.73
4.94
5.16
5.37
538

5.76
604
622
seo
687

6.84
719
7.53
7.88
8.22

7.98
810
881
9.23
9.64

17.50
18.50
19.50
2000
21.00

22.23
23.41
24.59
25.77
26.95

21
22
23
24
25

2.81
249
2.97
3.05
114

3.78
3.91
4.03
4.16
4.28

4.82
4.99
516
533
549

5.80
6.01
6.23
644
6.65

715
743
7.71
749
8.26

8.57
8.91
9.26
9.60
945

10.06
10.48
10.89
11 31
11.72

22.00
23.00
24.00
2540
26.00

28.13
2431
30.49
31.67
32.85

26
27
28
29
30

322
3.30
3.313
3.47
3.55

4.41
454
466
4.79
4.91

566
543
600
617
6.33

6.87
7.08
730
751
772

8.54
482
910
9.38
465

10.29
10.64
10.96
11.33
1147

12.14
12.55
1197
13.39
1180

27 00
28.00
29.03
30.00
3100

34.03
35.21
36.39
37.57
38.75

31
32
33
34
35

163
171
380
3.88
346

404
117
5.29
442
454

640
617
684
7.01
7.17

744
815
817
8.58
8.79

9.93
10.21
10.49
10.77
11.04

12.02
12.36
12.71
13.05
13.40

14.22
14.64
1405
15.47
1488

32.00
3100
34.03
35.03
3640

3943
41.11
4229
4317
4445

36
37
38
39
40

4.04
413
421
4.29
4.37

467
480
492
ses
617

734
7.51
740
7.85
8.01

911
922
9/4
9.65
9.86

11.32
1140
11.88
12.16
12.43

13.74
14.09
14.43
14.78
15.12

16.30
16.72
17.13
17.55
17.96

36.50
37 50
38 50
39.50
40.50

4483
47.01
48.19
49 37
50.55

41
42
43
44
45

4.46
4.54
442
470
479

630
643
6.55
6.68
6.80

8.18
835
852
8.69
8.85

10.08
10.29
10.51
10.72
10.93

12.71
1229
1127
13.55
1182

1447
15.81
16.16
16.50
1485

18.38
18 80
19.21
19.63
20.04

41 50
4240
43.50
44.50
45.50

51.73
52 91
54.09
55.27
56.45

46
47
48
49
50

487
4.95
403
412
520

6.93
7.06
718
731
743

9.02
9.19
9.36
943
9.69

11.15
11 36
11.58
11 79
12.00

14.10
14.38
14 66
14.44
15.21

17 19
17 54
17.88
18.23
18.57

20 46
20.88
21.29
21.71
22.12

46.50
47 50
48.50
49.50
50.50

57.63
58.81
59.99
61.17
62.35

40,11
t.i

08
lb

12
lo

16
lb

21
io

.27
lb.

34
iti

.41
lb.

1.00
it,

1.18
lb.

SPECIAL SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
•MOTOR FREIGHT ITEMS-Items indicated Motor Freight exceed
weight or size limitations of UPS or Parcel Post. They are shipped with
freight charges collect. If one item on your order is Motor Freight, all
items will be shipped Motor Freight. Éonsult your local motor freight
carrier for charges and type of service available in your area before
ordering.
•APO/FPO Shipments -Use the following Zones to estimate costs: West
Coast -Zone 8; East- Zone 5; Miami -Zone 6. PAL (Airlift Military)_
transports packages by air for $1.00 per package plus postage. Parcel
must weigh less than j() lbs. and not exceed 60" in length and girth.
•SAM -Parcel must weigh less than 15 lbs. and not exceed 60" in length
and girth. Check with your local postmaster for exceptions to certain APO
or FPO numbers.
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Get up close to your
work with light
to spare
See better, clearer
and easier with the famous LUXO magnifier
lamp. No more hard-tosee soldering connections.
Aprecision-ground 2to 1
magnifier provides awide
distortion-free view of acircuit
board through apolished 5"
lens. An energy-conserving 22-watt
circular fluorescent bulb provides
bright, uniform and shadowless lighting
directly on the work being inspected through the
lens. The lamp moves at atouch and stays where you put
it. Balanced arms have a45" total reach. The lamp comes
complete with clamp type mounting bracket for attaching
to alevel surface, edge of table or desk up to 21
/"thick. For
2
120 VAC use. UL approved. Color may vary from that pictured. Assembled GDP-200 $89.95, ship wt 7lbs.

Flip down magnifier
brings work up close
This comfortable fitting magnifier with adjustable headband frees both your hands for work. Shatter
and scratch resistant lenses magnify 21
2 times. Works
/
well with eyeglasses. GDP-201 $24.95, ship wt 1lb.

4

Extra AC outlets
No more dangerous extension
cords. No more unplugging equipment
to free up an AC outlet. In one and ahalf
hours you can put together astrip of
twelve 3-prong outlets. Single switch
controls eleven outlets. One outlet is
constant AC. 21
/"H x15 7/s" Lx 1
4
/"D.
4
1
Kit HD-1274 $24.95, ship wt 4lbs.

Use your computer to
turn on the printer
Simply plug in the AC line cord
from the computer into the control outlet of this easy one-evening Smart Outlet
kit. Plug the printer into one of the remaining six switched outlets. Power up
the computer, the printer comes on
automatically. And your system is also
surge protected. 21
/"H x14 1
4
/"Lx23
2
/"
4
D. Kit GD-1495 $59.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Assembled GDW-1495 Lest Call $79.95,
ship wt 4lbs.

A home improvement that adds value to your house
Agarage door opener belongs in every home garage. It's an investment that pays
off time and again in convenience and added security. Ask someone who already has
one installed. They'll tell you how handy adoor opener is and how they'll never be
without one again.
Simply touch the button on the remote transmitter in your car. The garage door
opens automatically. Apowerful V3 horsepower motor effortlessly opens the heaviest
garage doors up to 18 feet wide and 7feet high. You stay warm and dry in the nastiest
weather as you drive into the protection of your garage. Abuilt-in 80-watt light
automatically turns on. You press the button again and the garage door closes behind
you. The light blinks to alert you of aclosing door. With the door down it is securely
locked to prevent anyone from opening it from the outside by hand. The light stays on
for about five minutes until you're safely into the house.
Most of the work is already done for you with the Moore-O-Matic Garage Door
Opener. Absolutely no soldering is required. You put the motor-drive unit together
with ascrewdriver and pliers. All wiring uses push on connectors. When it's completed, install it and the track assembly on your garage door. The whole process of
assembly and installation takes only acouple of evenings.
This garage door opener is loaded with features. It has an exclusive triple-thread
screw-drive system for smooth and worry-free operation. The door instantly reopens
if it's blocked while closing The remote transmitter uses digitally coded signals for
added security. And aquick release mechanism disengages the door from the opener
in case of an emergency.
This kit includes atransmitter, receiver and remote switch. Requires 120 VAC.
Kit GD-3509 $199.95, ship wt 41 lbs. Motor Freight.
Accessories: Assembled GDP-3309-A Transmitter only $19.99, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled GDP-3319-A One transmitter aild one receiver $49.99, ship wt 1lb.
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now at Heath/Zenith
Computers and Electronics
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At Heath/Zenith Computers
& Electronics, we've broadened
our line to include Apple computer
products and now have 55 Apple dealerships* around
the country to serve you better, with one near you. And
as always, we offer you our many years of experience
and comprehensive service and support for all the
computer products we sell.

Macintosh •
—Now more options than ever before!
The name "Macintosh" has become synonymous with
Desktop Publishing. And you can now choose between two
sensational models.
The NEW, incredibly fast Macintosh SE features 1MB
of memory, an external disk interface, asound
port, and AppleTalk' built in. Plus support of up
to six external peripherals and 16 input devices.
All for more computing flexibility.
The already-famous Macintosh Plus has
afull megabyte of built-in memory (expandable
to 4Meg) and an 800K disk drive for more
memory, more speed, more storage, and more
performance.
Now, more than ever, Macintosh is the world's
premier desktop publishhig comptiter
*See page 54 of the catalog for locations.

NEW

VEC-156
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Macintosh - SE

Macintosh - Plus

NEW Apple® IIGS
Atrue innovation, the IIGS lets you create near-photographic-quality images in abroad range of colors. And
features an advanced digital sound synthesizer for
reproducing sound with startling reality. The IIGS
also runs almost all of the 10,000 programs designed
for the Apple II family. Plus it can be expanded with a
wide range of peripherals and memory options. Areal
step forward!

Li
Enjoy amazing sound reproduction over the built-in
speaker or your own external
speakers or headphones.

Apple Printers
The versatile ImageWriter' II
This workhorse of aprinter lets you combine
detailed graphics and neon-letter-quality text in
letters, reports, and illustrations.
ImageWriter prints up to 21
/ pages per minute
2
in draft mode. Also connects easily to the
AppleTalk"' network. What could be better?

LaserWriter"' — .More than just aprinter
An integral part of your desktop publishing system, LaserWriter helps you
design bids, presentations, proposals, newsletters, and ads —with that
professional touch. You get printing in dozens of typefaces within four
type families. And an astonishing 90,000 dots per square inch resolution
that's four times that of ordinary laser printers. Plus LaserWriter prints on
avariety of media and connects to as many as 31 Mac Plus's. Astounding!

or
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Apples for the home and school
The NEW
Apple Ile
The perfect computer for
home education. Famed for
its reliability and expandability, the Apple He runs
more education software than
any other computer around.
This new model includes the
new Ile 128K CPU with extended 80-column card,
monochrome monitor, 51
/
4"
disk drive with controller,
plus built-in graphics
and sound. (Color
rrmonitor optional).
Makes learning fun!

s.
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The Apple® Ilc
Perfect for school or home, the Apple IIc provides
unbelievable capabilities for such acompact, lightweight model. Easy-to-use, the Apple IIc
includes the IIc 128K CPU, built-in disk drive, IIc
monochrome monitor, full-size keyboard, stand,
plus expandability. (Color monitor optional).
The inexpensive answer to your
_
computing needs.

-ebete,

FREE $500 Value Heath/Zenith Partnership
Pack with any Apple Computer purchase.
INCLUDES: •free 1-year extended warranty
up to $150 value •free diagnostic check-up
$48 value •25% accessory discounts avg.
$40 value •25% software discounts up to
$100 value •free software offer up to $500
value •FREE disk-of-the-month club up to
$40 value •free training $80 value •50% off
software offer up to $200 value.
Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computen Inc. Macintosh.
ImageWriten LaserWriter and AppleTalk are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.

Apple products are not available by telephone or mail order.

Visit us today for ahands-on demonstration of Apple computers and accessories.

Heath

Computers&
Electronics

Better than ever

Besides constantly upgrading our
product selection, we're taking on
anew look to make Heath/Zenith
Computers & Electronics more
responsive to your needs. Crisp,
pleasant colors and in-store product centers are part of our new,
integrated interior design.
Whether you're viewing aproduct
demonstration, looking for that
special item, or just browsing,
you'll find our store environment
relaxed and professional. With
everything easy to find.
And, as always, our computers
are sold by people who know how
to help you make knowledgeable
decisions. Whether you're interested in IBM PC/AT compatibles,
portables, or Apple desktop computers, you can be sure we'll have it.

Authorized Dealer

COMPUTERS IfflimmiCOMPUTERS
, TZ
S5IONOL

-SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
lBUSINESS SOFTWARE

=HOME DERSONAl
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Our stores are unique, and we
are dedicated to building them
into one of the major computer
chains in North America.
See page 54 of this
catalog for locations.

We're proud of our stores.

Heath®
Units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation

Come see why.
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Wide opening
PanaVise
vertical
holder does
the big jobs

PanaVise circuit board holder
Position circuit boards at the best working
angle. Spring-loaded arms hold boards that
can be tilted 220° and rotated 360?
Use with standard or vacuum base.
Assembled GDP-1254 $21.95,
ship wt 2lbs.

TOOLS 0

PanaVise base
This rugged base can be
used with any workholder on
this page. It rotates 360° and
tilts 180° to fit your best
working angle. Adjustable ball
.joint locks in position. Three
holes permit solid bench
mounting.. Assembled GDP-1251
$16.95, ship wt 2lbs.

This vertical-opening vise is designed to position and hold
large items. Hold instruments, cameras, electronic equipment
or entire chassis between these wide-opening 9" jaws. Replaceable jaw pads protect equipment from damage. Use this holder
with either the standard or the vacuum base. Assembled
GDP-1255 $9.95, ship wt 2lbs.

PanaVise standard vise head
Hold circuit boards and other projects steadily in place while
you work on them. Nylon vise jaws open to afull 21
27
/
Use with
standard or vacuum base. Assembled GDP-1253 $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

PanaVise vacuum base
Attaches instantly and securely to almost
any smooth surface; glass, metal, formica,
and more. Also uses multi-angle ball-joint
positioner. Assembled GDP-1252
$21.95, ship wt 2lbs.

All your kit building tools
in one neat storage case
This is aperfect starter selection of tools for the
beginning kit builder. Included are aWeller 25-watt
soldering iron with two interchangeable tips, asoldering aid, a4ounce spool of solder, wire strippers,
diagonal cutters, 4" needle nose pliers, 1
/"nut driver
4
and aslotted and Phillips screwdriver. These tools
are contained in adurable 3" H x10 3
/"W x10" D
4
carrying case with abuilt-in carrying handle.
All tools are stored in amolded storage tray.
Assembled GHP-1270 $42.95, ship wt 2lbs.

WELLER temperature-controlled soldering station
This lightweight soldering pencil features low voltage, 700°F "closed loop"
temperature control and acomponent-protecting grounded tip. Adetachable stand
contains awater reservoir. Assembled GDP-1108 $89.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Accessories: Assembled GDP-1109 Set of assorted soldering iron
tips $17.95, ship wt 1lb.

t

Hobbyist soldering iron
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Apopular soldering iron for all your kit building
needs. The 860°F VW' screwdriver tip of this pencil-type
iron allows you to make those close soldering jobs easier and cleaner. Lightweight iron uses 120 VAC. (Color and
manufacturer may vary.) Assembled
GDP-207 $16.95, ship wt 1lb.

Put all the light
where you need it
This flexible extension lamp
can put needed light on any type of
job from electronics work to needlework. Arugged counter-balanced
arm flexes over 360° with a32"
reach to stretch out light for
maximum area coverage. And
this lamp stays where you put it.
White reflective inner coating
throws the maximum amount of
light in the direction you need it.
Uses astandard 60-watt incandescent light bulb. Secure clamp
mounting bracket attaches to
most level surfaces. Uses
120 VAC. (Light bulb not
included). Assembled
GDP-202 $24.95,
ship wt 4lbs.
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Learn the latest electronics technology with our effective,
economical self-study and classroom courses
Our Heathkit/Zenith education courses are designed to
meet your needs —for self-study, classrooms or special industrial training. Our courses are success-oriented integrating
technical theory with amaximum emphasis on real-world
applications. They feature awell organized system of instruction that lets you start at entry level and branch off to specialized areas like robotics, microprocessor technology,
circuit design and computer servicing. Course trainers like
the laser, robots, and alearning computer, combined with
course experiments, give you hands-on experience that increases your skill unlike any other learning method. The new
ET-3600 Trainer and ET-3700 Trainer are now available, in
addition to the familiar ETW-3100-B and ET-3200-B Trainers,
to support your hands-on experience. Video courses on
selected subjects are available, too (see page 73).

You'll receive ahandsome certificate from Heathkit/Zenith
when you pass the optional final exam for each course with a
score of 70% or higher. Plus you can earn Continuing Education
Units for non-credit adult education. What's more, our programs
are approved by nationally recognized organizations (see page
73). We've put together the information you need in aclear and
comprehensive format, and we stand behind each course with a
money-back guarantee. If you're not completely satisfied with
any self-study course, simply return all course material (excluding trainer) and your receipt for afull refund.
Attention U.S. NAVY personnel: Heathloit/Zenith
courses are now eligible for reimbursement under the
Navy's Tuition Assistance Program. See your Education
Services Officer or your Navy Campus representative. Ask
to see the Dantes Guide to National Home Study Council
Courses. DOD 1322.8C (Supplement 1).

•

Increase
learning
success with the
new analog trainer
The new ET-3600 Analog Trainer is aversatile experimental tool for successful hands-on learning. It's used in experiments contained in the DC, AC, Semiconductor Devices,
Electronic Circuits, Electronic Communications, Concepts of
Electronics and Test Equipment courses. The Analog Trainer
is completely equipped to help you build, analyze, test, modify and gain experience in practical electronic circuit design.
In addition, the ET-3600 Trainer is designed to accept the
new ET-3567 Backpack Accessory (right). The Backpack
extends the versatility of your Analog Trainer for even more
simple and reliable bench testing and allows you to experiment with the optional ETB-3300 experiment module (p. 59).
The Analog Trainer is amply equipped for all your experiments. It has variable, regulated positive and negative 15 VDC
power supplies, plus 15 and 30 volt AC voltage sources and a
200 Hz to 20 kHz frequency generator, with sine wave and
square wave outputs. The trainer has solderless breadboard
sockets for circuit building and also includes built-in 1kilohm
and 100 kilohm potentiometers. Abuilt-in connector accommodates the ET-3567 Backpack.
You can quickly build and test experimental circuits with
this rugged and compact new trainer. Measures 41
/"H x12"
4
W x11 1
/"D. Kit ET-3600 $119.95, ship wt 6lbs. Assembled
2
ETW-3600 $199.95, ship wt 6lbs. Both avail. August.
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Extend your
trainer's
capability

•
Vale.

The ET-3567 Accessory Backpack
mounts directly to the new ET-3600 and
ET-3700 (page 62) Trainers to extend the trainer's
versatility and reliability. The Backpack includes programmable, positive and negative 1.2 to 15 volt DC power supplies to
power analog, linear and CMOS circuits and a5volt DC power
supply. In addition, adigital voltmeter is included to allow AC
and DC voltage measurements up to 500 volts, DC current measurements up to 200 mA and resistance measurements up to 2
meg.ohms, without the need for additional test equipment. The
Backpack also features afused, high-impedance voltmeter input
for maximum circuit protection and minimum circuit loading.
The meter has an easy-to-read LCD display with automatic
polarity sensing.
The Accessory Backpack is designed for long and reliable
performance for experimenting with your electronic trainer and
Heathkit/Zenith Educational courses. AC power is coupled
through the power switch of the associated trainer to assure that
power for experimental circuits and the DVM is always applied
only when the trainer is on. The Backpack also includes connectors for accepting experiment modules from Heathkit/Zenith
Educational Systems courses. (See ETB-3300 Breadboard
Experiment Module and ETB-6201 Digital Circuits Experiment
Module on pages 59 and 62.) Add the Backpack for even more
and easier learning, experimenting and designing of electronic
circuits. Kit ET-3567 $119.95, ship wt 6lbs. Assembled
ETW-3567 $199.95, ship wt 6lbs. Both avail. August.

EDUCATION t

You'll get abroad foundation in electronics
with our entry-level electronics courses
Start discovering the world of electronics with
these fundamental courses. Learn the basics of DC and
AC electronics as you actually build and analyze circuits.
Progress to acomprehensive understanding of semiconductor devices where you'll learn about their
construction, operating characteristics and schematic
symbols. Explore electronic circuits from theory to
practice; learn about the application and operation of
test instruments; and gain aworking knowledge of
electronic communications. It's all here for you in our
fundamental series. When you take these courses, you'll
use the new ET-3600 Analog Trainer or your ETVV-3100-B
Trainer and instruments such as multimeters and
oscilloscopes.

40

Learn the essentials of DC electronics

, Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Expand breadboard
capabilities
The new ETB-3300 Breadboard
Experiment Module slides into the
ETW-3567 Accessory Backpack (p. 58)
to add more breadboarding capabilities
to your ET-3600 or ET-3700 electronic
trainer. The solderless sockets in the
three large breadboards accept solid
wire up to #20 and the leads of most
common electronic components. The
ETB-3300 gives you access to +5volt
DC power supply, variable positive and
negative 1.2 to 12 volt DC power supplies
and the internal trainer speaker.
You can avoid tangle and confusion
with the ETB-3300's three additional
640-hole breadboards. It's ideal for designing and experimenting with prototype circuits extending beyond the
physical capacities of the ET-3600 and
ET-3700 circuit design trainers.
ETB-3300 $99.95, 2lbs. Avail. August.

With this course you'll learn all about necessary principles like
current, voltage, resistance, Ohm's Law, magnetism, electrical measurements, DC circuits, inductance and capacitance. You'll even build
and experiment with DC circuits of your own design. Plus you'll
learn how to draw aschematic from awiriiig diagram and how to
use amultimeter.
With the optional audio/visual package you'll get two audio
tapes and a123-page illustration booklet with over 230 illustrations
that will enrich your learning experience.
The experiments in this course require you to also use amultimeter, like the
IM-2260 (page 44). And when you pass the final exam, you'll earn 2.0 Continuing
Education Units. EE-3101-A $49.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3101-A Optional Audio-Visual Package $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

î
o

Useful AC electronics principles
This course gives you afirm foundation in alternating current
and its special applications in electronics circuits. You'll learn how
various components react in AC circuits and see the application and
use of AC components. You'll find the text interesting reading as it
discusses AC theory, measurement and circuit behavior in asimple,
no-nonsense style that makes learning enjoyable.
....
Ea
Plus you'll really benefit from the exciting experiments
in RC Circuits, RL Circuits, Transformer Characteristics,
LC Filters and more.
We recommend that you use amultimeter and an oscilloscope for this course.
You'll earn 1.5 Continuing Education Units when you successfully pass the final exam.
EE-3102-A $59.95, ship wt 7lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3102-A Optional Audio-Visual Package $19.95, 2lbs.

E
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Semiconductor Devices
Course covers solid-state
Expand your electronics background with
this in-depth study of semiconductors, their
properties and uses. Step by step you'll learn
about the backbone of modern electronics as
you examine solid-state devices like diodes,
gal
transistors and integrated circuits. You'll also
learn about zeners, bipolar transistors, FETs, thyristors and
UiTs. Through text and experiments you'll find out how to
properly use the semiconductor components essential to
today's fascinating electronic world. And you'll discover how
semiconductors can be damaged by operating them beyond
the component's rating or through improper handling.
For abetter understanding of semiconductors, you'll see
how they are made and how they operate in the micro-sized
world of solid-state electronics. You'll also learn the electrical
characteristics of semiconductor materials. And you'll see
how to correctly test various devices to determine if they are
operating as they should.
Each concept is presented in clearly written text and
instantly reinforced with aprogrammed review. Optional
experiments illustrate and enhance your understanding of
important concepts with hands-on training. To perform the
experiments in this course you'll need the ET-3600 Trainer
located on page 58. Amultimeter is also recommended.
Pass the optional final exam and earn 3.0 Continuing
Education Units. Your successful completion of this course
opens up aworld of understanding for semiconductors as they
are used in everything from flood alarms, to amateur radio, to
computers, to robotics. EE-3103-A $59.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3103-A Audio-Visual Package $19.95,
ship wt 2lbs.

Learn Electronic Test
Equipment theory and
applications

'bar
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Discover the exciting operation and
theory behind electronic test equipment in
this course. Become proficient with bench and
field test equipment as you learn how to make
measurements using digital and analog meters, how the meters
operate and what they measure. You'll gain practical knowledge in the operation and use of the oscilloscope in electronic
testing and equipment servicing by following our proven instruction methods of reading and then doing. From this instruction method, you'll also learn to use frequency generators
and frequency counters. Included in the course is aunit on
special measuring instruments for bridge circuits, transistor
testers, curve tracers, spectrum analyzers and logic probes. The
optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package enhances your learning process by reinforcing each lesson with audio cassettes and
asupplemental manual. Fifteen interactive experiments give
you the chance to use many different types of test equipment.
To get the most out of this course, there are afew things
you'll need. You should have access to the following equipment
to obtain the full benefit from the experiments: adigital multimeter, an analog meter, oscilloscope, frequency generator
and frequency counter. This course also uses the ET-3600
Trainer found on page 58. Plus you must have aprevious
knowledge of material in the EE-3101-A thru EE-3104-A and
EE-3201-A courses. It's well worth the 6.0 CEUs earned when
you pass the final exam. EE-3105-A $69.95, ship wt 9lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3105-A Audio-Visual Package $19.95,
ship wt 2lbs.
111.-

Follow Electronic Circuits
from theory to board
Develop new skills with the very informative Electronic Circuits Course. Seven carefully designed units lead you through circuits
irkicendoen
that you'll find in everyday electronic products.
a
In this course you'll learn how to identify
power supply rectifiers, filters and regulation
circuits. You'll also develop an understanding of radio circuits
by studying amplitude and frequency modulation circuits
along with the heterodyne principle of modulation and detection circuits. You'll even be able to construct transistor and
integrated circuit amplifiers, oscillators, active filters and pulseshaping circuits with the knowledge gained from your work in
this course.
The course continues with explanations of power supplies
and power supply regulation circuits, as well as abasic modulation and demodulation system. Included with the Electronic
••••..

Item.
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Circuits Course are over 100 electronic components for use in
the 18 fun experiments contained in the text.
The Electronic Circuits Course leads you step by step
through this challenging subject while our proven self-instruction format lets you learn at your own pace. The concise text,
backed up by easy-to-understand visuals, lets you learn and
retain more information. An optional Audio-Visual Accessory
package aids in your understanding of the text material by
reinforcing the course with audio cassette instruction.
You should complete the DC and AC Electronics and
Semiconductor Devices courses (EE-3101-A thru EE-3103-A)
or have an equivalent knowledge. We also suggest adual-trace
oscilloscope, aVOM and the ET-3600 Trainer (page 58) to
complete the experiments in this course. You'll receive 4.0 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) upon successfully passing the
optional final exam. EE-3104-A $69.95, ship wt 7lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3104-A Audio-Visual Package $19.95,
ship wt 2lbs.

Learn how data
gets from here
to there
Data Communications and Networks describes the concepts, terminology equipment
and techniques that make up today's data
communications systems. It breaks down the
complexities of transferring information
between distant and not so distant points into clearly detailed
discussions of each fundamental data movement phase.
Centered on computer communications, this course highlights
signaling techniques, terminals and codes, modulation and
multiplexing, transmission media and errors, telephone network, security and also provides an overview of current digital
data networks.
To better understand this course you should have already
completed course EE-3201-A Digital Techniques and course
EE-3102-A AC Electronics or have an equivalent knowledge. To
perform the experiments in the course you'll need the ET-1000
Circuit Design Trainer on page 77, amultimeter and adualtrace oscilloscope. Pass the optional final exam and earn 7.0
Continuing Education Units. EE-8090 $99.95, ship wt 11 lbs.

Discover the world of
broadcast communications
With the Electronics Communications
Course you can develop afull understanding
iiiiee•rek•-•
of broadcast and data communications fundamentals. Working at your own pace from the
detailed text you'll cover amplitude, frequency,
phase and angle modulation. And then you'll study transmitters, antennas and communications receivers including many
specific circuits.
In this course you'll find out how to analyze the composition of complex waveforms. You'll see how to construct basic
communications circuits. And you'll examine transmission
lines with their characteristics and different uses. Also ana«v.

lyzed are FM stereo and television broadcasting systems along
with data communications systems.
In the optional hands-on experiments you'll build an AM
transmitter, balanced modulator, AM detector, FM transmitter,
and an FM receiver. You'll also build such advanced systems as
apulse modulator, time division multiplex transmitter and a
data communications modem with the included components.
For these experiments you'll need the ET-3600 Trainer (page
58), amultimeter and an oscilloscope.
We suggest that you follow up the EE-3101-A thru
EE-3104-A with this specialized course in communications.
And by passing the optional final exam you receive 2.0 Continuing Education Units. EE-3106-A $64.95, ship wt 7lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3106-A Audio-Visual Package $19.95,
ship wt 2lbs.
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Take this exciting step into the fields of digital technology
and microprocessing

These courses provide you with acomprehensive and
in-depth understanding of digital circuitry and microprocessors. You'll explore these technologies, from fundamental concepts to the most advanced applications.
Learn to design your own digital circuits. Gain aworking
knowledge of microprocessors and machine level programming and interfacing. And get on speaking terms
with your computer with the Voice Synthesis Course.
When you finish this course, you'll be able to make the
ET-3400-A Microprocessor Trainer talk.
As with the basic electronics courses, trainers are an
important part of asuccessful learning experience. For
the Digital Techniques Course you'll use the new ET-3700
Digital Trainer or the ET-3200-B Trainer. All Microprocessor Courses, including the revised EE-3401-A,
require either the ET-3400 or ET-3400-A Trainer.

Fast help for
digital circuit design
The new ET-3700 Digital Trainer allows you to quickly
and efficiently design and experiment with digital electronic
circuits. It lets you apply course material in apractical way,
through experiments and by building and testing prototypes. It
also lets you confirm circuit operation and test digital ICs. Also,
use it to experiment with the EE-3201-A Digital Techniques
Course. Plus, the ET-3700 Trainer is designed to accept the new
ET-3567 Backpack Accessory (p. 58). The Backpack extends
the capabilities of your Digital Trainer for even more simple
and reliable bench testing and allows you to experiment with
optional experiment modules (p. 59 and right).
Three built-in, regulated power supplies furnish positive
and negative 12-volt DC and positive 5-volt DC voltages to
power both digital and linear circuits. The ET-3700 Trainer not
only supplies common DC voltages used in digital electronics,
but it also supplies aline-frequency square wave (60 or 50 Hz);
complementary clock signals of 1Hz, 1kHz, and 100 kHz; logic
and data switches to control input levels; and four LED logicstate indicators to visually monitor logic states and transitions.
Connector blocks allow for solderlesslareadboard connections
between parts and wires and abuilt-in connector accommodates the ET-3567 Backpack.
Supplement your learning with this versatile new educational tool. 41
/"H x12" W x11Ve D. Kit ET-3700 $119.95, ship
4
wt 6lbs. Assembled ETW-3700 $199.95, ship wt 6lbs. Both
available in August.
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Learn digital circuits
inside and out

You'll feel like an expert on digital circuitry once you've finished this course. You'll
start off with fundamentals and theory of
digital logic, including number systems.
You'll then learn how to design and apply
modern digital circuitry. You II also become
ma
familiar with Boolean algebra, flip-flops and
registers, sequential logic circuits, combinational logic circuitry and digital design. Plus you'll gain skills in
designing digital circuitry for virtually any modern application.
This course comes with electronic components for performing all of the 24 experiments. And all material comes in
two heavy-duty vinyl binders so that you'll always have acomplete and easy reference. Your learning experience is then
topped off with 2optional audio cassettes that will help integrate everything you've studied.
To complete this course successfully, you must have a
basic electronics background, which you can get from the DC,
AC, Semiconductors and Electronics Circuits courses on the
preceding pages. We also suggest that you use amultimeter
and dual-trace oscilloscope for your course experiments.
This is acomprehensive course that you can take in your
spare time, at your own speed. And you get it at afraction
of college or technical school costs. EE-3201-A $99.95, ship
wt 7lbs.
Accessories: EEA-3201-A Optional Learning Cassettes.
Two text descriptive audio cassette tapes plus avinyl holder to
keep them in and an illustrated booklet $19.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Master the
concepts
of digital
circuitry
These new applications manuals
and supplemental experiment module are
designed for use with the new ET-3700 Trainer and
ET-3567 Accessory Backpack: The Administrator's
Guide for the instructor and the Laboratory Manual for the
student are both used in conjunction with the ETB-6201 Experiment Module. The ETB-6201 slides into the Backpack
(p. 58) that's mounted to the ET-3700 Trainer. It's an invaluable
tool for the lab since it provides visual demonstrations of concepts and theories of digital electronics that are applied to reallife circuits. Students develop hands-on knowledge of digital
circuitry as they use the ETE1-6201 to perform the 40 prewired
experiments detailed in the student lab manual. And the
Administrator's guide provides even more circuit descriptions,
experiment information and classroom demonstrations to help
explain the material. ETB-6201 Experiment Module $149.95, 2
lbs. EB-6201-52 Administrator's Guide $9.95, 1lb. EB-6201-71
Student Laboratory Manual $12.95,1 lb.

Get athorough education
in microprocessors
This course won an International
Award from the Society for Technical
Communication. It provides awell-organized, economical, self-paced home study
program covering all the basics of 8-bit
microprocessors, microcomputers and
machine level programming. Concepts are carefully integrated
into 8learning units for thorough training. A ninth unit reviews MPU programming techniques through 10 topic-related
experiments. Atenth unit provides hands-on hardware experiments in the areas of memory interfacing, display control and
I/O interfacing for atotal learning experience.
Your study starts with areview of the basics of computer
number systems and codes: decimal, binary octal and hexadecimal numbering systems. Unit 2covers terms and conventions, an introduction to several programming instructions
plus how programs are written and executed. In unit 3you'll
learn about binary addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division, and two's complement arithmetic. You'll also learn
how to use Boolean logic operators like NOT, AND, OR, Exclusive OR and INVERT. Unit 4gives you athorough introduction to programming. You'll study branching, conditional
branching, algorithms and programming instructions. In units
5di 6, you'll learn about 6800/6808 microprocessors and pick
up valuable details on architecture, instruction sets, addressing
modes, stack operations, subroutines, input/output operations
and interrupts.
Units 7& 8cover 6800/6808 microprocessor architecture
and interfacing. You'll also find information on interfacing with
both static and dynamic random access memory, read only
memory displays, switches and the Peripheral Interface
Adapter (PIA).
In unit 9you'll increase your skills through programming
experiments and writing programs. Plus, you can use your
trainer to drill yourself and provide practice in the numbering
systems. In later experiments, you'll use all instructions and
addressine modes including subroutines, stack operations and
more. You ll continue to benefit from 19 hardware experiments
in microprocessor theory and microprocessor applications
found in unit 10.
But what makes this course even more incredible is that,
for most of it, you don't have to have any prior knowledge about
electronics. Only units 7, 8di 10 require knowledge equivalent
to the EE-3201-A Digital Techniques Course (page 62).
To make this course even more effective, we request that
you use either the ET-3400 or the ET-3400-A Microprocessor
Trainer. You'll really be proud of the 8.0 CEUs that you'll earn
upon passing the final exam. EE-3401-A $99.95, ship wt 10 lbs.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Learn about microprocessors
with an 8-bit computer trainer
You'll be thrilled with this versatile, low-cost trainer. It's
designed to teach and illustrate microprocessor operation, programming and applications. It even includes microprocessorbased software and aspecial interface development system. So,
you can use your Trainer as aminiature digital computer for
experiments in microprocessor related courses EE-3401-A
through EE-3405.
This special trainer features the popular 6808 microprocessor as aCPU and built-in 512 bytes of RAM, plus abuiltin 1K ROM monitor program controlling the unit's operation.
A 17-key hexadecimal keyboard lets you enter machine language program code, access memory locations and examine
their contents through asix-digit hexadecimal 7-segment LED
display; modify the contents of memory; examine or change
any of the microprocessor's internal registers; set break points
for program debugging; or reset the CPU. And thanks to the
flexible instruction set of the 6808, you'll even be able to use 5
addressing modes, 2accumulators, an index register and a
stack pointer.
Added to all this is amicroprocessor breadboard that features solderless sockets for rapid assembly of IC circuitry All
microprocessor address, control and data busses are buffered
and terminated on the front panel for easy connection to
experimental memory and interface circuits. You'll also get a
40-pin external connector for expanding memory and the
Trainer's I/O capacity
And there's even more. Your experiments will really fly
with the 8individual and independently buffered LEDs for
monitoring logic states; the 8SPST binary data switches for
logic level switching; the built-in +5and ±12 VDC power
supply connections; and the 1Hz and 60 Hz clock outputs.
Your Trainer takes three evenings to build and requires 120
VAC at 50/60 Hz, 30 watts. For increased personal microcomputer power, just team up your Trainer with the ETA-3400
Microprocessor Trainer Accessory (page 64). Kit ET-3400-A
$259.95, ship wt 7lbs. Assembled ETW-3400-A $359.95,
ship wt 6lbs.
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Expand your ET-3400-A Trainer

Now you can get
$50 savings on the
ETA-3400 Trainer
Accessory

The ETA-3400 Microprocessor Trainer Accessory turns your
ET-3400-A Trainer into an 8-bit enssPtte-based microcomputer system with an optional 3K bytes of RAM. Aserial interface with EIA
and 20 mA loop formats enables hook-up to asmart video terminal
or a20 rnA ASCII teletypewriter machine. Acassette interface permits you to store programs on standard cassette tapes. Included with
the Accessory is aROM monitor/debugging program to implement
the standard trainer monitor functions through an external terminal.
Memory locations can be examined or changed, break points initiated and program debugging can be accomplished with asingle-step
feature. Atiny BASIC Interpreter stored in ROM lets you program in
the BASIC language. Use the Trainer to run machine code routines
learned in the EE-3401-A Microprocessor Course from BASIC. All
parts required to modify the Trainer and connect the Accessory
are included. Modifying the ET-3400 trainer changes the
clock frequency, so we recommend you complete experiments in EE-3401-A thru EE-3405 before adding the
Accessory. An RS-232 compatible video terminal is
required to use BASIC and monitor features of
the ETA-3400. Assemble this kit in about 10 hours.
Kit ETA-3400 Was $179.95 Now Only $129.95,
ship wt 8lbs.
Accessory: ETA-3400-1 3K Chip Set $54.95,
ship wt 1lb.

Comprehensive
microprocessor
interfacing course
The EE-3402 Microprocessor Interfacing Course is anatural second step
after completeing the EE-3401-A Microprocessor Course. This course will introduce you to the powerful 6809
and 68000 processors. The eleven
units of Microprocessor Interfacing
let you explore topics like the
advanced Peripheral Interface
Adapter (NA), analog conversion and serial data communications. You'll also study
peripheral devices, memory devices and programmable timers.
Programmed selflearning allows
you to proceed
at your own
speed for athorough understanding of all
the material in
the text.
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Ten hands-on experiments focus
your attention on concepts presented in
the text. You'll experiment with display
multiplexing, I/O control and handshaking using the PIA, analog-to-digital
conversion and ADC interfacing. Other
experiments cover parallel-to-serial conversion using the 6850 ACIA, serial
standard conversion, 2708 EPROM
programming, ROM/EPROM interfacing,
6840 PTM input and output and 6809
software operation. All components required for the experiments are included,
and are performed on the ET-3400 or
ET-3400-A Microprocessor Trainer
(p. 63).
Before attempting this comprehensive course, we recommend that
you complete the EE-3401-A
Microprocessor Course (p.
63) or already have an
equivalent working
knowledge of the
material contained in
that course.
The in-depth
scope of this course
means you can qualify
for 7.0 CEUs upon
completion. EE-3402
$99.95, ship wt 11 lbs.

Listen to your
experiments with
Voice Synthesis
Be on speaking terms with your
ET-3400 or ET-3400-A Microprocessor
Trainer by taking the EE-3403-A Voice
Synthesis Course. The five units cover
the human voice, with an overview of
voice reproduction and voice patterns.
Included in the course are linear and
logarithmic coding, delta modulation,
speech synthesis by linear predictive
coding, the phoneme speech synthesizer
(PSS) and advanced programming for
the phoneme speech synthesizer.
All components are included for the
hands-on experiments you'll perform as

you learn about the basic hardware and
software necessary for breadboarding
computer synthesized speech circuits on
the ET-3400 or ET-3400-A Trainer. Other
experiments instruct you in the programming and interfacing needed for
t11Cligitized and phoneme voice synthesis. In addition, this course prepares
you to write machine code programs
tailored for the ET-3400 and ET-3400-A
Microprocessor Trainer.
Included with the course are complete chip sets for digitized and
phoneme voice synthesis. The digitized
set contains both aROM chip and a
synthesizer chip, featuring avocabulary
totaling more than 200 words. The
phoneme synthesizer is self-contained in
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asingle integrated circuit which can
produce an unlimited vocabulary.
To better prepare yourself for the
material in the Voice Synthesis Course,
the EE-3401-A Microprocessor Course
(p. 63) or equivalent
knowledge is
needed. You'll earn
3.0 Continuing Education Units with
this course.
EE-3403-A $69.95,
ship wt 4lbs.

Practical microprocessor applications
Learn how to put your previous microprocessor knowledge to work with
the Microprocessor Applications Course
as you see ways to adapt and use the
power of the microprocessor. Acom6
I
;
plete discussion of analog circuits starts
ou on your way to an understanding of
ow amicroprocessor can sense an
control events in an analog world. This includes digital-to-analog conversion techniques along with analog signal
conditioning.
Amicroprocessor must first sense or receive information
before it can carry out an assigned task. To acquaint you with
this side of amicroprocessor, the EE-3405 Course covers, in
depth, sensors and transducers and how they interface to a
microprocessor to sense real-world events. Complete coverage
is given to temperature, light, position, motion, force, pressure,
flow and level sensors and transducers of various types and
styles. Further coverage is given to microprocessor control of
devices and circuits such as transistor arrays, SCRs, TRIACs,
relays, DC motors and stepper motors. Phase-locked loops,
which are being used more frequently in microprocessor applications, are presented along with information for interfacing
and controlling them with amicroprocessor. You'll see examples of microprocessor uses in consumer, industrial and business applications and take alook at future microprocessor
applications.

Discover the fun of computer
kitbuilding at your Heath/Zenith
Computers & Electronics Center.

To perform the 13 experiments in this
course, you'll need the ET-3400 or
ET-3400-A Microprocessor (p. 63), aVOM
and an oscilloscope. You should also
complete the EE-3401-A Microprocessor
Course (p. 63) and the EE-3402
Microprocessor Interfacing
Course (p. 64). Pass the
optional final exam of
this challenging course
and earn 8.0 CEUs.
EE-3405 $99.95,
ship wt 10 lbs.

The easy way to learn computer servicing
and advanced microprocessing
Our fascinating series in computer servicing gives you
athorough introduction to the computer, microprocessor, and peripherals. You'll also learn how to
maintain, troubleshoot and repair computers with
the help of astep-by-step method that gradually
builds on your knowledge. Our Advanced Microprocessor Course is the culmination of the
microprocessor series, instructing you in
16-bit computer technology and the 8088
microprocessor used in the Heath/
Zenith PC, IBM PC and other
compatibles.

Get to know
the modern
computer
This is an eightunit Computer Fundamentals Course
with an emphasis on
microcomputers. In it you'll find an
effective step-by-step presentation of
computer basics, applications and systems. You'll learn about power supply
sources, 16- and 8-bit micros, bussing
and interfacing CPUs, semiconductor
memories and much more. You'll also be
introduced to programming using highand low-level languages, assemblers,
editor, compilers and interpreters. Plus
you'll learn many popular computer
terms.
Your learning experience will be
easier if you have abackground in basic
electronics and digital theory. You can
get such abackground by taking the
EE-3101-A DC electronics, EE-3102-A
AC Electronics, EE-3103-A Semiconductor Devices, EE-3104-A Electronic Circuits and EE-3201-A Digital Techniques
courses.
To perform the hardware and software experiments, in addition to the
ET-100 Trainer, you'll need acassette
recorder, video monitor (or TV receiver
and RF modulator), asingle-trace oscilloscope, amultimeter and adot matrix printer. You'll earn 2.0 Continuing
Education Units upon passing the final
exam. EC-2001 $79.95, ship wt 6lbs.
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Complete
peripherals
course
We've designed this
course to build on the
knowledge you acquired
in the Fundamentals
Course. You'll learn
about each category of peripheral device,
including printers, displays, disk drives
and modems. You'll study the purpose,
capabilities and fundamentals of each,
plus how each is interfaced to aminior microcomputer. And you'll find our
discussion of control and data flow of
electronic and electro-mechanical devices stimulating as well as informative.
Methodirnlly-presented segments
let you go at your own pace. This stepby-step course covers serial, EIA and
parallel data communications, communication standards and non-standard
interfaces. You'll also learn the ins and
outs of input devices, visual displays,
printers, plotters and memory peripherals. Plus so much more.
To perform the fascinating experiments that bring this topic to life, you'll
need the ET-100 Micro Trainer and
ETA-100-A Upgrade Accessory (page
67), acassette recorder and avideo display. You'll also need avolt-ohm meter
and an oscilloscope. All other components are included. We also recommend
that you complete the EC-2001 Computer Fundamentals Course before taking this course.
Pass the optional final exam and
earn 2.0 Continuing Education Units.
EC-2002 $99.95, ship wt 10 lbs.
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Learn to service
computers

You can learn to
troubleshoot and maintain both digital and
microprocessor systems with our Computer Maintenance
Course. You'll start with areview of TR
and MOS devices and move on to study
and gain practical experience in standard digital troubleshooting techniques
like: determining electrical characteristics of integrated circuit input and
output pins, and using logic and logic
pulser probes.
We then extend your learning experience to atypical microprocessor based
system. You'll learn how all system hardware sections interact with each other
and how to troubleshoot them. You'll
develop valuable skills in finding the
defective block of asystem and applying
classical troubleshooting techniques like
logic state analysis and signature analysis. We also present new troubleshooting
techniques such as static stimulus testing and the use of the mobile I/O port.
Plus, you'll learn to write system dingnostics for aparticular system.
To perform the experiments, you'll
need the ET-100 Trainer and ETA-100-A
Accessory, an oscilloscope and amultimeter. We also recommend that you
complete the DC Electronics, AC Electronics, Digital Techniques, and Computer Servicing —Fundamentals and
Peripherals courses before taking Computer Maintenance. Optional final exam
worth 3.0 CEUs. EC-2003 $69.95, 9lbs.

You'll get alot out of this in-depth
study of microprocessors
Our comprehensive and thorough
Advanced Microprocessor Course is deaavancen
signed to make vou well-versed in 16-bit
11
computer technology and the 8088 microIc
processor. It includes more than 300
pages of software programming and in8 f
terfacing experiments along with 1200
»Me
pages of text divided into ten units. You'll
start with an examination of microcomP.$
puters and be introduced to the 8088 microprocessor with instruction addressing
modes. From there, you'll become familiar with machine and
assembly language programming, conditional/unconditional
loops and loop addressing plus subroutines. To this we add
informative discussions of the 8088 instruction set addressing
modes and memory segmentation. And you're sure to learn a
lot as we examine I/O operations, internal/external interrupts
and string operations. Later we teach you about the various
MPU bus and control lines, typical address and data bus networks, and data handling techniques. We also examine the
memory system in detail and go into various forms of
input/output interfacing.
To get the most out of this course vou should know digital
electronics. You can get this background
- with the Digital Techniques Course (EE-3201-A, page 62). You should also be familAccess to data,
control and PPI lines
Huge solderless
breadboard area for
experiments
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jar with binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, and
computer math. Worth 8CEUs. EE-8088 $99.95, ship wt 10 lbs.
SAVER! Purchase the EES-8088 package and get this
course with the ET-100 Computer Trainer. You'll save $50 over
buying each separately. EES-8088 $849.90, ship wt 49 lbs.

Interfaces to aTV
set or video monitor
Access to address lines
and power supplies

Detached
keyboard has
6-foot coiled
cable
Sixteen special
function and
control keys

Eighteen numeric
and control
key keypad

Give your ET-100 many
of the features found in
popular persona
computers

Sixty-one key
alpha-numeric
keyboard

Train on this 16-bit computer
Whether you're an experimenter or atechnician, you'll enjoy using the ET-100 as an advanced trainer. With it, you'll be
able to easily modify circuits, build interfaces or simply experiment with the 8088. The ET-100 is ideal for breadboarding
computer circuits that interface to the 8088 microprocessor.
All access lines are buffered to protect the microprocessor
from damage. And you'll be able to power your projects using
the four power supply voltages available on the breadboard.
As a16-bit computer, the ET-100 is equally effective. It has
16K of RAM expandable to 64K and uses asophisticated 8088
microprocessor found in many popular personal computers.
The ET-100 includes apowerful editor, assembler and debugger permanently stored in 32K of ROM. And you'll find the
cassette port, RS-232 Input/Output port and detached 95-key
keyboard extremely useful. Also, avideo output can be displayed on amonitor, like the HVM-1220-A (page 96). Kit
ET-100 $799.95, ship wt 33 lbs. Assembled ETW-100 $1095.00,
ship wt 33 lbs.

Give your ET-100 more power

_

With this accessory, you can modify your trainer/computer to help with applications like data processing, telecommunications, and financial analysis. Once modified, your
computer will have 128K bytes of RAM expandable to 192K
with the addition of accessory Z-205-1. This package consists of
2circuit boards, aboot ROM, an external disk drive unit and a
dust cover. Two full RS-232C serial ports let you communicate
with printers, modems and voice synthesizers. And you also get
aprogrammable timer that's independent of the system clock.
Configurations:
Kit ETA-100-A $799.95, ship wt 69 lbs.
Assembled EWA-100-A version of ETA-100-A $1650.00,
ship wt 70 lbs.
Assembled EWS-100-A includes ETW-100 and EWA-100-A,
$2750.00, ship wt 96 lbs.
Accessories:
ETA-100-1 Extra Removable Breadboard $29.95, 1lb.
Z-205-1 64K RAM Upgrade $40.00, ship wt 1lb.
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Prepare for the advanced
world of robotics with Heath's
HERO® 2000 and HERO 1
We bring the concepts of robotics and automation
to life for you with hands-on experience and self-paced
training. With the HERO 2000 and HERO 1robotic
trainers, you'll gain practical knowledge of the robotic
systems used in modern manufacturing. Based on the
same principles that control real-world automated
systems and intelligent machines, these robotic trainers
provide you with the opportunity to experiment with
industrial electronic systems. Both robots feature
abilities found on sophisticated factory robots and
automation systems. You'll see how various sensors,
such as light, sound or motion, are interfaced with
microprocessors to provide object recognition and
initiate command sequences. Optional manipulator
arms (standard on an assembled HERO 2000) let you
examine the challenge of servo-control. Plus, our
robotics trainers give you the tools to experiment with
software as well as hardware. What's more, you'll find
these comprehensive courses on robotics avaluable
resource in understanding the mechanical operation
and electronic control systems that give today's
industrial and domestic robots their capabilities —and
their limitations. Whether your interests are intelligent
machines or simulating industrial robotic applications,
these robotics trainers have an enormous capability
that can stimulate, challenge and inspire you.

HERO 2000 leads you
into the future
Hero 2000 will help you explore the
related technologies of robot automation programming, electronics for
automation, intelligent machines and
robotics.
This incredible robot features a
16-bit 8088 master microprocessor that
runs user programs and controls eleven
8-bit peripheral microprocessors, plus
HERO 2000 BASIC stored in the 64K
ROM. Other built-in programs are for
demonstrations, diagnostics and sensor
adjustment routines. The 24K of RAM is
expandable up to 576K by using three
optional memory boards. Each memory
board contains 64K of RAM and will accept two additional 64K RAM chip sets.
The new 360K disk drive accessory
expands HERO's capabilities even more
by allowing you to store and retrieve
programs and data on a51
/"floppy disk.
4
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It includes the MS-DOS software package and requires the ETW-19-15 Extension Board with aminimum of 128K
RAM installed for use with your
HERO 2000.
Other expansion features include
12 circuit card slots, an optional Experimenter Board for conducting experiments and testing your own circuits, two
RS-232 DCE ports configured for ater-

minal and printer, and acassette port
for storing your programs on astandard
tape recorder.
You'll soon find that HERO 2000 is
an unequalled educational trainer for
robot simulation. It is sonar equipped
and built-in sensors measure light,
sound and temperature levels. An electronically synthesized voice delivers an
unlimited vocabulary in virtually any

Auto-Docking Accessory
Equip HERO 2000 with the ability
to search for, locate and then dock with
its charger, all automatically. The procedure begins when alow battery
voltage is detected or through
your own BASIC battery level
test program. The accessory
consists of aspecial Docking
ROM and two infrared
transceivers. The docking
routine does not affect any
program already stored
in memory. Kit ET-19-5
$149.95, 3lbs.
"8111111,

language and avariety of musical and
sound effects. Over adozen programs
are available on the optional
demonstration ROM to show you the
versatility of the synthesizer and
sensors. The optional robot arm is
multi-jointed and fully articulated with
agripper that has asense of touch.
Access ROM routines and perform
movements from the top-mounted
hexadecimal keypad or the optional
wireless remote control (included with
an assembled HERO 2000). HERO 2000
requires the Remote Console or a
computer terminal for programming
and checkout routines. Sixteen headmounted LED status indicators (eight
user definable) show you what function
HERO is performing. And with three
power moles, HERO 2000 is able to
operate up to six days on its single 24
amp-hour battery. A 120 VAC charger is
included.
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Configurations:
Kit ET-19 HERO 2000 Robot
without Arm $1999.95, ship wt 108 lbs.
Kit ETS-19 HERO 2000 Robot with
Arm $2499.95, ship wt 129 lbs.
Assembled EWS-19-45 HERO 2000
Robot, Arm and 75.43 MHz Remote
Control $4499.95, ship wt 121 lbs.
Assembled EWS-19-46 HERO 2000
Robot, Arm and 75.67 MHz Remote
Control $4499.95, ship wt 121 lbs.
Accessories:
Kit ETS-19-1 HERO 2000 Arm with
Controller Card $699.95, 22 lbs.
ET-19-14 Experimenter Board
$99.95, ship wt 2lbs.
ET-19-51 Demonstration ROM
$29.95, ship wt 1lb.
ETW-19-15 192K Static RAM
Expansion Board with 64K RAM
installed $99.95, ship wt 2lbs.
ETA-19-15 64K RAM Chip Set
$49.95, ship wt 1lb.
New! ETW-19-6 Accessory 360K
Disk Drive $399.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Available August.
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Wireless full ASCII keyboard controls HERO 2000
With this wireless remote control
console, you are in charge of HERO
2000 up to 100 feet away. You can control
in real time or teach HERO complex
tasks involving its arm and base using
special speed and position keys. The full
ASCII typewriter-style keyboard on the
console makes it easy for you to create,
edit or execute aprogram. Also, proscan be written in HERO BASIC
from the Remote and then permanently
stored in ROM. An RS-232C connector
on the remote also allows you to connect
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the remote to the robot in the same
manner as aterminal. Each console kit
comes with two frequency modules for
wireless communication between the remote and HERO. ETS-19-35 operates at
75.43 MHz, ETS-19-36 operates at 75.67
MHz. The Remote Console features a2
line by 40 character LCD display and is
powered by rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries (included). A 120 VAC
charger is included. Kit ETS-19-35
$499.95, ship wt 10 lbs. Kit ETS-19-36
$499.95, ship wt 10 lbs.

Use your Visa or MasterCard
credit card to
purchase your kit!
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An education in robotics
Begin your study with EE-1900,
the Intelligent Machines course. Here,
you'll study input and output devices,
sensors and transducers, basic signal
conditioning, digital/analog conversion,
the hardware and software involved in
machine communication, and also take
alook at CAD/CAM operations.
You'll need the HERO 2000 Robot
and Arm for the 15 experiments. We
recommend completion of the DC and
AC electronics courses on page 59 or
equivalent knowledge. 3.0 CEUs.
Course EE-1901 is acomprehensive
look at the electronics used at the
component level in automated systems.
You'll examine industrial controllers,
active and passive sensory devices and
circuits, analog sampling and analogdigital conversion circuits. Industrial
applications are also studied.
All experiments use HERO 2000.
Earn 6.0 CEUs. We recommend you
complete EE-1900 and the Fundamental
Electronic Series prior to this course. A
working knowledge of BASIC is helpful
for both courses. EE-1900 $99.95, 8lbs.
EE-1901 $99.95, 11 lbs.

HERO 2000:
Programming and
Interfacing Course
This is asuperlative overview of the
internal workings of our most advanced
educational trainer, HERO 2000. It
covers both the hardware and software
aspects of the automation trainer along
with highly detailed technical discussions of the various robotic subsystems.
Afamiliarity with the BASIC programming language is recommended for this
course. Experiments are performed
on aHERO 2000 equipped with an arm
and aremote control. EB-1950 $59.95,
ship wt 5lbs.
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Learn high-tech robotics with the
HERO 1Robot and its complete
training system
demonstration of HERO's sensors, voice and movements as
soon as you get your robot by purchasing our special HERO 1
Demo Cassette.
On-board HERO 1is an 8-bit 6808 microprocessor that
can guide the robot through complex maneuvers, activate and
monitor sensors, and modify actions as aresult of sensor or
real-time clock inputs. HERO Ialso has 8K of ROM as well as
4K of RAM which can be increased up to 56K with the addition
of an optional memory expansion board.
Commanding HERO 1is easy with three different
methods available to you. Atop-mounted 17-key hexadecimal
keyboard lets you easily enter, verify and modify programs, and
select any of seven separate operating modes. You can also
access any of the microprocessor's registers through the
keypad. An attachable Teaching Pendant lets you manually
control all motor and arm movements, or store them for later
duplication. Or you can control HERO 1with aremote, radio
frequency-controlled transmitter available in two models, each
operating at adifferent frequency. The Remote controls all
keyboard and Teaching Pendant operations from up to 100 feet
away. You can also guide HERO 1by directly linking ahost
computer with the help of the Memory Expansion Board and
an optional RS-232 Interface that plugs into the top
experimental HERO 1breadboard.
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An ideal teaching tool, HERO lisa completely selfcontained robot that interacts with you and its environment.
HERO 1detects sound, light, motion and obstacles and travels
over acourse that you predetermine. The robot can see and
hear through on-board light, sound and motion detectors plus
asonar ranging system. The sound detector hears over a300 to
5000 Hz frequency range while the light detector sees over the
entire visible spectrum and into the infrared range. HERO l's
motion detector senses movement up to adistance of 15 feet
while asonar system determines ranges between objects and
the robot.
HERO l's abilities are limited only by your imagination.
For example, you can get an optional Arm with Gripper and
program it to pick up small objects with its manipulator. The
arm moves through five axes and can lift 16 ounces when
retracted. You can also purchase the optional voice synthesizer.
It not only lets HERO 1simulate the sound of human speech,
but it can also speak in complete sentences. You can see a
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Configurations:
Kit ET-18-A Basic HERO 1Robot less arm and voice
$799.95, ship wt 66 lbs.
Assembled ETW-18-WA HERO 1without arm assembly
$1699.95, ship wt 65 lbs.
Kit ETS-18-37 HERO 1with Arm and Remote Control
operating at 75.43 MHz and with voice $1299.95, 89 lbs.
Kit ETS-18-38 HERO 1with Arm and Remote Control
operating at 75.67 MHz and with voice $1299.95, 89 lbs.
Assembled EWS-18-35 HERO 1with Arm and Remote
Control operating at 75.43 MHz $2149.90, ship wt 95 lbs.
Assembled EWS-18-36 HERO 1with Arm and Remote
Control operating at 75.67 MHz $2149.90, ship wt 95 lbs.
Accessories:
Kit ET-18-1 HERO 1Arm with gripper mechanism
$349.95, ship wt 6lbs.
Assembled ETW-18-1 HERO 1Arm $549.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Kit ET-18-2 HERO 1Voice $99.95, ship wt 1lb.
Kit ET-18-35 Remote Control Accessory for HERO 1that
operates at 75.43 MHz $249.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Assembled ETW-18-35 Remote Control Accessory that
operates at 75.43 MHz $399.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Kit ET-18-36 Remote Control Accessory for HERO 1that
operates at 75.67 MHz $249.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Assembled ETW-18-36 Remote Control Accessory for
HERO 1that operates at 75.67 MHz $399.95, ship wt 5lbs.
ET-18-4 Aplug-in Demo ROM containing several routines
demonstrating all of HERO l's motor and sense circuits and
voice $49.95, ship wt 1lb.
ET-18-5 Monitor ROM listing $39.95, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled ET-18-6 Memory Expansion Board allows the
addition of over 40K of memory $49.95, 2lbs.
ETA-18-6 Memory Expansion RAM (8K x8) chip that
installs onto the ET-18-6 memory board $24.95, ship wt 1lb.

ET-18-7 Automatic Mode ROM that plugs into HERO 1
and enables the robot to move independently around aroom
while avoiding obstacles $29.95, ship wt 1lb.
ET-18-9 HERO 1BASIC is aplug-in ROM that allows you
to prcgram HERO 1in asimple integer BASIC with
modifications to use the robot's voice synthesizer and its
various motors and sensors. Requires an ET/ETW HERO 1, an
ET-18-6 Memory Expansion Accessory, one or more ETA-18-6
Memory Expansion RAM, an ETW-18-10 RS-232 Interface
Accessory, aterminal or computer with aterminal emulation
program and aserial interface cable such as the HCA-10 or
RIM«
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Examine
robotics
and
industrial
electronics

Our
Robotics and
Industrial
Electronics
Course teaches
you how robots
work. After areview of elementary
electronic principles, you'll be introduced to robot mechanics, computer
control and low, medium and hie-technology robots. From there, you'll master
different power systems and familiarize
yourself with the operation of various
AC and DC motors and generators,
industrial hydraulic and pneumatic
systems and DC stepper motors.
You'll get an over-all understanding
of the robotics system as we link computer applications with mechanical
principles. You'll also learn how to write
robot control programs and see how
sensing systems and voice synthesis
work
Do the optional experiments and
let your HERO 1guide you to apractical
understanding of the principles of
industrial electronics, computers,
automated equipment, sensors, servos,
stepper motors, controllers and more.
We recommend that, before you
start, you complete EE-3101-A DC Electronics (page 59), EE-3102-A AC Electronics (page 59), EE-3201-A Digital
Techniques (page 62), and EE-3401-A
Basic Microprocessors (page 63).
8CEU's. EE-1800 $99.95, 12 lbs.

$100 OFF! ROBOTICS
TRAINING SAVERS
Our special offer includes: EE-1800
Robotics and Industrial Electronics
Course, EE-1812 Robot Applications
Course, EB-1802 Advanced Prograrnming Experiments, ET-18-A Basic
HERO 1Robot, ET-18-1 Robot Ann with
Gripper, and ET-18-2 Voice Synthesizer.
EES-1800 $1374.70, ship wt 1111bs.
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HCA-11 on page 95 $49.95, ship wt 1lb.
SAVER! ETS-18-9 Expansion System. Everything needed
to let you program your robot. Includes: BASIC ROM, RS-232
Interface, Memory Expansion Board and one Memory
Expansion RAM $179.80, ship wt 6lbs.
ET-18-11 HERO 1Demo Cassette contains programson
cassette tape demonstrating the robot's sensors ane along
with avariety of arm and body movements $14.95, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled ETW-18-10 RS-232 Interface allows serial
communication between the robot and aterminal or computer.
Requires ET-18-6 Memory Expansion Board $59.95, 1lb.

Study real-world applications
and design of industrial robots
Learn about
the driving technologies behind
advanced industrial robots, why
robots are important, and where
they go from here
with our Robot Applications Course.
You'll start
with areview of robotics basics. Next,
you'll plug into an in-depth study of how
corporations use tasks, payback reliability, quality and other factors in deciding
the need for and kind of industrial robot
to buy. You'll learn about the process of
signal conditioning that gets asignal
from sensor to microprocessor controller. Plus, you'll gain athorough knowledge of the different types of vision,
tactile and environmental feedback
sensor systems. This comprehensive
coverage is designed to give you asolid
understanding of the capabilities, present uses and limitations of industrial
and domestic robots.

We then take you to the future manufacturing plant, where we explore
"computer-aided" production and the
possible future applications of industrial
robots.
We reinforce your learning with
nine experiments that you can perform
on HERO 1. All components for the experiments are included. You'll even get
an audio cassette tape containing the
experiment programs for this course.
Pass the optional final exam and
you'll earn 4.0 Continuing Education
Units. EE-1812 $99.95, ship wt 6lbs.

Advanced programming
experiments for HERO 1
Master the operation of your
HERO 1and unlock the power of the
Robot Language Interpreter. Our sixtyone programming experiments show you
how with awide range of examples that
teach general programming principles,
including subroutines stored in HERO l's
monitor ROM. EB-1802 $24.95,
ship wt 11b.

Introductory courses that will spark
your interest and give you that special
head start
If you're starting out in electronics, we've got a
diverse assortment of courses and learning aids just for
you. Our courses can do everything from giving you a
working knowledge in fundamentals and concepts of AC
and DC electricity to providing instruction in soldering
that includes soldering aworking light blinker. We teach
you about linear circuits by covering dozens of basic
circuits and their modifications. We also have acourse
that examines TTL/CMOS circuits in detail and another
that teaches you all about printed circuit boards; their
properties, manufacturing processes, and how to make
your own. Our offerings even include an overview of
fundamental electronic concepts for beginners and an
Electronics Learning Dictionary that defines electronic's
technical terms. And as always, you can earn valuable
CEUs: 4.0 for courses EH-701, EH-702 and EE-3140-A, 2.0
for EI-3134 and 1.0 for EE-3100. The ET-3300-B Trainer is
used with EH-701 and 702, while the ET-3600 or
ETU-3100-B Trainer is used with EE-3140-A.

Beginning electricity course

ÈLEcner

Ever
ything you
need to know about
soldering
This course teaches you
professional soldering facts
and techniques. You'll learn the
chemistry of soldering, proper
soldering iron size, cleaning
and tinning the soldering iron,
visual troubleshooting for
repair, and more. El-3133
$19.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Cover basic circuits with
our linear circuits course

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

1-800-253-0570

Learn basic circuit operation and
modifications throuè concise descriptions
and schematics. You'll construct over 30
linear circuits including various amplifiers
and modulators. Abackground in DC and
AC Electronics and Semiconductor Devices
is necessary. EH-701 $54.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Your complete reference
for electronic technical
terms

Learn digital logic design
and use in basic circuits
Our TTL/CMOS Course gives you a
basic knowledge of both digital transistor-transistor logic and complimentary
metal oxide semiconductor building
blocks and how they perform various
functions. EH-702 $59.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Master the printed circuit
This course teaches you all the steps
necessary for making circuit boards from
scratch. Our study also includes properties
and manufacturing of printed circuit board
materials. Plus you'll put your knowledge into
practice with an actual photoelectric lamp
switch and touch switch. EI-3134 $69.95,
ship wt 7lbs.
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This audio/visual supplemented course
teaches you the concepts of direct and
alternating current, circuit theory and electromechanical systems. You'll also learn
about electrical devices and how to solve
basic problems in electricity. EE-3100
$29.95, ship wt 5lbs.

ItICTRO.C 1
LtARMIC
8.0100.11,
COMPtee.

Our Tutorial Dictionary defines terms
in 832 pages and contains asummary
of 16 electronics-related topics. EB-1010
$16.95, ship wt 3lbs.

New fundamental
electronics course
teaches the basics
Concepts of Electronics is an ideal
course for the person just starting out in
the field of electronics. You'll learn about
the properties of electricity and the
operation of various electronic devices
and circuits. Gain additional insight
with included hands-on experiments.
EE-3140-A $69.95, ship wt 9lbs.

Accredited self-study, classroom,
or video courses

EDUCATION t

Heathkit/Zenith Continuing Education is accredited by
the National Home Study Council and licensed as aschool by
the State of Michigan. So, you can be sure that all Heathkit
Self-Instruction Programs are quality self-study programs.
Continuing Education Units (CEU's), anationally-used
method of recognizing achievement in non-credit adult education, may be earned by passing the optional final examination
of self-study courses with a70% or higher score.
Text
Course

Introductory
Basic
Electronics

Advanced
Electronics

Ro b
ot i
cs

and
Automation

Computer

Servicing

Circuit
Design

CAD

Workbook
ship wl
2lbs.

Price

Instructor's
Guide
ship wt 1lb.

Price

Assembled
Trainer
wl 6lbs.

Price

Parts
sh i
p

Cassettes
ship wl
2lbs.

Price

Price

EB-6140
(3 lbs )

24.95

58-6140-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

EB.6140-50

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

EB-6140-30

29 95

DC Electronics

EB-6101-A

19.95

6B-6101-41
(1 lb.)

10.95

5B-6101-51

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

EB-6101-31
(2 lbs.)

24.95

EEA-3101-A

19.95

AC Electronics

513-6102-A
(3 lbs.)

19.95

08-6102-41

10.95

EB-6102-51

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

EB-6102-31

19.95

EEA-3102-A

19.95

Semiconductor
Devices

66-6103-A
(3 lbs )

19.95

68-6103-41

10.95

6B-6103-51

9.95

ETA-3600

199.95

6B-6103-31

19.95

OSA -3103-A

19.95

Electronic
Circuits

SE-6104-A

19.95

EB-6104-41

10.95

5B-6104-51

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

EB-6104-31

34.95

EFA-3104-A

19.95

Test Instruments

EB-6105
(4 101.1

19 95

F6-6105-40

10.95

EB-6105-50

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

F6-6105-30

29.95

ESA-3105-A

19.95

Electronic
Communications

68-6106

19 95

E8-6106-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

66-6106-50

9.95

ETW-3600

199.95

FB -6106-30

34.95

SEA-3106-A

19 95

EB-6201-A
(3 lbs.)

24.95

EB-6201-41

11 95

EB-6201-51

9.95

E1W-3700

199.95

EB-6201-31

34.95

ESA-3201-A

19.95

5B-6201-71
(1 lb.)

12.95

66-6201-52

9.95

ETW-3700

199.95

08-8090-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

6B-8090-50

9.95

ETW-1000
(13 lbs.)

369.95

EB-8090-30

19.95

NOT USED

359.95

EB-6401-31

64.95

NOT USED

Digital
Techniques
Additional
Experiments

Technology

Price

Penc-frelscso f

?eigtanilques

Microprocessor

c
P%sw'

You can obtain video courses from our Heathkit Video
Training Series. These special courses make learning complete,
convenient, effective and economical. When you use this study
method, students actually see how electronic processes work.
Our video courses include: Microprocessors, Digital Techniques and Soldering. For complete details, write: Heath
Company, Dept. 518-000, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. Or call
TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570.

NOT USED

Data
Communications
and Networks

EB-8090
(5 lbs 1

24.95

(2 lbs.)

NOT USED

NOT USED

NOT USED

Microprocessors

68-6401-A
(4 lbs.)

24.95

E13-6401-41
(1 lb.)

11 95

EB-6401-51

9.95

ETW-3400-A

Microprocessor
Interfacing

66-6402
(5 lbs.)

24.95

EB-6402-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

68-6402-50

9.95

ETW-3400-A

359 95

EB-6402-30

64.95

NOT USED

Microprocessor
Applications

EB-6405
(3 lbs )

24.95

06-6405-40

10.95

EB-6405-50

9.95

ETW-3400-A

359.95

EB-6405-30
(2 tbs.)

54.95

NOT USED

Advanced 16-bit
Microprocessors

E13-8088
(4 lbs.)

24.95

EB-8088-50

9.95

ETW-100
(33 lbs.)

1095.00

B3-8088-30

59.95

NOT USED

Operational
Amplifiers

08-601

19.95

EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT

EB-601-50

9.95

ETW-3300 Et

194.95

EB-601 -30

24.95

NOT USED

IC Timers

EB-603

19 95

EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT

EB-603-50

9.95

ETW-3300-8

194.95

EB-603-30

29.95

NOT USED

Phase-Locked
Loops

SE-604

19.95

EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT

613-604-50

9.95

ETW-3300-8

194.95

EB-604-30

29.95

NOT USED

Optoelectromcs

SE-605

19 95

EB-605-40
(1 lb.)

9.95

08-605-50

9.95

ETW-3300-8

194.95

08-605-30

29.95

NOT USED

Laser
Technology

DE-610

19.95

EB-610-40
(1 lb I

10.95

EB-610-50

9.95

EWS-4200
(12 lbs.)

395.00

EB-610-30
(3 lbs.)

39.95

NOT USED

Electro -optics

08-611

19.95

EB-611-40
(1 15.1

10.95

EB-611-50

9.95

ETW-3300-8

194.95

EB-611.30
(2 lbs.)

79.95

NOT USED

Intelligent
Machines

E13-1900

19.95

EB-1900-40
(
115 1

10 .95

08-1900-50

9.95

EB-1900-30
(2 lbs.)

39.95

NOT USED

Electronics for
Automation

EE-1901

19.95

EB-1901-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

EB-1901-50

9.95

EB-1901-30

69.95

NOT USED

HERO 2000 Programming
and
Interlacing

EB-1950
(5 lbs I

59 95

Robotics 8 Ind.
Electronics

E13-1801
(4 lbs.)

29.95

613-8088-40

11.95

EWS-19-45
EWS-19-46
(121 lbs.)

NOT USED

EB-1801-40

14.95

613-1801-50

NOT USED

EWS-18-35
EWS-18-36
(95 lbs.)

68-1802
(1 lb.)

Computer
Fundamentals

EE-2001
(301W-100
EB-2001-40
10.95
19.95
EB-2001-50
9.95
lbs )
(33 lbs.)
68-2002

Computer
Maintenance

EB-2003

Passive Circuit
Design

24.95

EB-I801-30
(2 lbs I

9.95

HERO 1
Advanced
Experiments

Computer
Peripherals

4499.95

NOT USED

44.95

NOT USED

2149.90
NOT USED
1095.00

EB-2001-30

39.95

NOT USED

ETW-100

1095.00

EB-2002-30

39.95

NOT USED

ETIV -100
(33 lbs.)

1095.00

EB-2003-30

29.95

NOT USED

013-6001-30

10.95

NOT USED

EB-6002-30

19.95

NOT USED

19.95

58-2002-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

EB-2002-50

9.95

19.95

E8-2003-40

10.95

EB-2003-50

9.95

68-6001
(3 lbs.)

19.95

F8-6001-40

10.95

613-6001-50

995

ETW-1000

369.95

Transistor
Circuit Design

08-6002
(3 lbs.)

19.95

EB-6002-40

10 95

FB -6002-50

9.95

61W-1000

369.95

Analog Circuit
Design

SE-6003
(4 lbs.)

19.95

EB-6003-40
(1 lb.)

10.95

EB-6003-50

9.95

ETW-1000

369.95

9-6003-30

19.95

NOT USED

Digital Circuit
Design

613-6004
(4 lbs.)

19.95

EB-6004-40

10 95

8B-6004-50

9.95

ETW-1000

369.95

EB-6004-30

44.95

NOT USED

EB-609
(6 Ins.)

39.95

5B-609-50

9.95

AutoCAD

(1 lb.)

NOT USED

(33 lbs.)

(13 tbs.)
(13 tbs.)
(13 lbs.)

(13 tbs.)

NOT USED

NOT USED

NOT USED
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This series teaches you everything you need to know for analyzing and designing avariety of practical circuits. Passive Circuit Design helps you to develop design skills through analytical
techniques and associated math concepts. Transistor Circuit
Design teaches you how to design circuits using transistors, as
well as how to develop appropriate AC and DC equivalent circuits needed in the circuit design process. In Analog Circuit
Design, you'll learn how to analyze and design circuits that
serve as building blocks in modern electronic systems. And
Digital Circuit Design provides aworking knowledge of
digital electronic skills needed by electrical as well as
computer engineers and technicians. The thrust of our
program is to give you as comprehensive and practical a
course of study as possible. From circuit analysis to
hands-on training with the ET-1000 Analog/Design
Trainer, you're sure to get agood start in engineering.

ufi!saci u1131!3 amssed

Learn circuit design with this fascinating
engineering series

Passive Circuit DesiP

21

Study circuit analysis
and design using passive
components
.ea

a
Ming Circuit Design
e
=. •

—

E.

-

Learn to design
amultitude of
useful circuits
The next step in circuit design is
provided by our Transistor Circuit
Design Course. It teaches you the basic
techniques for designing circuits using
transistors. You'll start with adiscussion
of transistor characteristics and relevant
parameters. Next, you'll see how to develop appropriate AC and DC equivalent
circuits needed in designing transistor
circuits, which you'll analyze to determine the effects of varying component
values. You'll finish up by studying the
actual circuit design process.
This course, worth 4.0. Continuing
Education Units, includes thirteen
exciting experiments and requires previous electronics background, which
you can get by taking our Passive Circuit
Design Course. EE-I002 $64.95,
ship wt 9lbs.
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9r.

Learn basic design
techniques using linearintegrated circuits
Analog Circuit Design teaches
you how to analyze and design circuits
that are more reliable and effective than
circuits using discrete components.
You'll start by learning to analyze and
design several amplifier and comparator
circuits using the versatile operational
amplifier. You'll study op amps and
comparators, both of which are used in
designing instruments like adigital
probe. You'll also learn to analyze and
design linear regulators, oscillators and
waveform generators. Twelve experiments reinforce everything you learn.
Before taking Analog Circuit Design, you should complete both Passive
and Transistor Circuit Design. This
interesting course is worth 4.0 CEUs.
EE-I003 $69.95, ship wt 9lbs.

The foundation for our Engineering
Design Series, Passive Circuit Design
teaches you how to analyze and design
circuits using components that don't
provide apower gain.
For the math background needed
for circuit design, you'll start with a
thorough review of DC circuit analysis.
You'll then study AC circuit analysis,
nonideal properties of real components and methods for selecting
appropriate devices for given
applications.
For the rest of your study,
you'll concentrate on using
previously-discussed design
techniques. You'll learn how to
design unregulated power
supplies using numerous rectifier
circuits and smoothing filters. Plus,
we show you how to design other
passive circuits like clippers, peak detectors and waveshaping circuits. And
you'll integrate all of this stimulating
information with ten hands-on
experiments.
To take this course, all you need
is abasic knowledge of DC and AC electronics, algebra and trigonometry. On
passing the optional final exam, you'll
earn 4.0 CEUs. EE-1001 $54.95,
ship wt 9lbs.

Discover the fun of
kitbuilding at your
Heath/Zenith Computers
& Electronics Center.

Enter the real world of electronics with
our digital circuit design course
This course provides you with afascinating journey into
digital design, including aclose look at the logic circuit —the
basis for decision and memory circuits used in all digital
computers.
Your journey begins with adiscussion of digital logic gates
that are used as the fundamental building blocks of all digital
electronics. You'll review design considerations that relate to

liguai Circuil Design

Use your own analog/digital circuit
design trainer
Our solderless double Breadboard Trainer is aregular
minilab for learning the basic techniques of circuit design in
all courses on this and the previous page. It includes abuilt-in
function generator for producing sine, square and triangle
waveforms from 1Hz to 100 kHz in five switch-selectable
ranges. The trainer will even handle your heavy circuit loads
by using variable and regulated positive and negative 1.2 to 20
volt DC power supplies. And you'll find the built-in logic probe
handy for detecting and indicating HI and LOW logic levels
in breadboarded digital circuits.
The trainer has two 60 Hz sine wave signal sources of
15 VAC and 30 VAC. 43
/"H x15 3
4
/"W x103
4
/"D. Kit ET-1000
4
$219.95, ship wt 14 lbs. Assembled ETW-1000 $369.95, 13 lbs.
Accessories: ET-1000-1 Extra Removable Breadboard
$29.95, ship wt 1lb.

EDUCATION t
various digital IC technology options with an overview of
various digital IC devices. From there, you'll design working
circuits using logic decision circuits.
Your new found knowledge will rapidly grow as you learn
ahost of interesting skills. You'll learn how to: incorporate
memory elements into the operation of adigital circuit, input
data, and output results of logic operations to the outside, real
world with interfacing analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters. You'll finish your journey by solving problems
arising in designed circuits through the use of test instruments
and general problem-solving guidelines.
Since we treat the logic circuit as asimple input/output
device, you won't need much electronics background at all.
You'll simply need to know the two-state binary system and
basic electronic circuit principles, both of which are covered
in two appendix selections. All this enables you to take this
course at any stage of your electronics design education.
And you'll get so much more, like detailed experiments
that you can build on your Trainer plus 6.0 Continuing Education Units that you'll earn on passing the optional final exam.
Asingle trace scope and amulitmeter are also needed to
perform the experiments. EE-1004 $99.95, ship wt 10 lbs.

Hi/low logic
probe

Analog/Digital

Variable and fixed
DC power supplies

Circuit Design Trainer
Eight logic
indicators

Large removable
breadboard with
solderless sockets

Sine, square,
triangle generator
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Teach yourself how to get the most from your
computer and software through self-study
Take the self-instructional road to
increased computer knowledge while
traveling at your own speed

Become your
own computer
consultant

CAD/CAM: A Hands on Approach
Anew course describing the advances in numerous
industrial processes brought about by the use of computers.
This course supplies much-needed information about the
improving tools and techniques that are rapidly appearing
in the manufacturing environment.
First, an overview of computer-aided drafting (CAD) and
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) is presented. Here the
workstation concept is also introduced. Then hardware, software and their applications are covered. CAM is then discussed
featuring numerically controlled machinery and data communications, as well as intelligent machines.
Experiments included on adisk with the course emphasize manipulation of drawings, rather than creating new
ones, using AutoCAD (also included). Experiments require a
Heath/Zenith or IBM PC compatible computer equipped with
256K RAM, two 51
/"disk drives and CGA or Hercules video
4
capability. Worth 6.0 CEUs. EES-109 $79.95, ship wt 5lbs.

ing
tor in

Improve your touch typing
skills with this personal
typing tutor

TYPING TUTOR III is aunique keyboard instruction program. First this tutor
program tests your typing ability. Then it
continually adjusts to your improving profiaeoifift ciency level. If you're abeginner, start off
with just afew keys. Tutor will automatically
add more keys until you're accurately and
easily typing the whole alphabet, numbers
and punctuation. Lessons and tests are
automatically tailored to your unique
requirements and learning advancement.
An arcade style LETTER INVADERS game is also included.
It enables you to sharpen your typing skills while having some
fun at the same time. Both the game and typing tutorial program are easy to use with one-key on-screen help messages.
Requires aHeath/Zenith PC, an IBM PC or compatible using
MS-DOS. EZ-1007 $49.95, ship wt 1lb.

The new Microcomputer Professor course is a
thorough and simply written tutorial on personal computer systems. The expert guidance
contained in this course enables you to
make an informed decision about
purchasing the right computer, software and peripherals like
printers and modems.
This practical course is written in an easy-to-digest format
especially for the beginner. And it contains hands-on experiments that illustrate course concepts which require aHeath/
Zenith, IBM PC or compatible computer using the MS-DOS or
PC-DOS operating system. Successfully pass the optional final
exam and receive acertificate of achievement from Heathldt/
Zenith Educational Systems and 2.0 Continuing Education
Units (CEUs). With the Microcomputer Professor course you
can be answering questions about personal computers and
software instead of asking them. EC-1123 $99.95, ship wt 5lbs.

Learn
MACRO-86
Assembly
Language
Learn to program
virtually any computer
using the familiar Intel
88/86 series of microprocessors and Microsoft DOS. For this
course you should have access to aHeath/Zenith PC, an upgraded ET-100 Trainer, or an IBM PC or compatible with the
appropriate operating system. This course requires MACRO-86
software and support programs. For MS-DOS Version 3, the
MACRO-86 Assembler is part of the CB-3163-30 Programmer's
Package found on page 85. You should also be familiar with
the operating system and have access to system programs (and
supporting files). Pass the optional final exam and earn 5.0
Continuing Education Units. EC-1201 $59.95, ship wt 10 lbs.

MACRO-86 Programming Algorithms
Anatural follow-up course to MACRO-86 Assembly
Language (page 78) that demonstrates an important phase in
computer programming. Find out how to use amajor tool to
solve problems on acomputer with astructured plan...an
algorithm. Use provided programs or programs that you learn
to write that clearly demonstrate the covered material.
Experiments in the course are written for computers
using the Intel 8088 microprocessor such as: the H/Z-100,
Heath/Zenith PCs, an upgraded ET-100 Trainer, the IBM PC or
compatible. The MS-DOS operating system and MACRO-86
Assembler (not supplied) are used in all experiments. A51
/"
4
floppy disk, included with the course, contains experiments,
programs and demonstrations. Aprogrammer's 'Dad is also
supplied. 4.0 CEUs. EC-1202 $59.95, ship wt 6lbs.

MOOS

Know how to
effectively use
MS-DOS*

Aself-study course directed to
the novice computer user. And it is
accompanied by acassette narration that guides the user through
the course plus exercises that
provide computer experience. See
how MS-DOS Version 1, Z-DOS
and PC-DOS are organized with
instructions on all the built-in commands.
Start with abackground in the disk operating system.
Then learn how to enter and edit command lines. You'll also
cover the batch processor and the program debugger.
Fifteen computer exercises included on a51
/"floppy disk
4
provide an opportunity to use MS-DOS Version 1features
and commands. Use this course with an H/Z-100 Desktop,
Heath/Zenith PC, an upgraded ET-100 Trainer, IBM PC or PC
compatible. This course requires the MACRO-86 Assembler
software. For MS-DOS version 3, the MACRO-86 Assembler
program is part of CB-3163-30 Programmer's Package found on
page 85. Some commands and files that are MS-DOS Version
2and 3specific are not covered. Pass the final exam and earn
3.0 CEUs. EC-1121 $59.95, ship wt 6lbs.
•MS-DOS is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corp.

Create your own
dazzling graphics
Written for the beginner or
experienced programmer, the High
Resolution Graphics course presents abroad overview of awhole
new world from creation to stimulating professional careers. Draw
figures. Use color. Merge text with
graphics. Animate graphics. Learn
ow to photograph on-screen
graphics using ordinary camera
equipment. Learn to control the video screen
of your H/Z-100 or Heath/Zenith PC. An IBM PC equipped
with acolor graphics card can also be used. Worth 6.0 CEUs.
EC-3000 $59.95, ship wt 6lbs.
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Software to
make your
computing go
faster and
easier
These software
packages run on
Heath/Zenith Personal Computers
and compatibles
equipped with a5.25"
disk drive and 128K RAM, and
using MS-DOS Version 2or
above.
TRUE BASIC Programming
Language: From the creators of the original BASIC comes a
much better, more powerful TRUE BASIC. ECT-1001 $149.95,
ship wt 4lbs.
Algebra II: Use it as an instructional aid for high school
algebra II. Covers systems of equations, quadratics, inequalities
and more. ECT-1002 $49.95, ship wt 111D.
Trigonometry: Another instructional aid using radians or
degrees to show trig functions, graphs, tables, solving triangles
and roots of trig functions. ECT-1003 $49.95, ship wt 1lb.
TrueSTAT: Astandalone interactive statistical analysis
system that stresses simulation of various distributions. Can
switch between graphic and tabular outputs. ECT-1004
$79.95, ship wt 1lb.
Professor DOS: Amenu-driven tutorial that teaches common DOS applications plus basic and advanced commands.
Includes using ahard disk and managing asystem. ECT-1005
$59.95, ship wt 1lb.
Professor Pixel: This excellent tutorial introduces the
fundamentals of graphics and music composition using
BASIC. ECT-1006 $59.95, ship wt 1lb.
LOTUS 1-2-3 Tutorial: Learn to use the full power of
1-2-3 with this tutorial that covers more features than any other
of its kind. ECT-1007 $69.95, ship wt 1lb.
dBASE UI Tutorial: Beginner or advanced user will
learn from this in-depth tutorial. ECT-1008 $69.95, 1lb.

Get behind the wheel with
these PC tutorials
There's only one real way to learn about your computer
and the software you run in it...and that's to use them. With
these tutorials that's just what you get to do. Work directly with
the software and hardware you are learning about. See how a
program will actually respond when you input acommand,
make an entry or make amistake. CB-5063-22 Microstat
tutorial $80.00, ship wt 2lbs. CD-5063-5 Condor* DI tutorial
$99.00, ship wt 1lb. CB-3163-36 Learning about the Heath/
Zenith 150 and 200 series personal computers $40.00, ship
wt 1lb. CB-3163-37 MS-DOS Version 3tutorial $40.00, ship
wt 1lb. RG-5063-3 Graftalk tutorial $39.00, ship wt 1lb.
*Condor is aregistered trademark of Condor Computer Corporation.
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Your one-stop computer
shopping center

an inexpensive, intelligent workstation in alocal area network.
And, in aspecial package with the Compact Computer, we will
include our "flat screen HVM-1220-A 12"-diagonal MonoEverything you need to start computing or to build
chrome Monitor kit (see page 96 for monitor details).
up your computer system is here. You'll find computers,
The second is the HS-158 Expandable Personal Computer.
software, printers, modems, video monitors, furniture,
It offers all the features of the Compact PC in akit that also
external disk storage, plug-in accessory boards and comrequires no soldering. Plus you gain the ability to greatly exputer supplies. And you'll get your order faster by calling
pand the capabilities of the computer with numerous add-ons.
TOLL-FREE 800-253-7057 between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30
Both the Compact PC and the Expandable PC are deP.M. Eastern Time on regular business days. Alaska and
signed around the 16-bit 8088 microprocessor, the same as
Michigan residents call 616-982-3411. Charge the order to
used in the IBM-PC. This allows the Heathkit PCs to run 99%
your Visa or MasterCard credit card or put it on your
of all IBM-PC software. And you can run practically all of them
personal Heath Revolving Charge.
right out of the box without any program alterations. In addition, you get switchable 8MHz or 5MHz operation for different running software programs.
Increased computing power made
Consult our charts at the bottom of these two pages.
They'll show the standard features of the HS-148 PC and the
more affordable plus aFREE
HS-158 PC. They'll also show how to expand each one to meet
Partnership Pack
your ever-changing needs. Meet your growing needs by exChoose from these two IBM PC-compatible computers.
panding. Almost any IBM PC
They are designed to fit your needs and your price range. Plus
accessory board can be used
you get the bonus of aFREE Partnership Pack. It's worth up to
with the HS-148 Compact PC.
$500 and includes savings on hardware, software and more.
Just insert it into the optional
See page 83 for details.
ZA-148-2 Expansion Board
The first of the two computers is the HS-148 Compact
that plugs into the comPersonal Computer. It is an ideal, low-cost
puter's main board. With
start to computing...especially for
the HS-158 PC you
the beginning kit builder since
have six open IBM41111Immimmani.
the computer can be quickly
compatible slots that
assembled without soldering a
can accept most any
single connection. The HS-148
off-the-shelf accessory
PC is also aperfect choice
boards designed for
>wee
for business, educathe MM PC.
erargre
tional and home users
Enjoy interest-grabwith everything needed
bing full color graphics or
to begin personal
monochrome displays with
,
computing in acompact
either the Compact or Exand space efficient
pandable PC. Both outputs
cabinet. Or use it as
are available on each comHS-158 Expandable
puter for you to use. Or
Personal Computer
eeieeir
choose higher resolution
graphics for the HS-158 with
na

Computers are shown
with optional monitors
and second disk drives

HS-148 Compact
Personal Computer

STANDARD
TO EXPAND
ADD

8088
Microprocessor

512K RAM

Single 360K
51
4 "disk drive
/

CGA Video Board
monochrome/color

Z-316-8
8087 Numeric
Co-Processor

Z-205-4
256K Memory
Upgrade

Z-207-7
360K 51
4 '
/
disk drive

At the back
panel connect
0F

Z-148-2
Expansion Board
Z-329
Monochrome Board

or

HS-148 Compact
Personal Computer
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PS-7235
Paradise
Hi-Res Board

Monitors

HVM-1220-A
ZVM-1220-A
ZVM-1230-A
ZVM-135
ZVM-1330
ZVM-1360
ZVM 1240
ZVM-1380-C
ZMM-1470-G
ZVM-1360 (CGA)
ZVM-1330 (CGA)
ZVM-1240 (Mono)
ZVM-135 (CGA)

the addition of aZ-319 Video Card. Or, add an optional Z-329
Monochrome Video Card (can be installed in the HS-148 using
aZA-148-2) and get avideo output compatible with the output
from an IBM monochrome video card.
For communications flexibility, make use of an IBM
compatible serial and aparallel port. Add adot matrix or letter
quality printer, plotter, modem or other peripheral to help you
get your work done faster, easier and more effectively.
The MS-DOS operating system and adiagnostics disk are
included FREE with both of these top-performing computers.
Configurations:
New! Kit HS-148-M Compact Personal Computer with
monochrome and color capability, 512K RAM, one 51
/"disk
4
drive with 360K total storage, and includes MS-DOS and
diagnostics. Also includes an HVM-1220-A Monitor Only
$749.00, ship wt 82 lbs.
New! Kit HS-148-G Compact PC with all the features of
the above HS-148-M excluding the HVM-1220-A Monitor. For
Less At $679.00, ship wt 64 lbs.
Kit HS-158-G Expandable PC with monochrome and
color capability, 256K RAM, one 51
/"disk drive with 360K total
4
storage, and MS-DOS Specially Priced At $889.00, 64 lbs.
NEW! Kit HS-158-X Expandable PC equipped with a20MB
Hard disk drive. Has standard monochrome and color capability, 256K RAM, one 51
/"disk drive with 360K total storage,
4
and MS-DOS. Specially Priced At $1299.00, ship wt 73 lbs.
Accessories:
Assembled Z-207-7 Optional 51
/"floppy disk drive with
4
360K storage $199.00, ship wt 5lbs.
NEW! Winchester Upgrade for installing an optional
20MB Winchester hard disk drive into only the HS-158
Expandable PC. Kit HWD-20 $549.95, ship wt 5lbs.
NEW! Assembled Z-316 8087 Numeric Co-Processor for
Heath/Zenith Personal Computers operating at 4.77 MHz
$225.00, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled Z-316-8 8087 Numeric Co-Processor that can
be inserted into the empty socket on the CPU board of an 8
MHz Heath/Zenith Personal Computers operating at 4.77 MHz
or 8MHz $285.00, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled Z-205-4 256K Memory Chip Set expands
memory capacity of HS-148 and HS-158 Personal Computers
$80.00, ship wt 1lb.

STANDARD
TO EXPAND
ADD

COMPUTERS

0

Assembled PS-7235 PARADISE Hi-Res Graphics Card
for HS-148 (requires ZA-148-2) and HS-158 Computers. It
supplies the highest resolution possible on astandard
monitor. With monochrome displays you get Hercules
compatible 720 x348 graphics. With RGB and composite
displays you get Plantonics compatible graphics of 16 colors
in 320 x200 or 4colors in 640 x200 pixels $299.00, 1lb.
Assembled ZA-148-2 Expansion Board for Heath/Zenith
148 Compact Personal Computers contains two PC compatible
slots, one for aWinchester controller and the second for use
with any IBM PC compatible card $99.00, ship wt 3lbs.
Assembled Z-304 Optional Async Serial Port provides
one sync/async port for use with terminal emulation
packages Was $249.00 Now Only $20.00, ship wt 2lbs.
Assembled Z-319 Bit-Mapped Video Graphics Card
provides ahigh-resolution, 8-color, 640 x225 pixel display
(640 x512 interlaced). Emulates video of the H/Z-100
Computer. Has red, green, blue, composite video, composite
sync and separated horizontal and vertical sync. Requires
MS-DOS (OS-63-41) and the MS-DOS H/Z-100 Operating
System for the Heath/Zenith-150 (OS-63-32) on page 85
$424.00, ship wt 1lb.
SAVER! Get both the Z-319 Video Card and the MS-DOS
Enhancement (OS-63-32) in this combination package and
save over separate costs. Assembled ZSS-100-27 $449.00,
ship wt 12 lbs.
Assembled Z-329 Monochrome Video Card for use with
HS-148 Compact (requires ZA-148-2 Expansion Board) and
HS-158 Expandable PCs. It provides ahigh resolution video
output compatible with the output from an IBM
monochrome video card. Displays 25 lines of 80 characters
and stores one page in 8K of RAM. Has 9-pin video, intensity,
horizontal sync and vertical sync output connector.
No Longer Available.
TM-140 Technical Manual for the HS-148 and Z-138
Compact Personal Computers $49.00, ship wt 3lbs.
TM-158 Technical Manual for the HS-158 Expandable
Personal Computer $25.00, ship wt 3lbs.

8088
Microprocessor

512K RAM

Single 360K
51
4
/
disk drive

CGA Video Board
monochrome/color

Z-316-8
8087 Numeric
Co-Processor

Z-205-4
256K Memory
Upgrade

Z-207-7
360K 51
4 "
/
disk drive

At the back
panel connect

or

HS-158 Expandable
Personal Computer

HWD-20
20MB Winchester
hard disk drive

1
or

Z-329
Monochrome Board

or

PS-7235
Paradise
HI-ResBoard

Monitors

HVM-1220-A
ZVM-1220-A
ZVM-1230-A
ZVM-135
ZVM-1330
ZVM-1360
ZVM-1240
ZVM-1380-C
ZMM-1470-G
ZVM-1360 (CGA)
ZVM-1330 (CGA)
ZVM-1240 (Mono)
ZVM-135 (CGA)
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HS-248 Advanced PC
with optional video monitor
and second disk drive

New power for the serious
computer user plus a
FREE Partnership Pack
Stay ahead of the pressing demands
made on your computer when it's the
HeathIdt Advanced Personal Computer.
It's built for power with ablistering 8
MHz operating speed, extensive memory, huge data storage capacity internal
expandability and IBM PC AT compatibility And it's an easy kit to assemble. All the circuit boards are preassembled, fully factory tested and test-run
for complete reliability. Plus you get a
FREE Partnership Pack with avalue
of $500. See page 83 for details.
The Advanced PC is highly compatible with the IBM PC AT, so you can run

STANDARD

virtually all PC AT applications software
as well as many programs written for
the IBM PC and XT. The Advanced PC
can act as astand-alone tool or serve as
the center of apowerful and expandable
business system. Or this computer can
efficiently serve as many as 16 PCs in a
cost-effective local area network.
Based on the 80286 processor, the
Advanced PC levels mountains of data to
give you answers faster. It speeds
through calculations using 'zero wait
state" technology and alightning fast
8MHz operating speed making it onethird faster than the PC AT. And by
installing an optional Z-416 Numeric
Co-Processor, many number intensive
programs are accelerated even more.
Memory in the Advanced PC comes
fully loaded with 512K of RAM, enough
memory to handle almost any program.
And for those other memory hungry
programs, you can install two optional
Z-445 Memory Expansion Cards for
up to 3MB of RAM.
The Advanced PC has an extensive
storage capacity. A 1.2 MB floppy disk
drive comes as standard equipment. To
this you can add an optional 360K
floppy drive to easily transfer PC software. Or you can add another 1.2MB
floppy drive. Or install the optional
Z-417 Winchester controller card and
add an internal 20MB or 40MB
Winchester hard disk drive. With the optional controller card installed your Advanced PC can now handle two floppy
and two Winchester disk drives for a
maximum in data storage efficiency.
The Advanced PC comes without a
video board so you can select from text,
graphics or high-resolution video options. Choose from among our video

cards that supply amonochrome output, color display or enhanced graphics.
Also, virtually any PC video card works
in the Advanced PC.
Seven open expansion slots inside
the Advanced PC allow you to easily
expand or upgrade this computer whenever you need. Install memory cards,
modems, enhanced video display
options, and multi-port serial cards to
name but afew choices. Available inside
are two 8-bit only slots, four 8-/16-bit
slots and one Zenith video option slot.
One serial and one parallel port
are also standard on this advanced
expandable computer. You get a9-pin
RS-232-C male connector at the serial
port and aCentronics-type 25-pin DB25
female connector at the parallel port.
These two ports enable you to use awide
variety of peripheral devices, such as
printers, modems, graphics pads and
plotters.
The Advanced Personal Computer
is powered by a200 watt switching-type
supply that provides plenty of reserve
power. It can accommodate up to the
maximum of ten circuit boards, two
floppy disk drives and two Winchester
drives. This computer operates from a
switchable 120 VAC or 240 VAC.
Configurations:
NEW! Kit HS-248-S Advanced PC
equipped with afloppy-only controller
and one 51
/"1.2MB disk drive. Requires
4
video board. Regularly $2249.00 Special
Fall Price $1999.00 (and also includes
diagnostics disk, MS-DOS and GWBASIC), ship wt 65 lbs.

80286
Microprocessor

512K8 RAM

Single 1.2MB
51
4 "disk drive
/

Monochrome
color capability

Z-416
80287 Numeric
Co-Processor

Z-445
Memory
Expansion Board

Z-207-7
360K 51
4 "
/
disk drive

Z-409
CGA Video
Board

TO EXPAND
ADD

Z-405-1
256KB Memory
Upgrade

mour,i

601111111111

or

or

ZD-12
1.2MB 51
4 "
/
disk drive
Z-417
Winchester
Controller

or

Monitors

HVM-1220-A
ZVM-1220-A
ZVM-1230-A
ZVM-135
ZVM-1330
ZVM-1360

H Z-329
Monochrome
Hi-Res Video
Board

or

PS-02-10
EGA Video
Board

or

ZD-200
20MB hard
disk drive

ZVM-1240
ZVM-1380-C
ZMM-1470-G
ZVM-1240 (Mono)
ZVM-1360 (CGA)
ZVM-135 (CGA)
ZVM-1330 (CGA)

_
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,
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HS-248 Advanced PC

HWD-20-AT
20MB hard
disk drive

or

ZD-400
40MB hard
disk drive

COMPUTERS
NEW! Kit HS-248-SW Advanced
PC with all the features of the above
HS-248-S plus the Z-4I7 Winchester
Controller and aHWD-20-AT 20MB
Winchester hard disk drive $2799.00,
ship wt 73 lbs.
Accessories:
Assembled Z-445 Memory
Expansion Card for Heath/Zenith 200series computers operating at 8MHz
with zero wait states. Comes with 512K
RAM. The first 128K is used to expand
base memory to 640K. This card can
also be used to increase extended
memory up to 1.0M byte using two sets
of Z-405-1 256K RAM chip set $349.00,
ship wt 2lbs. Available in November.
Assembled Z-405-1 256K Memory
Chip Set for use with the Z-445 Memory
Expansion Card $240.00, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled Z-409 CGA compatible
video card supports RGBI color or
composite monochrome monitors,
320 x200 in color and 640 x200 in
monochrome $239.00, ship wt 2lbs.
Assembled Z-329 High-Resolution
Monochrome Video Card provides a
video output compatible with the output
from an IBM monochrome video card.
No Longer Available.
Assembled PS-02-10 Enhanced
Graphics Card is compatible with
virtually all major PC graphics
standards including IBM CGA,

Plantronics Extended CGA Color Mode,
IBM EGA, IBM MDA and Hercules
Monochrome Graphics. This card also
offers automatic transparent switching
between video modes without special
software or manual hardware switching,
256K video memory, flicker free
scrolling and an IBM compatible
parallel printer port $499.00,
ship wt 2lbs.
Assembled Z-416 80287 Numeric
Co-Processor that can be inserted into
an empty socket on the CPU board of
Heathkit/Zenith 200-series computers
operating at 6or 8MHz $375.00, ship wt
Ilb.
Assembled Z-207-7 Optional 51
/"
4
high density floppy disk drive capable of
storing 360K bytes of information on a
single floppy disk $199.00, ship wt 5lbs.
Assembled ZD-12 Optional 51
/"
4
1.2MB floppy disk drive with 1.2MB data
storage $250.00, ship wt 5lbs.
NEW! Assembled Z-417 Winchester
Controller Card $349.00, ship wt 1lb.
NEW! Assembled HWD-20-AT
Winchester Upgrade Kit for installing an
optional 20MB 65 ms hard disk drive,
cables included. Requires Z-417
Controller Card $449.95, ship wt 4lbs.
Assembled ZD-200 Optional
20 MB 40 ms Winchester disk drive.
Requires Z-417-1 cable (and separate

®

Z-417 Controller Card for floppy-only
models) $1199.00, ship wt 9lbs.
Assembled ZD-400 Optional 40MB
30 ms Winchester disk drive. Requires
Z-417-I cable (and separate Z-417
Controller Card for floppy-only models)
$1699.00, ship wt 9lbs.
Assembled Z-417-1 Winchester
Cable required for the installation of the
first 20MB or 40MB Winchester drive
into Heath/Zenith 200-series computers
$20.00, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled HCA-200-PC Serial
RS-232-C Cable features afemale 9-pin
"D" connector to amale 25-pin "D"
connector. This 6-foot cable converts the
serial output connector from the Heath/
Zenith 200-series computer and the IBM
PC AT to the serial output connector
standard of Heath/Zenith PCs and the
IBM PC $35.00, ship wt 1lb.
More accessory circuit boards can
be found on page 89.

FREE Partnership Pack with every
Heathkit Personal Computer
Save up to $500, and even more, with the discounts you'll
find inside aHeath/Zenith Partnership Pack. And it's yours
FREE with every Heathkit Personal Computer purchase. The
Pack is loaded with valuable certificates designed to help get
you up and running on your new computer. And the Pack will
supply you with support through your very important first year
of ownership.
The Partnership Pack includes an extra 9months of extended warranty afree diagnostic check-up and discounts on
Winchester or floppy disk drive upgrades. Inside the Pack you'll
also find certificates good for discounts on software, afree
software offer and free computer training software. With the
options provided by these certificates your savings could total
even more than $500.
Get your own personalized Partnership Pack and become
apartner with those who are dedicated to bringing you quality
products, service and support. See page 3for more information
about the super savings available in this package to make your
computing more productive and rewarding.
Discover the fun of computer
kitbuilding at your Heath/Zenith
Computers & Electronics Center.
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Winchester drive in
Zenith full-featured
portable computer

Improved Z-181 Portable
Personal Computer

Zenith Data Systems now adds
Winchester data storage capability to its
popular Portable Personal Computer.
With an internal 31
/"hard disk drive, the
2
Z-183 puts 10 megabytes of on-line data
storage at your disposal in addition to its
other desktop-like functions. More than
ever, the Z-183 is capable of satisfying
your portable computer needs.
This IBM compatible laptop offers
afull 640KB RAM, switchable 4.77 and
8MHz operation, large capacity 720KB
pop-up 31
/"disk drive, serial and paral2
lel port, and auser-friendly full-function
keyboard. Plus the Z-183 boasts alarge
25 line by 80 character screen that's perhaps the most advanced screen available
in aportable. Display images are crisp,
bold and bright.
The Winchester equipped Z-183
measures 13 1
/"wide by 11 5/
2
8"
deep. The
screen can be tilted throughout a150degree range. When closed, the Z-183 is
31
/"thick. Assembled ZWL-183-92
4
$3499.00, ship wt 18 lbs.
Accessories: Assembled ZA-180-40
Optional 4amp/hr "D" cell batten'
$129.00, ship wt 1lb. Assembled ZA-180-45 Optional 2.5 amp/hr "D"
cell battery $119.00, ship wt 1lb.

To the advanced Z-181 Portable PC,
Zenith Data Systems is adding aswitchable 4.77 and 8MHz system clock and
an external bus connection for an optional 31
/"20 MB Winchester hard disk
2
drive. These new enhancements plus the
full desktop features of the Z-181 make it
atruly superior laptop.
Other outstanding features include
astandard 640K memory, IBM PC/XT
compatibility, two 31
/"pop-up disk
2
drives with 720K storage per diskette, a
serial and aparallel port, and aprofessional keyboard. All this in acompact
package weighing less than 12 pounds.
Plus it has abuilt-in backlit display that
earned the Z-I81 an Award for Technical
Excellence from PC Magazine.
Measures 31
/
8"H x13 1
/"W x11 5/
2
8"D.
Assembled ZFL-181-93 $2399.00, 18 lbs.
Accessories: ZA-180-20 External
20MB Winchester hard disk drive in separate case with 120/240 VAC power supply (requires HCA-78 cable) $1299.00,
ship wt 12 lbs. ZA-180-21 Optional 12.5
volt 2amp/hr battery $99.00, ship wt
2lbs. ZA-181-4 240 VAC Adapter $69.00,
ship wt 1lb. HCA-78 Winchester to
Z-181 interconnecting data cable (4 ft.)
$99.00, ship wt 1lb.

More accessories for both Z-181 and Z-183 Computers
ZA-180-35 External battery recharger $29.00, ship wt 1lb.
ZA-181-12 External battery recharger only for ZFL-I81-92 $29.00, ship wt 1lb.
ZA-181-5 1200 baud internal modem $39;P.00, ship wt 2lbs.
ZA-181-6* 2400 baud internal modem $549.00, ship wt 2lbs.
ZA-181-7 Auto cigarette lighter power adapter $19.00, ship wt 1lb.
ZA-181-8 External 51
/"disk drive (requires HCA-77 cable; ZF-181-92 requires
4
HCA-76) $399.00, ship wt 12 lbs.
ZA-181-9 Monochrome video cable $19.00, ship wt 1lb.
ZA-I81-17 Universal padded laptop computer carrying case $59.00, ship wt 3lbs.
HCA-77 External floppy disk drive data cable (4 ft.) $49.00, ship wt 1lb.
HCA-76 Cable only for ZFL-181-92 external disk drives $19.00, ship wt 1lb.
'This device has not been approved by the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not, and may not be.
offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased until the approval uf the FCC has been obtained.
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$600 in savings
plus six great built-in
Microsoft programs
With the Zenith Data Systems
ZP-150 Laptop Computer you save three
ways. You get $300 off the computer's
regular price and you get $100.00 worth
of accessories FREE, one RAM Module
and the Printer cable are included. Plus
you also get acertificate good for $200
off any future purchase. That's atotal
savings of $600 on apowerful laptop
computer that can go anywhere and do
sales forecasts, school work, budgeting,
pricing and more.
Access six built-in programs
from Microsoft's WORKS ROM. On
the LCD screen create documents, do
spreadsheets, write BASIC programs,
record appointments, work with data
bases or use it as aterminal. (HAMS...
the ZP-150 makes agreat and inexpensive remote terminal for your shack.)
And you can call up an alarm, acalculator and atelephone dialer from
within any of these six programs. A Systems Manager (much easier to use than
aDOS) allows you to run the six programs, exchange information between
programs and manage files.
The ZP-150 comes equipped with an
easily readable LCD display that can be
tilted and the intensity adjusted for
optimum viewing. The Laptop weighs
less than eight pounds and is small
enough to fit in most standard size briefcases. The ZP-150 uses ten "AA" batteries
(not included) when not using AC.
And the File Transfer software
(below) is included FREE. When ordering your Laptop, remember your FREE
accessories and include ZP-150-2 and
ZP-150-4 on the order form and write
"No Charge" in the price column.
Assembled ZP-150 Regularly $999.00
Now $699.00, ship wt 22
Accessories: ZP-150-2 32K RAM
module $79.00, ship wt 1lb. ZP-150-4
Parallel to Centronics printer adapter
cable $19.00, ship wt 1lb. CB-5063-27
Software for transferring files from the
ZP-150 to other MS-DOS computers
$49.00, ship wt 3lbs.

COMPUTERS ®
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Heath/Zenith Personal Computers
and Portable PCs

*Look for these
new products.

Model
Number

Ship
Wt
(lbs.)

Price
($)

H/Z-100 Advanced

Desktop Computer
Model
Number

Ship
Wt
(lbs.)

Price
(s)

OPERATING SYSTEMS
CP/M-86* (5)
MS-DOS H-100 Op. Sys. for H-150 (5.12.18)
MS-DOS Vers. 3(2.5)
*MS-DOS Vers. 3.2 (2.5)
e(2,6.7)
MS-DOS Vers. 3Programmer's Pac
*MS-DOS Vers. 3.2 for Z-181 (Win.)
Microsoft Windows* (34,7)
PolyWindows Desk Plus (1.6.7)
XENIX*
XENIX Development System (24)
*XENIX Systems 3Text Processor
*XENIX Systems 5Time Share System
*XENIX Systems 5Development System
*XENIX Systems 5Text Processor

OS-63-32

1

150.00

OS-63-41
CB-3163-30
OS-63-43
MS-5063-30
PT-5063-1
OS-63-70
OS-63-71
OS-63-72
OS-63-80
OS-63-81

3
5
4
3
3
5
5
4
3
3
3

149.00
225.00
149.00
99.00
49.00
429.00
499.00
149.00
429.00
499.00
149.00

SS-5063-1
RS-463-75
MS-5063-29
MP-5063-13

3

495.00

3
3
3

295.00
450.00
399.00

LS-5063-2

5

495.00

MS-5063-17

2

195.00

SC-5063-4

3

395.00

MR-5063-1
MR-5063-2

6
3
5
3
11

695.00
395.00
650.00

OS-63-82

OS-63-2

3

99.00

OS-63-30

5

150.00

CB-3163-30

5

225.00

MS-3063-30

3

99.00

RS-463-75

3

295.00

MP-463-17

4

399.00

LS-463-1
MS-5063-17
SC-463-1

4
2
4

299.00
195.00
195.00

CD-5063-3

5
3

650.00
495.00

WORD PROCESSING
MUkIMate * (3.6.7)

PeachText 5000* (14,7)
Word Version 3(1.5.7)
WordStar Professional*

(2.5,7)

SPREADSHEETS
LOTUS 1-2-3 Release 2(2,6,7.16)
LOTUS 1-2-3 (2,6.7)
MUltIplall (1.5.7)
StIperCalC * (5.7)

SuperCalc 3((4,7)

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
R:BASE 5000 (3.5.7)
R:BASE 5000 Interface
Condor rDBMS* (1.5.7)
dBASE II* (1.5.7)
dBASE III Plus(3,6.7)

(3.5.7)

CD-5063-3
AT-5065-2
AT-5063-5

Minimum Computer Hardware and Software Requirements:
(1) 128K RAM
(2) 192K RAM
(3) 256K RAM
(5) One 51
4"
/
disk drive
(6) Two 51
4"
/
disk drives
(7) MS-DOS Operating System
(11) Z-204 Multiport I/O Card
(12) Z-319 Video Graphics Card

(16) Not available by mail order. Visit your nearest
Heath/Zenith Computers 8z Electronics Center.
(18) For H-100 mode operation
(19) H/Z-200 Computers only.
(22) 1.2 MB floppy and 20 MB Winchester Drive.
(23) 512K RAM
(24) XENIX Operating System

495.00
695.00

AT-5065-2

*CP/M and CP/M-86 are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International
Corporation. PeachText 5000 is a registered trademark of MSA. Inc.
SuperCalc is a registered Trademark of Computer Associates
International Inc. Condor is aregistered trademark of Condor Computer
Corporation. WordStar Professional is a trademark of MicroPro
International Corporation. SuperCalc3 is a trademark of Computer
Associates International Inc. Condor rDBMS is a trademark of Condor
Computer Corporation. XENIX and Windows are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation. dBASE Il is a registered trademark of AshtonTaie. dBASE III is atrademark of Ashton-Tate.
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CB-5063-7

3

49.00

PM-160
CC-5063-2
CX-5063-1
MB-5065-1
P0-5063-1
P0-5063-2
KE-5063-2
CB-5063-37

3
2
3
1
2
3
2

149.00
795.00
895.00
295.00
499.00
499.00
149.00
79.00

CBG-5063-1

2

99.00

CBG-5063-2

2

99.00

CB-5063-32
CB-5063-33

3
3

79.00
199.00

CB-4164-28
CB-4164-40
CB-3163-38

3
3

79.00
79.00
79.00

CB-7063-1

1

14.95

Model
Number

H/Z-100 Advanced
Desktop Computer
Model
Number

Ship
Wt
(lbs.)

Price
($)

COMMUNICATIONS AND
TERMINAL EMULATION
CPS-150 (1.5.7)
CPS-86 (1.5.7)
*HYPERACCESS (see page 89)
*VIP-7705W Emulator (3,5,7,17)
*3278/79 Standard Coax Connector
*MBridge Emulator (1,5,7,171
3270 Emulator (2,6.7.17)
3780 Emulator (2,6,7.17)
ZSTEM-VT100 Emulator (1.5.7)
*Z-181 Interface software to PCs (25)
*Z-181 Interface plus 9pin/25 pin
null modem cable (25)
*Z-181 Interface +25 pin/25 pin
null modem cable (25)

CB-463-7
PM-162

3
3

40.00
149.95

KE-463-1

3

149.00

CB-463-13

4

79.00

COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION
Z-Tap Typing Tutor (3.5,7)
Teach-N-Tutor (3,5,7)

DIAGNOSTICS
Disk-Based Computer Tests ((,5)
Personal Computer Diagnostics ((,5)
Z-200 PC Diagnostics (3.51
Z-181 Diagnostics (25)

DIRECTORIES
*)ŒNIX Applications Software (3rd Party)

Your own private tutor for AutoCAD
Learn to use the full-sized industrial CAD system, AutoCAD, in your own spare time and at your own pace. This easyto-use tutorial is an ideal learning tool that introduces you to
and guides you in the use of high-performance computer-aided
drafting. You'll learn the commands necessary to produce
drawings accurately and quickly like points, fines, arcs, circles,
text, panning, zooming, layering, blocks and arrays.
Also covered are plotters and digitizers to acquaint you
with the wide range of input and output devices that can be
used with this drafting system. Even the advanced features of
AutoCAD are examined for afuller knowledge of this broad
subject. This package includes afloppy disk containing handson experiments with CAD.
Computers used with either of the following listed tutorials
require aminimum of 256K RAM, two 51
/"disk drives, color
4
CGA or Hercules video capability and MS-DOS. Adigitizer and
plotter are optional.
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Configurations:
EBS-609 AutoCAD Tutorial for use with Heath/Zenith
100-series computers $59.95, ship wt 3lbs.
EBS-609-PC AutoCAD Tutorial for use with Heath/Zenith
Personal Computers $59.95, ship wt 3lbs.
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COMPUTERS ®
Heath/Zenith Personal
Computers and Portable PCs

1-STOP
SOFTWARE
SHOPPING

*Look for these
new products

Ship
Wt
(lbs.)

Model
Number

Price
(s)

H/Z-100 Advanced
Desktop Computer

Model
Number

Ship
Wt
(lbs.)

Price
($)

GRAPHICS
Microsoft Write/Paint (3,6,7,26)
Painter's Apprentice (2,5,7.27)
GrafTalk (1.6,7)
4-Point Graphics (4.6,7)

MS-5163-30

2

49.00

RG-5063-2
IM-5063-1

3
3

499.00
195.00

MS-4164-11
MS-4164-14
MS-5063-3
CI-5063-2
MS-5063-2
MS-5063-13

4
3
3
2
3
3
3

99.00
250.00
395.00
395.00
195.00
49.00
100.00
295.00

CB-463-25
RG-463-2

1
3

79.00
479.00

MS-5063-3

3

395.00

MS-5063-2

3

195.00

MS-5163-13

3

MS-463-1
MS-5063-5

5
3

100.00
175.00
295.00

MS-463-4

3

250.00

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
*EGA GW* BASIC Interpreter Vers. 3(2.5.7)
*EGA GW BASIC Compiler Vers. 3(2.5.7)
COBOL (1 6.7)
C86 C Language Compiler (2.6,7)
FORTRAN (2,6,7)
GW-BASIC 2(5.7)

MS-5163-13112.(3.18)

GW-BASIC 2(5.7)
MS BASIC-86
Pascal (2.6.7)
Z-BASIC Compiler (5,7)

MS-5063-5

3

SORTING
Sort

(1,6,7)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Microstat ((.6.7)

MS-5063-12

1

199.00

MS-5063-12

1

199.00

ES-5063-1

3

249.00

ES-5063-1

3

249.00

Minimum Computer Hardware and Software Requirements:
(1) 128K RAM
(2) 192K RAM
(3) 256K RAM
(4) 320K RAM
(5) One 51
/"disk drive
4

(6) Two 51
4"
/
disk drives
(7) MS-DOS Operating System
(9) GW-BASIC Programming Language
(11) Z-204 Multiport I/O Card
(12) Z-319 Video Graphics Card

(13) MS-DOS Enhancement Op. Sys.
(15) Version 2.5 Monitor ROM and a
Z-205 Memory Card
(17) Z-304 Synchronous Serial Port
(18) For H-100 Mode Operation

(20) Accesses 64K of RAM
(25) MS-DOS for the Z-181
(26) Microsoft Windows
(27) Microsoft Mouse

GW is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation_

Affordable CAD from the
makers of AutoCAD
AUTOSKETCH —from Autodesk Inc. brings
the power of full-function computer-aided design
software into the price range of shoe-string bu
gets. AutoSketch runs on Heath/Zenith and IBM
PCs equipped with aminimum of 512K RAM, two
51
/"floppy disk drives, and CGA and Hercules
4
video capability. EC-1310-PC AutoSketch for
Heath/Zenith PCs $79.95, ship wt 2lbs.
And for those requiring the power of a
large-scale CAD program we have AutoCAD,
also available with 3D modeling.
Configurations:
EC-1305 Basic AutoCAD for the
H/Z-100 Computer $300.00, ship wt 3lbs.

EC-1305-PC Basic AutoCAD for Heath/Zenith PCs
$300.00, ship wt 3lbs.
EC-1308-PC AutoCAD with ADE-1 and ADE-2 plus ADE-3
3D enhancements for use with H/Z PCs $2500.00, ship wt 7lbs.
NEW! EC-1311-PC AutoCAD Version 2.6 for H/Z Personal
Computers equipped with anumeric co-processor, 640K RAM
and aWinchester hard disk drive $2850.00, ship wt 1lb.
Accessories:
Assembled DMP-29 Graphics Plotter from Houston
Instruments handles drawings with a ±0.2% accuracy up to
11" x17" (ANSI size B) in 8colors at adjustable pen speeds
up to 22.6"/second $2295.00, ship wt 32 lbs.
DMP-29-2 Set of acetate pens for transparencies $59.00,
ship wt 1lb.
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EPSON and Heath —joining together to
answer all your computer system needs
Look to Heath for asolution to any printing problem.
We will solve it with an Epson printer, the #1 choice among
businesses and computer enthusiasts.
Epson makes any size printing job easier and more efficient with printers that cover awide range of tasks. There are
printers that offer high-speed dot matrix versatility to tackle .
numerous printing jobs. For proposals, presentations and business letters, there's sophisticated letter quality printing. And
there are printers that handle wide ledger paper for financial
report spreadsheets. Epson printers can draw some very convincing pictures too, including true circles.
These printers are loaded with features. You can plug an
Epson into virtually any microcomputer made and be printing
right away. All Epson printers have bidirectional printing using
their famous disposable logic seeking printhead. All have a
parallel interface for connecting to apersonal computer and
most have a2K print buffer. And all Epson printers feature a
Quiet Mode for less noise in your home or office.
Epson printers are well known for their versatility, reliability, performance and value...plus you get aone year warranty.
For the latest prices call TOLL-FREE 800-253-7057
from 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. E.T. Monday through Friday.
Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Outstanding word
processing dot matrix printer
For efficient letter printing and superb print quality, the
LQ-800 printer delivers. A24-pin printhead with asmaller wire
diameter allows ahigher resolution character which means
elegant printing for you. This 80-column printer prints bidirectionally at 180 characters per second in the draft mode and
60 cps in letter quality. Also has agraphics mode, built-in serial
and parallel interface, 7K buffer and built-in fonts. VA" H x16 1
/"
2
W x13 1
/"D. Assembled PP-246 Epson LQ-800, ship wt 16 lbs.
4
Accessories: PPA-246-1 Replacement ribbon, ship wt 1lb.
PPA-246-2 Tractor feed, ship wt 3lbs.

Dot matrix
printing of
letters or
spreadsheets
This 136-column
printer is ideal for printing
spreadsheets and financial reports.
-„
It features fast, efficient printing at 180 cps in
the draft mode and 60 cps in the letter quality mode.
This printer also can turn out sharp, finely defined graphics. Has built-in
serial and parallel interfaces making it easy to use with virtually all
business and personal computer systems. A7K internal buffer stores up
to four pages of data at atime and allows you to use your computer
while printing continues. 37/
8"
H x23W' W x13 1
/"D. Assembled PP-243
4
Epson LQ-1000, ship wt 24 lbs.
Accessories: PPA-243-1 Replacement ribbon, ship wt 1lb.
PPA-243-2 Tractor feed, ship wt 4lbs.

An ideal office addition
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In this FX-86-E printer you'll find
many features normally found exclusively
on costly 24-pin printers. Do fast draft
printing at 240 characters per second in
draft elite or 200 cps in draft pica. Then
switch to Near Letter Quality Roman or Sans
Serif fonts for letter perfect documents at 40 cps.
Has graphics capability anfia parallel interface. Accepts
single-sheet paper up to 81
/"wide and continuous feed paper
2
up to 10:' 5W H x16 1
/"W x13" D. Assembled PP-86-E Epson
2
FX-86-E, ship wt 23 lbs.
Accessories: PPA-225-1 Replacement Ribbon, ship wt 1lb.

For all
your office jobs
The FX-286-E Printer will take care
of all your printing needs. Get your
drafts out quicker with 240 character
per second printing in draft elite or 200
cps in draft pica. Then, for those letter
perfect documents, switch to Near Letter Quality Roman or Sans Serif fonts to
print out at 40 cps. And for spreadsheets,
use the wide carriage that handles
single-sheet or continuous feed paper up
to 16" wide. The FX-286-E also features
printing of startling graphics. This
printer comes equipped with aparallel
interface. 55/
8"
H x21 3
/"W x13W D.
4
Assembled PP-286-E Epson FX-286-E,
ship wt 31 lbs.
Accessories: PPA-230-1 Replacement Ribbon, ship wt 2lbs.

COMPUTERS
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Epson's top-ofthe-line dot matrix printer
For your word processing needs
This high-speed printer will help you master those sizable
document printing jobs with flair. Choose 300 character per
second draft mode printing or 60 cps near letter quality printing. Plus, you get superb graphics with excellent resolution.
And customize your documents on this 80-column wide
printer using eight different typestyles. Also features an 8K
buffer, serial and parallel interfaces, and abuilt-in Push-Feed
Tractor that helps save paper. 47/e H x17 3
/"W x14 7/
4
8"
D.
Assembled PP-256 Epson EX-800, ship wt 26 lbs.
Accessories: PR-100 Replacement ribbon, ship wt 1lb.

Super high-speed printing and versatility mark this
136-column wide business printer. Get avery fast 324 or ultrafast 405 character per second draft mode printing, 108 cps in
the letter quality mode, and an IBM-style graphics character
set. Built-in are five fonts that can be selected at the press of a
button. A20-character LCD display shows print modes and
settings while four memory cells store different printing selections. Has built-in 8K buffer and serial and parallel interfaces.
55/
8"
H x23 3
/"W x14 3
4
/"D. Assembled PP-262 Epson LQ-2500,
4
ship wt 32 lbs.
Accessories: PR-120 Replacement ribbon, ship wt 1lb.

New addition
to fine Epson
printer line

High-speed
business printer
Atop choice with fast 300 character
per second draft and 60 cps near letter
quality printing. It has a136-column
carriage for handling fan-fold and ledger
paper up to 16 inches wide. Even create
customized documents using IBM
Graphics characters and eight different
typestyles. Other features include an 8K
buffer, standard serial and parallel
interfaces, and an automatic sheet load
function with abuilt-in bidirectional
push feed tractor. 47/
8"
H x23 3/
8"
Wx
15 3/
8"
D. Assembled PP-253 Epson
EX-1000, 34 lbs.
Accessories: PR-100 Replacement
ribbon, ship wt 1lb.

The LX-800 replacement for the
LX-86 printer (pictured) is so new we can't get
apicture of it for you. But we can tell you about this
quality printer. The LX-800 adds increased printing speed of
150 characters per second in the draft mode and 25 cps Near Letter
Quality printing. Plus this printer has abuilt-in tractor feed. The LX-800 still
retains all the features of the LX-86 such as abuilt-in graphics mode, a1K buffer,
several typestyles at the press of abutton and abuilt-in parallel interface. Assembled
PP-222 Epson LX-800 (not pictured), ship wt 15 lbs.
Accessories: PPA-225-1 Replacement ribbon, ship wt 1lb.

Quality printer paper
Premium 81
/"x11" blank paper. It
2
is an ideal letter-quality word processing
paper for all business correspondence
and upper management reports. Acontinuous 2700 sheets of one-part fan-fold
paper. HCS-1 $32.00, ship wt 28 lbs.
Standard 81
/"x11" paper for letter
2
writing and general usage. Comes in a
continuous 3200 sheets of one-part fan-

fold paper. HCS-2 $32.00, ship wt 31 lbs.
Standard 14 7/
8"
x11" extra wide
paper provides room for your spread
sheets. This one-part fan-fold paper
comes in acontinuous 3200 sheets.
HCS-3 $42.00, ship wt 47 lbs.
Bond form-feed 8V2" x11" blank
paper. Acontinuous 1000 sheets of
one-part fan-fold paper for your most
important correspondence. HCS-4
$25.00, ship wt 13 lbs.
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Printer buffer prevents wasted computer time
The Heathlçit Printer Buffer lets you use your computer instead of waiting
around until adocument is finished printing. No more wasted computer time while
lare spreadsheets or long word-processing documents are being printed. The Printer
Buffer can accept data as fast as your computer can send it with serial baud rates up.
to 38.4K and parallel rates to 100,000 CPS. The Buffer then stores the data in 64K of
memory, that sequal to 21 typewritten pages. And memory can be expanded to 512K
or 170 typewritten pages. After your files are stored they are sent to the printer while
you're back at the computer getting other work done.
The Printer Buffer has both serial and parallel inputs and outputs which allow
you to connect more than one computer and printer. This amazing accessory lets you
accept files from both computers and then send them to separate printers at the same
time. Or files can be sent to either printer. Apriority print function permits you to
interrupt printing, print out apriority document and then reprint the interrupted
document. To add to its versatility you can even print up to 99 copies of afile.
The Printer Buffer even checks its own memory through aself-diagnostic program every time you turn it on. And to make sure you don't overload memory, afront
panel display shows the remaining amount of free memory.
Once you use the Printer Buffer you'll wonder how you ever did without it. And it
only takes two evenings to assemble. The Buffer has dimensions of 1
/"H x91
2
1
/"W x
4
71
/"D. Order yours today and stop wasting time because you're waiting on your
2
printer. Kit SK-203 $199.95, ship wt 5lbs.
Accessories: HCA-85 A9-pin to 9-pin serial YO cable for use with AT-compatible
computers $20.00, ship wt 1lb.

Instantly
measure baud rates
with compact analyzer
Here is an ideal test instrument for
anyone involved in installing, testing or
repairing computer systems. The unique
Baud Rate Analyzer goes between a
computer and any RS-232C serial device
and measures the data transmission
rate. Once it's connected in-line you can
verify baud rates and switch settings.
The Analyzer has adirect-reading
display ranging from 300 baud to 38.4K
baud and connects in-line with acombination 25-pin male/female connector.
Has selectable pin 2or pin 3test configuration. Requires a9V transistor battery
(not included). 1
3
/
8"
H x6" W x33/s" D.
Kit SK-205 $49.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Use this traffic cop
to direct your data
Data Line Protector
An easy beginner kit with computer
applications. Connect it in-line between
your computer and peripherals to prevent damage from voltage spikes, transient voltages and static charge buildups.
Take just one evening to build aRS-232C
project that protects interconnecting
peripheral lines 2through 8and 20 from
static charges up to 15,000 volts with a
power dissipation of 500 mW.
Includes two DB-25 connectors,
one male and one female, and has no
effect on line signals. 3
/"H x31
4
/"Lx
2
21
/"D. Kit SK-202 $14.95, ship wt 1lb.
4
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Safeguard equipment
Stop worrying about damage to
modems or other telephone equipment
caused by voltage spikes, transient
surges or static charge buildups. This
one-evening kit uses MOVs to protect
both the green/red and yellow/black telephone wire pairs from voltage transients
up to 15,000 volts and current peaks up
to 10,000 amps. It uses an RJ-11 connector so it may be used on all standard
telephone lines. 1
5
/
8"
H x27/
a"
W x4" D.
Kit SK-201 $14.95, ship wt 1lb.

The Heathkit Traffic Cop helps
you guide data to its proper destination.
Connect it between acomputer and a
peripheral to help identify the correct
cable wiring. Three slide switches provide twelve different switching combinations. Six LED indicators quickly show
when proper interfacing is achieved
between computer and peripheral. After
determining the right wiring configuration replace the Traffice Cop with an
exact cable.
The Traffic Cop uses two 25-pin
RS-232 connectors, one male and one
female, for easy installation. It monitors
data lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6and 20. All power is
derived from the lines. 7/
8"
H x43
/"Lx
4
21
/"D. Kit SK-204 $39.95, ship wt 2lbs.
4

Know at aglance what
your AC line is doing
Keep track of an important part
of any system —the AC power line.
When you have voltage sensitive
equipment like computers,
communications gear; medical apparatus and others,
you must be alerted to
anything that could influence their operation. And
the HeathIdt AC Monitor
will do it for you inexpensively. Eight LED indicators
show the AC line voltage from
95 to 130 VAC in 5volt steps. Aseparate fault LED lights if the AC voltage
falls below 90 VAC and aseparate spike
LED lights if avoltage transient occurs.
35/
8"
H x23/
8"
W x1
/"D. Kit SK-211 $39.95,
4
3
ship wt 1lb.

COMPUTERS
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Connect mismatched
equipment quickly
and easily
Linkup anew printer
to your computer system, or
mate any standard RS-232
hardware without being
thwarted by the annoying
problem of differently wired
cables. Just plug your mismatched equipment into this
Patch Board test instrument to determine the correct wiring
configuration for interconnecting the two devices. After establishing the proper wiring apermanent cable can be made.
The Patch Board allows access to all 25 fines of the interfacing circuitry. The board consists of one male and one female
25-pin "D" plug connector. Separate 2- and 3-pin common pads
allow you to tie several lines together. The Patch Board is an
easy one-evening kit. Kit SK-210 $14.95, ship wt 1lb.

Save time and money
by sharing

r

Control your computer and peripherals
from one convenient power director
Add convenience and protection to your computer system
with the Heathldt AC Conductor. Simply plug the AC line cords
of your computer equipment into the Conductor and control
the AC power to each from the Conductor's front panel. This
handy addition means no more groping for power switches
hidden behind widely spaced computer system components.
And more importantly, the AC Conductor filters the AC
line voltage and shields your equipment against power line
spikes with aprotective MOV device. The Conductor also protects against excessive loads with a15-amp fused line.
The AC Conductor controls up to five individual devices:
computer, monitor, printer and two auxiliary peripherals. Or it
can control any other five devices. Aflip of the master switch
and all five components turn on. Or each one can be turned on
individually. Separate LEDs show you what's on and what's
not.
Aunique feature of the AC Conductor is its turntable base.
Place your monitor on the Conductor and then rotate for easier
monitor viewing. And, by tucking the Conductor between your
computer and monitor, you gain convenience and protection
without losing precious desk space.
The AC Conductor easily assembles in one evening.
It has dimensions of 1
/"H x13 1
4
3
/"W x14" D. Order today and
2
get convenience plus protection for your computer system.
Kit SK-209 $49.95, ship wt 11 lbs.

Eliminate the bothersome unplugging and
replugging in of peripherals. Also save on the cost of expensive
expansion ports. Just add this Switch Box kit to your computer
system and with the press of abutton you can instantly alternate between two RS-232 devices without touching acable.
In less than one evening you can put together an inexpensive solution to major hardware expense problems. Features
three EIA RS-232C compatible DB-25 female connectors.
Cabinet has dimensions of 1
/"H x67/
4
3
8"
W x55/
8"
D. Eliminate
expensive duplicate equipment with this low-cost way to
interconnect peripherals and computers. Kit PMK-121 $49.95,
ship wt 3lbs.

Breakout
Box saves
you time
In one evening build avaluable timesaver...the Heathkit
Breakout Box. It provides access to all 25 lines of RS-232C
cables linking computer system devices. Twelve LEDs monitor
key signal lines while 23 lines can be switch disabled and then
cross-connected. Five jumper wires are included. Built-in dual
DTE and DCE gender connectors eliminate the need for
adapter cables and connectors. Two "AA" batteries power the
line monitoring LEDs but they are not needed for the Breakout
Box to operate. 1
3
/
8"
H x2W W x6" D. Kit PMK-130 $79.95,
ship wt 2lbs.
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Computer peripherals, accessories and supplies
Providing you with high quality kit and assembled products is important to us. That's why we carefully select every peripheral, accessory and
support product we stock. So choose with confidence what you need for
your computer system.
See March
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A smart
power strip

et

The Smart Outlet Box electronically transfers the ON/OFF switch
of many peripherals to asingle device.
Plus this multiple-outlet AC power strip
protects your equipment with damagepreventing surge suppressors.
Just plug the AC line cord of the device you wish to use as the master controller, such as avideo monitor, into the
control outlet of the Smart Box. Then
plug in the remaining line cords of the
computer system into the other six outlets. When you turn on the monitor,
the Smart Outlet applies AC to the six
outlets.
A separate socket is unswitched
with constant AC always available. This
allows you to connect aclock or other
device that you do not wish to turn on
and off with the other outlets.
In addition, your computer system
is protected by the best circuitry we've
ever devised —from up to 70 joules of
spike energy We use apopular MOV device plus anew laser-cut spark gap surge
absorber. This new design assures you
that your Smart Box will perform reliably for many years.
Atwo-evening kit that's circuitbreaker protected up to 10 amps. 21
/"H
4
x23
/"W x14 1
4
/"L. Kit GD-1495 $59.95,
4
ship wt 5lbs. Assembled GDW-1495
Last Call $79.95, ship wt 4lbs.

NEW Kraft
Micromouse
The opto-mechanical Micromouse uses precise
and reliable technology with ahigh 200 pulses-per-inch
resolution. It has three function buttons
and five programmable button options.
The Kraft mouse comes with pop-up
menu software and requires aserial interface. A 120 VAC power supply is included. Assembled P1-23 $99.95, 1lb.
MaFT

NICROMOUSE
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FREE camera or video tape
offer with NASHUA
diskettes
NASHUA, the leading
name in coating technologies since 1849, makes
high quality diskettes.
And to show you how exceptional these diskettes are,
NASHUA is offering two special
packages to make it really worth your
time to give them atry. After you do, you'll
be convinced. And all NASHUA diskettes
carry amanufacturer's lifetime replacement
warranty.
Five-pack camera special —buy 50 doublesided double-density 51
/"diskettes at aspecial price and receive aFREE
4
KEYSTONE Pocket EVERFLASH camera...a $25.95 retail value.
Three-pack special —buy 30 double-sided double-density 51
/"diskettes at a
4
special price and receive aFREE TDK VHS T-120-HS high standard video tape...a
$7.95 retail value.
Take advantage of these valuable specials.
PM-8705 5-pack camera special $69.95, ship wt
2lbs. PM-8703 3-pack video tape special $39.99,
ship wt 3lbs. PM-9125 Box of ten 51
/"DSHD
4
diskettes $24.99, ship wt 1lb. PM-8725 Box of ten
51
/"DSDD diskettes $13.99, ship wt 1lb. PM-8326
4
Box of ten 31
/"diskettes $24.99, ship wt 1lb.
2

NEW Kraft
Joysticks
Micro-computer control allows
KeaFT
mouse or joystick
operation with three
cursor speeds. Has
limited 1-year warranty. Use with Macintosh computers.
Assembled P1-330 $69.95, ship wt 1lb.
Assembled P1-47 Standard joystick
(only) for Apple, IBM and compatibles
(not pictured) $29.99, ship wt 1lb.

Gravis MK VI
This comfortable joystick has a
pistol-grip stick with
integrated fire button, two programmable fire buttons and an extra-long 72"
cable. Assembled PP-402 For Heath/
Zenith, IBM PC and compatibles $39.95,
ship wt 2lbs. Assembled PP-450 For
Apple Ile and IIc $39.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Freely
express all
your ideas
From Summagraphics Corporation comes agraphics tablet designed
for the IBM PC and compatibles. With
it you can make acomputer understand things not possible using akeyboard. Use the tablet's 11 3
/"x11 3
4
/"
4
active area to: trace pictures, drawings,
and maps; draw freehand; steer acursor on acomputer screen; or pick selections from amenu. The list becomes
endless the more you use the tablet.
The SummaSketch graphics tablet
is asophisticated device that uses electromagnetic technology which makes
it very accurate and reliable. The tablet
has atypical accuracy of ±0.025" with
arepeatability of ±0.010" or better.
All your computer needs is an
RS-232C DTE configured port to
accept the tablet's 9-pin female "D"
connector. It has overall dimensions
of 16" x16 1
/"x3
4
/"and uses 120 VAC.
4
Assembled S1-1201 $479.00, ship
wt 10 lbs.

COMPUTERS ®

Dependable floppy disks
Soft-sectored, double-sided, quaddensity 53
4"
/
floppy disks for use only in
the Heath/Zenith Advanced PC, the IBM
PC AT and other AT compatibles. Stores
up to 1.2MB of data on asingle disk.
Package of ten. HCS-60 $59.00,
ship wt 1lb.
Soft-sectored, double-sided, double-density 53
/"floppy disks for use in
4
all Heath/Zenith Personal Computers
(except Z-181 Laptop) and the H/Z-100
Advanced Computer for up to 360ICB
of data storage. You can also use these
diskettes on any Heath/Zenith computer
equipped with H-17-5 disk drives and a
Z-89-37 Controller Card. Package of ten.
HCS-71 $50.00, ship wt 1lb.
Soft-sectored, 96 TPI, double-sided,
double-density 5W floppy disks for use
with H-17-5 drives and the Z-89-37 Controller Board. Stores up to 640KB of
data on asingle disk. Package of ten.
HCS-68 $55.00, ship wt 1lb.

Safe
computer
backup
power
Protect the
data in your
computer with
the 1000 VA Standby
Power System from Safe Electronics Systems. It uses all new detection circuitry and asolid state transfer
switch to make it the fastest power
switching supply available. It switches at
one millisecond or less to save your precious data whenever the line voltage
drops below 108 volts. At half load, it will
supply power for 18 minutes.
This power system has aclean sine
wave output (for IBM XT and AT), 4AC
outlets, overload protection, built-in
surge suppressors, over-current protection. voltage regulation and built-in
EMI/RFI filters. 13" H x8" W x19" L.
Assembled PP-120 $1195.00, ship wt 78
lbs. Mtr. Frt.
_

Protect your data
Also from Safe Electronics Systems
is a400 VA Standby Power System to
protect your computer and the data it
contains from brownouts or loss of
power. When AC line power drops below
108 volts this system switches in less
than one-half cycle to backup power.
At full load the 400 VA System provides up to ten minutes of power so you
can safely transfer all data in memory
onto afloppy disk. This system also provides ongoing line filtering ofharmful
power line splices. It has four AC power
outlets and operates from 120 VAC. 6" H
x10 3
/"W x12 5/
4
8"
L. Assembled PP-115
$549.95, ship wt 39 lbs.

Diskette storage cases
protect your investment
Organize your disks and keep them
dust-free with these storage trays going
clockwise starting from bottom left.
FLIP 'N' FILE/10 has specially
hinged easel-type design that opens up
for easy scanning of up to ten 53
/"floppy
4
disks. PM-3025 $3.95, ship wt 1lb.
FLIP 'N' FILE/MINI stores up to
50 floppy disks in adurable plastic cabinet with hinged lid. Tabbed dividers with
index labels simplify filing and retrieval.
PM-3079 $16.95, ship wt 2lbs.
NEW! FLIP 'N' FILE DATA CASE
stores up to 50 53
/"floppy disks in a
4
ruggedly built case. Includes index
dividers. Built-in carrying handle eases
transporting. PM-3794 $11.95, 2lbs.
NEW! FLIP 'N' FILE MICRO
holds up to 25 31
/"micro diskettes.
2
Comes with plastic index dividers.
Closed lid acts as carrying handle.
PM-3737 $12.95, ship wt 1lb.

Analog game port and
clock/calendar
For Heath/Zenith PCs, the IBM PC
and compatibles. With it, you can add on
analog devices like joysticks. The board
includes aclock/calendar with abackup
battery and software. Supported by GWBASIC. Assembled PCS-110 $89.95,
ship wt 1lb.

Pre-wired, 10 foot
RS-232 cables

(connects pins 1-8, 20)
HCA-10 Male/Male $20.00, 1lb.
HCA-11 Male/Female $20.00,1 lb.
HCA-12 Female/Female $20.00, 11b.

Pre-wired Heath/Zenith
PC and IBM PC cables
(shielded)

HCA-51 Male/Female serial (6 ft.)
$30.00, ship wt 1lb.
HCA-52 Female/Female nullmodem (6 ft.) $30.00, ship wt 1lb.
HCA-53 Centronics Parallel (9 ft.)
$30.00, 2lbs.
HCA-84 Male/Male 25-pin straight
through RS-232/parallel 6-foot cable
with "D" connectors and aferrite bead at
each end $30.00, ship wt 1lb.
HCA-100-PC PC Serial Conversion
cable (1 ft.) $16.00, ship wt 1lb.

Gender converters
All 25 pins are directly wired backto-back on these male/male and
female/female RS-232 connectors.
Assembled PM-125 Male $11.99, 1lb.
Assembled PM-126 Female $11.99, 1lb.
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Keyboard Slideaway —
aperfect solution
Finally, asolution to the problem
of akeyboard that just doesn't have
enough room. The Keyboard
Slideaway fits easily under your PC to
let you store that space-seeking keyboard. Then it extends your workspace
forward by 8inches to give youplenty
of keyboard room. When you're
finished, you easily and conveniently
slide the keyboard back under the PC
where it's out of the way and protected
from dust and spills.
The Slideaway accommodates
any PC and keyboard with adepth of
8inches or less. Assembled PM-2212
$49.99, ship wt 5lbs.

,
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Reduce printer
noise by 80%
• 01

Organize, direct and
protect with MasterPiece
MasterPiece solves four problems at
once. Five switched outlets organize your AC
line cords for convenient on/off control from
asingle location. Surge protection stops
surges, spikes and line noise. Astatic guard
nameplate grounds body-accumulated static
at atouch. And aswivel base adjusts your
monitor with fingertip ease. UL approved.
1
3
/
8"H x13 1
/"W x13 1
2
/"D. Assembled
4
PM-2100 $149.95, 12 lbs.

Performance,
reliability
and savings
in akit
monochrome
monitor
Build your own 12" diagonal screen video
monitor and get performance comparable to
models costing much more. With this video display kit you get an improved flat-looking screen
that provides excellent character definition and
clarity for comfortable and enjoyable viewing.
Features an easy-on-the-eyes non-glare amber
screen, asharp 25 lines by 80 characters (640 x
200 pixels) display, typical 15 MHz bandwidth
and afast 21 ns rise time and brightness and
contrast controls. All circuit boards are preassembled for afast two-evening assembly. For
use with PCs having NTSC composite video outputs. Includes RCA to RCA cable. Uses 120 VAC.
12" H x12 7/
a"
W x12" D. Kit HVM-1220-A $89.95,
ship wt 19 lbs.
Special Close-out on HVM-122-A 12" amberscreen monochrome composite Monitors. Only
$49.95, ship wt 22 lbs.
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Stop anoisy printer from putting_
your nerves on edge with aPrint Muffler.
Two models provide extraordinary quiet,
one muffles most standard 80 column
printers and the other silences most standard 132 column printers. Both of these
sound covers will soak up printer noise so
you can think clearly and work more
productively.
Besides being easy on your ears,
these Print Mufflers are easy on your budget too. So treat yourself to some quiet
while you're working at your computer.
Assembled PM-2230 Print Muffler for
80 column printers $59.95, ship wt 15 lbs.
Assembled PM-2252 Print Muffler for
132 column printers $79.95, 20 lbs.

EGA-class 14" diagonal
monochrome monitor
This Zenith Data Systems monitor is
specially designed to reproduce the enhanced
graphics displays created by an EGA card.
Top features include automatic selection of
either CGA or EGA scanning frequency, non-glare
green-phosphor CRT, graphics resolution of up to 640 x350 pixels in EGA
mode, built-in tilt and swivel stand, and easily accessible operator controls
Accepts RGB, RGBI or RGBrgb signals through an attached 40" cable with
a9-pin D connector. Assembled ZMM-1470-G $299.00, ship wt 24 lbs.

Sharp 13" diagonal
color monitor
Also from Zenith Data Systems is another
quality monitor specially designed to display
the detailed video generated by the Enhanced
Graphics Adapter card. The ZVM-1380-C has a
high-resolution, non-glare color CRT that displays up to 64 brilliant colors from computers
using RGB, RGBI or RGBrgb outputs. The monitor's dual horizontal frequency operation provides you with three exceptional resolutions of 640 x
200, 640 x225 and 640 x350. Conveniently located user controls include
power, brightness, contrast, amber/normal/green screen, vertical size and
horizontal position. Has selectable 120/240 VAC and an attached 40" video
cable with a9-pin D connector. Assembled ZVM-1380-C $799.00, 36 lbs.
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A medium-resolution color
monitor with a13" diagonal screen
Get vivid reds, bright blues and true greens on the
ZVM-1330 RGBI-only video monitor. It is designed to work
with CGA compatible video cards and supports up to 16 colors
including brown. The monitor displays 25 lines of 80 characters and up to 640 x240 pixels on anon-glare screen.
Accessible controls include Power ON/OFF, brightness,
contrast, focus and horizontal and vertical controls. Comes
with attached 40-inch 9-pin video cable.
This Zenith Data Systems monitor uses 120 VAC and has
dimensions of 12 7/s" H x143/
8"
W x15" D. Assembled ZVM-1330
$649.00, ship wt. 34 lbs.
Accessories: ZVM-1300-1 Tilt Swivel Base $30.00, 4lbs.

Save up
to $80
on video
monitors

Color
monitor
with
sound

Add tilt and swivel
Position HVM-1220-A, ZVM-1220-A,
ZVM-1230-A and ZVM-1240 monitors to
abetter working angle for your viewing
comfort. Just snap on this tilt/swivel
base to increase the positioning flexibility of these video displays. Assembled
ZVM-1200-1 $25.00, ship wt 2lbs.

This Zenith
Data Systems
monitor delivers
acrisp, clear,
high-resolution display plus excellent
sound reproduction. The 13" diagonal
screen, with its 25 lines of 80 characters,
can exhibit intensely clear text and
impressive 640 x240 pixel graphics. A
unique "green only" switch enables
easier reading of monochrome text on
ablack background.
The ZVM-I35 is also compatible
with both composite video or RGB
direct drive outputs. Uses 120 VAC.
13 3
/"H x15 3
4
/"W x15 3
4
/"D. Assembled
4
ZVM-135 $599.00, ship wt 39 lbs.
Accessories: ZVM-135-2 H/Z PC
and IBM PC Cable $25.00, ship wt 1lb.

Zenith
Data Systems
has three first
class monochrome monitors. The ZVM-1220-A is an
NTSC composite input monitor with
non-glare amber screen. The ZVM-1230Ais the same except with agreen screen.
The ZVM-1240 is aUL-compatible
monochrome monitor with amber CRT
with amicromesh anti-glare filter and
9-pin D-type video output connector. All
use 120 VAC. 10" H x11 3/
4"
W x12 3/
8"
D.
Assembled ZVM-1220-A Regularly
$199.00 Now $119.95, ship wt 16 lbs. Assembled ZVM-1230-A Regularly $199.00
Limited Quantities At $119.95, 16 lbs. Assembled ZVM-1240 Regularly $229.00
Now $169.95, 17 lbs.
Accessories: ZVM-121-1 RCA to
RCA cable $5.00, ship wt 1lb.

Join the Heath User's Group today
Join thousands of other Heath/Zenith
computer users and keep up with the
latest happenings and the newest Heath/
Zenith computer products. Become a
member and receive the highly informative
and interesting REMark monthly magazine
for ayear. It will keep you in touch with
others as you share hardware modifications, software improvements and ideas through the magazine's open forum. And as amember you'll gain access to over
700 low-cost programs from HUG'S software library. You can
even purchase Heath/Zenith computer products at adiscount
using the HUG ID card. So get the latest on Heath/Zenith
computer developments and HUG activities...join today. And
don't miss out on the fun of our annual international HUG
conference -agrand time for all members.

Subscribe now and get the latest issue of the monthly
REMark magazine. New members, order REM-1000-NM and
get 12 issues for $22.95. To renew your subscription, order
REM-1000-RM and get 12 more issues for only $19.95. Use your
VISA, MasterCard or Heath Revolving Charge to pay for your
subscription. To order, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-253-0570 Monday through Friday, 8A.M. to 5P.M. Eastern Time. In Alaska
and Michigan call 616-982-3411. You'll also find aHUG application enclosed with each Heath computer.
For orders outside the United States, including APO/FPO,
the rates are $37.95 for new members and $32.95 for renewal.
Send your name and postal address to Heath Company, P.O.
Box 1288, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. Payment must be in U.S.
funds only.
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Attractive, versatile workcenter
Add the beauty of this desk and hutch combination to your
home or office. It's finished in handsome library oak and has
rounded edges to provide added comfort and safety The desktop
work surface is acrylic coated for protection and durability.
The accompanying hutch has a9-position adjustable shelf
for your monitor or other computer accessories. A fully enclosed
storage area hides all your computer clutter.
The workcenter has afully finished back, box drawer and a
modesty panel. It stands on easy-to-adjust leveling glides and
has overall dimensions of 55W H x47" W x26" D and the
desktop is 28" H. PF-152 $189.95, ship wt 122 lbs. Mtn Frt.

Matching printer stand
A hard-working addition
(not pictured) to the PF-152
workcenter. Use it for your
printer or just for storage. The
center shelf is adjustable. Has
easy-to-adjust leveling glides.
The printer stand has dimensions of 28" H x21 3
/"W x21" D.
4
PF-156 $79.95, ship wt 55 lbs.

Two-drawer cabinet
Aperfect companion to the above workcenter. Or, use it as a
stand-alone file for any paper work you need to keep in order.
This legal-size cabinet matches the PF-152 with its library oak
finish and softly shaped top. Has afully finished back and large
17 3
/"D by 12 7/
4
8"
W interior drawer dimensions. Includes ametal
suspension system. 28" H x16" W x19 3
/"D. PF-157 $119.95,
4
ship wt 50 lbs.
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Versatile Roll-About
Use this mobile oak-finish table for just
about anything you want to make movable —
like your computer, printer, video game,
TV or typewriter. Underneath the table is a
full-length shelf for storing most anything.
And at the back of the table is an opening
for printer paper. Dual casters make for
easy moving. 28" H x28 3
/"W x19" D.
4
PF-120 $79.95, ship wt 35 lbs.
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Solid oak frame hutch
This softly shaped hutch adds beautiful
storage space to its attractive companion desk.
Radiused door panels enclose afull-length 12 3/
8"
high by 48" long storage space for software,
binders and accessories. Overall the hutch measures 35 5/
8"
H x13Ve D x48" L. PF-161 $199.95,
ship wt 83 lbs. Mtr. Frt.

Elegant computer desk
Aperfect combination of elegance and
efficiency for your home or office. This fine
furniture desk is 50" wide by 29" deep and
stands 27" high. Deluxe features include asolid
oak frame, softly rounded corners and a
high performance scratch-resistant work
surface. PF-160 $199.95, ship wt
112 lbs. Mtr. Frt.

Combine pedestal
module with desk
Add on this graceful pedestal module to
the left or right side of the matching desk. With
its gently curved corners the module fits in with
the overall design of the entire woriccenter. It
has one 41
/"box drawer for storing your papers
2
and smaller items. The module also has a11 3
/"
4
high file drawer that includes metal frames
for letter or legal size Penaflex file folders.
PF-167 $139.95, ship wt 42 lbs.

Be comfortable all day
in this chair

Beautiful printer stand puts
finishing touch to workcenter

This is acomfort-conscious chair
designed for you. The dual adjustment
spring steel backrest supports your back
for less stress and strain. Apneumatic
control sets the seat height for your
maximum convenience. And the thick 2"
foam-padded seat and back are both
comfortable and durable. PF-103 $49.95,
ship wt 20 lbs.

This handsome printer stand features the
same solid oak frame and rounded corners as
its furniture counterparts. The stand has slots
for rear or bottom feed printers and its center
shelf is adjustable. The back of the stand is fully
finished. The same easy-to-adjust leveling
guides as used on the desk are also used on the
stand. 27" H x20 1
/"W x24" D. PF-165 $159.95,
2
ship wt 79 lbs. Mtr. Frt.

Use your VISA or MasterCard
credit card to make your
purchase!
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Dear Electronics Enthusiast:

eft,
b
i

In response to interviews, surveys and conversations with
thousands of people like you, our valued customer, we are
expanding our traditional product offerings. This new
12-page section is filled with innovative, high-tech
electronics products you've asked for. Some are tools
to help you do abetter job. Some are designed to make
your life easier or more enjoyable. All of these
products reflect the type of customer you are; a
forward-looking individual interested in the latest
technological advances.
Products in this section are fully assembled so you
can enjoy them as soon as they're unpacked. You'll
find most items are unique or have unique features, or
combine several features not found in similar products.
Another characteristic you'll find in common to all
these high-tech products is quality. They were selected
because of it. They will definitely satisfy you with their
performance and reliability.
Our continuing goal in this section is to consistently bring you the newest and hottest high-tech
electronic products at top quality levels and
competitive prices.
Sincerely,
(Alebvà
Willi
E. Johnson
President, Heath Co.

Turn lights on and off—
automatically
Provide your family with security, convenience
and safety with the Heath/Zenith Motion Sensor Light
Control. Welcome late-evening guests to your home with an
illuminated walkway or driveway. Or discourage intruders by
flooding your yard with inescapable light. The SL-5310 Light
Control easily connects to your present outside incandescent
or halogen lights to provide lighting whenever heat and motion
are detected.
The SL-5310 utilizes reliable passive infrared sensor technology to activate lighting automatically. The light control uses
ahigh-quality, precision-crafted sensor for extreme sensitivity.
It can detect heat and motion from up to 60 feet away in
a110° arc providing over 2000 square feet of coverage. And the
SL-5310's sensitivity is conveniently adjustable. Plus aswivel
mount allows you to aim the light control over a180° range to
cover aspecific or broad area. The SL-5310 Light Control also
uses an overlapping multi-zone detection field for complete
area coverage —it's inescapable.
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Afive-minute delay automatically shuts off the lighting
only after the area the Light Control covers returns to normal.
This saves energy and saves you money. Another energy-saving
feature is the built-in photocell. It deactivates the light control
in daylight to save enough in one year to more than pay for the
control versus all-night lighting. Amanual override lets you
switch on the outside lights from your inside wall switch.
The SL-5310 controls up to 500 watts of lighting. It has a
watertight housing for safe use in all weather conditions. And
the SL-5310 comes with easy-to-follow instructions and
afull 1-year warranty. Uses 120 VAC. 21
/"H x4" W x83
4
/"L.
4
Assembled SL-5310-A Light Control with mounting plate and
light fixture (pictured) $69.95, ship wt 2lbs. Assembled
SL-5310 Control $59.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Take the convenience of
security lighting indoors
The Heath/Zenith SL-5320 Advanced Light
Control offers anew dimension in lighting control —
outside and inside lighting control. And it combines
all the features of the SL-5310 (page 100) plus increased wattage rating and avariable shut-off delay.
Besides turning on outside lights when heat and
motion are detected, the SL-5320 also sends two
unique signals over the power line into your home.
These signals communicate with modules like those
on pages 23 and 104. The first Light Control signal activates any device connected to the receiver module set to
accept
insignal.
the
When the SL-5320 turns on an outside light,
an side light, radio, TV or other device also turns on. The
additional devices will also turn off when the monitored area
returns to normal. The second signal will work even in daylight
to announce activity in the monitored area.
With the Advanced Light Control you can connect up to
1000 watts of incandescent or halogen lighting. This allows you
to control higher wattage lighting or several smaller fixtures
from one central location.
With the SL-5320 you have the advantage of varying the
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shut-off time of lighting connected to
the control. You can select from 1to 20
minutes of delay before lights are automatically
shut off after the monitored area returns to normal.
The SL-5320 Advanced Motion Sensor Light Control offers
you the most features in sophisticated infrared light control
and comes with afull 1-year warranty. It uses 120 VAC and has
dimensions of 21
/"H x4" W x83/
4
4"
L. Assembled SL-5320-A
Light Control with mounting plate and light fixture (pictured)
$109.95, ship wt 2lbs. Assembled SL-5320 $99.95, ship wt 2lbs.

Motion
Sensor Light
Control for
decorative lighting
Mount this Heath/Zenith
SL-5410 Light Control next to your decorative front or back porch light and get the
convenience and security of an automatic motion/heat-sensing
lighting switch.The compact size of this control allows you to
easily install it in tight locations. And the SL-5410 is weather
resistant for reliable operation in rain, snow and driving winds.
The SL-5410 Light Control uses the same safe and dependable passive infrared sensor with an overlapping multi-zone
detection field as used in our other fine lighting controls. It can
detect heat and motion up to 50 feet away in an adjustable field
consisting of awide 110° arc. The SL-5410 can even be adjusted
for the amount of sensitivity that you need.
Other features of this excellent lighting control include
three modes of operation and an adjustable 1to 20 minute
delayed lighting shut-off. In the automatic mode, lights turn on
only at night when movement is detected. Atest mode allows
you to check aim and sensitivity. And amanual override enables you to switch on the controlled lighting whenever you
need it.
The SL-5410 Control handles up to 500 watts of either
incandescent or halogen lighting and is easy to install. It uses
normal household 120 VAC and has dimensions of 43/
8"
H x23/
8"
W x61
/"D (includes mounting shaft). Full 1-year warranty.
4
Assembled SL-5410 $44.95, ship wt 2lbs. Available August.

Typical coverage pattern

Light controllers are recognized
as effective fighters in crime
prevention by the Neighborhood
Crime Prevention Coordinating
Committee, the national organization for Neighborhood Watch
programs.
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Get savings and convenient home control with X-10 devices
CI Now you have even more choices on how to
personalize your home electronically with X-10
POWERHOUSE controllers and modules. Use the
Home Control Interface for security whether you're at
home or away. You program the Interface from your personal computer, then disconnect it so your computer can
be used for other tasks. The Interface controls up to 256 modules and you can program up to 128 events. Three different
software programs are available that use easy-to-follow menus
or graphic maps of your home. Assembled BC-290-A Interface
for Apple He/IIc Was $59.99 Now $49.99, ship wt 3lbs. Assembled BC-290-M Interface for Macintosh Was $69.99 Now
$49.99, ship wt 2lbs. Assembled BC-290-P Interface for IBM
PC and compatibles Was $59.99 Now $49.99, ship wt 2lbs.
CI Radio Control System gives you wireless remote control of lamps and appliances. Turn on lights from your driveway for convenience. Keep one at bedside for security.Give one
to an elderly or disabled person to flash in case of emergency.
The receiver also lets you control up to 7additional modules by
retransmitting the control signal over house wiring. Assembled
BC-5000 Transmitter and Receiver Was $49.99 Now $39.99,
ship wt 1lb. Assembled BC-504 Extra Transmitter $19.99, ship
wt 1lb.
Cl Maxi Controller enables you to control up to 16 groups
of modules for blanket control of lamps and appliances.
Assembled BC-503 $24.99, ship wt 1lb.
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LLJ Assembled BC-227 Wall Receptacle Module rated at
15 amps $24.99, ship wt 1lb.
ED Assembled BC-260 Mini Controller controls up to
eight groups of modules $12.99, ship wt 2lbs.
Ell Assembled BC-262 Timer Command Console for timed
control of lights and appliances $29.99, ship wt 3lbs.
M Assembled BC-2700 Telephone Responder lets you
phone home to activate lights or other devices. Requires 9V
battery $49.95, ship wt 2lbs.
111 Assembled BC-465 Lamp Module, 300 watts maximum load Was $14.99 Now $12.99, ship wt 1lb.
M Assembled BC-466 Appliance Module turns appliances
on/off. 15 amp resistive load, I/3 hp motor, 500 watt lighting,
400 watt TV/stereo Was $14.99 Now $12.99, ship wt 1lb.
I: Assembled BC-284 Burglar Alarm Interface Module
turns on selected lights, appliances, siren or selected lights can
flash on and off $39.99, ship wt 1lb.
1:: Assembled BC-467 Wall Switch Module, 500 watt load
Was $14.99 Now $12.99, ship wt Ilb.
Cl Assembled BC-4777 Three-Way Wall Switch Module
replaces hall and stair 3-way switches. Maximum 500 watt load
$24.99, ship wt 1lb.
0 Assembled BC-245 Perpendicular-Pronged Air Conditioner Module. 240 VAC receptacle for 20 Aload $29.99, 1lb.
CI Assembled BC-2807 Thermostat Set. Requires BC-466
Module above Was $39.95 Now Only $19.99, ship wt 1lb.
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Dual trace 25 MHz oscilloscope
Meet abroad range of applications in design, testing and servicing of both analog and digital circuits and
equipment with this precision scope. It features alternate triggering, trace magnification and an 8x10 cm internal graticule.
Assembled SO-4226 $549.95, ship wt 22 lbs.
Specifications: VERTICAL DEFLECTION: Deflection
Factor: 5mV to 5V/div ± 3%; 10 steps in 1-2-5 sequence with
variable control. Rise Time: Approx. 14 ns. Overshoot: Less
than 3%. Input Impedance: 1MS/ 25 ±3pE Operating
Modes: CHI, CH2, DUAL and ADD. Chop Frequency:
Approx. 250 kHz. HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION: Sweep
Mode: AUTO, NORMAL and SINGLE. Sweep Time: 0.2 is to
0.5 s/div; 20 steps in 1-2-5 sequence with variable control and
X-Y mode. Magnify: X10. Sweep Time Accuracy: 3%.
Linearity: 3%. X-Y MODE: Sensitivity: Same as CH1 vertical
axis. Frequency Response: DC to 1MHz (-3dB). TRIGGER: Source: CH1, CH2, LINE and EXT. Coupling: AC, HF
REJ, TV and DC. Polarity: + or -.Mode: AUTO, NORM and
SINGLE. GENERAL: Calibration Voltage: 2V P-P ±2%,
1kHz square wave (positive-going). Power: 100/117/220/240
VAC; 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 61
/"H x12 1
2
/"W x17" D.
2

Dual trace 50 MHz oscilloscope
For critical applications we have an advanced
50 MHz scope equipped with features to make your job
easier, including delayed sweep. This scope is an outstanding
value. Assembled SO-4251 $799.95, ship wt 22 lbs.
Specifications: VERTICAL DEFLECTION: Factor:
5mV to 5Vidiv -± 3%; 10 steps in 1-2-5 sequence with variable
control. Magnify: X5. Rise Time: Approx. 7.0 ns. Overshoot: Less than 3%. Operating Modes: CHI, CH2, DUAL
and ADD. Chop Frequency: Approx. 250 kHz. HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION: Modes: A, AINT, B and B TRIG'D. A
SWEEP: Time: 0.2 ¡is to 0.5 skliv; 20 steps in 1-2-5 sequence
with variable control and X-Y mode. Magnify: X10. Sweep
Time Accuracy: 3%. B SWEEP: Delay System: Continuous and triggered delay. Sweep Time: 0.2 is to 9.5 ms/div.
Sweep Time Accuracy: 3%. Delay Time: 2ps to 5ms/div.
Delay Time Accuracy: 4%. Delay Jitter: 0.0001 or less.
EXT HOR Mode: Trace swept by signal applied to EXT IN
terminal. TRIGGER: Source: CHI, CH2, LINE and EXT.
Coupling: AC, HF REJ, TV and DC. Polarity: + or -.
Modes: AUTO, NORM and SINGLE. Power: 100/117/220/240
VAC. Dimensions: 61
/"H x12 1
2
/"W x17" D.
2

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE:

Je

1-800-253-0570

Alaska and Michigan residents call: 616-982-3411.

Durable and easy-to-operate clamp-on ammeter
This miniature, pocket size clamp-on meter provides high accuracy in measuring
AC amps and volts plus aresistance scale. And for instant continuity checks, abuilt-in
buzzer sounds when resistance is less than 2kohms. In addition, this handy meter
features data hold display readings for all functions and ranges, alarge 31
2 digit LCD
/
display, 1.0% basic accuracy and ablack and red probe set. Includes 9volt battery.
Assembled SM-2208 $69.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: AC VOLTAGE: Ranges: 750 V, 200 V. Resolution:
1V, 750 V range. 0.1 V, 200 V range. Accuracy: ±(1.0% of reading
+ 3digits) from 45 Hz to 400 Hz. Over Voltage Protection:
1200 VDC and 850 VAC on both ranges. Input Impedance:
1MS/ AC CURRENT: Ranges: 200 A, 300 A. Resolution: 0.1 A, 200 Arange. 1.0 A, 300 A range. Accuracy
(50/60 Hz): ±(2.0% of reading + 1digit). RESISTANCE: Range: 2000 ohms. Resolution: 1
ohm. Accuracy: ±(l.0% of reading + 1digit).
Overload Protection: 250 V DC/AC. Other
Features: Automatic polarity, over range
indication, automatic zero, low battery indication. Dimensions: 1" H x21
/"W xi3
2
/"L.
4

Pocket Size
Digital Meter
Here's alow-cost, compact multimeter with
all the measuring
capability you'll need
for jobs around the
house and in the
Niagargaid
shop. It has a31
/ digit
2
LCD display that shows readings
up to 1999, an audible continuity
checker and adiode test. Assembled
SM-2310 $49.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: DC VOLTS:
Ranges: 200 mV, 2.0 V, 20 V, 200 V,
1000 V. Resolution: 0.1 mV. Basic
Accuracy: :4.: 0.5%. DC CURRENT:
Ranges: 200 ,uA, 2.0 rnA, 20 rnA, 200
mA, 2A. Resolution: 0.1 /2A. Basic
Accuracy: ±0.75%. AC VOLTAGE:
Ranges: 200 V, 750 V. Resolution: 100
mV. Basic Accuracy: -± 1.2% RESISTANCE: Ranges: 200 CI, 2kil, 20 MI,
200 kfl, 2MS2. Power: Single 9-volt
transistor battery (included). Dimensions: 1" H x23
/"W x5" L.
4
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Heath DMM
from FLUKE

Highly-precise digital
pocket multimeter

Get aFREE soft carrying case —a
$9.95 retail value —when you purchase
this deluxe multimeter with its dual digital and analog bar-graph display. You
also get the resolution of costlier 41
/2
digit meters, touch-hold function and a
continuity checker with beeper. Remember your FREE case, just enter
SMA-77-1 on the order form and "No
Charge" in the price column. Assembled
SM-77 $129.95, ship wt 3lbs.
Accessories: SMA-77-1 Soft Carrying Case $9.95, ship wt 1lb. SMA-77-2
Holster Case $5.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: DC VOLTS:
Ranges: 320 mV, 3.2 V, 32 V, 320 V, 1000
V. AC VOLTS: Ranges: 3.2 V, 32 V, 320
V, 750 V. OHMS: Ranges: 320 a, 3200
(1, 32 ka, 320 ka, 3.2 Ma, 32 Ma
AC/DC AMPS: Max Reading: 10 A.
Power: Single 9Vbattery (included).

The smallest autoranging DMM made
and its practically goof proof. The 31
2/
digit LCD automatically shows the reading in the correct range up to amaximum 1999 display. Abuilt-in continuity
checker with buzzer alarm adds convenience. Includes hard cover wallet carrying case and test probes. Aperfect and
inexpensive "spare meter" only 3/
8"
thick.
Assembled SM-2300 $24.95, 1lb.
Specifications: DC VOLTAGE:
Range: 2000 mV to 400 V. Accuracy:
±(1.3% reading ±2digits). AC VOLTAGE: Range: 2000 mV to 400 V. Accuracy: ±(2.3% reading ±5digits).
RESISTANCE: Range: 20011 to 2000
Accuracy: ±(2.0% reading ±2
digits). POWER: Two LR-44 batteries
(included). DIMENSIONS: 41
/"H x
4
21
/"W x3/
4
8"
D.

TTL/CMOS Logic Probe
Simplify logic circuit testing with
this powerful Logic Probe troubleshooting tool and its built-in audible beeper.
Use both high and low tones to check
out UL and CMOS circuits operating at
up to 20 MHz. Input over-voltage protected to ±50 VDC or 220 VDC/AC for
15 seconds. Assembled ST-7420 $39.95,
ship wt. 11b.
Specifications: Input Impedance:
1megohm. LOGIC THRESHOLDS:
'FIL: Low, 0.8 V ±0.2 VDC; High, 2.3 V
±0.2 V DC. CMOS: Low, 30% of circuit
Vcc ;High, 70% of circuit Vcc .GENERAL:
Controls: Threshold select (UL or
CMOS), Pulse/Memory. Pulse LED
(Yellow) Flashing Time: 500 ms.
Power Supply Protection: ±20 V.
Voltage Range: 5Vto 15 VDC. Dimensions: 3
/"H x3/
4
4"
W X73/
8"
L.

Handheld Digital Engine
Analyzer

Measure the G force
Measure the G-forces as you swing
the car around your favorite corner, accelerate or brake.This G-Meter indicates
forces from 0.1 to 0.8G through green,
yellow and red LEDs. Plus, avolt meter
mode lets you check your battery in a10
to 15 volt range. For use with 12 volt systems. Has dimensions of 1
5
/
8"
H x63
/"W
4
x1"D. Assembled CGW-1562 $39.95,
ship wt 1lb.

_
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Graphic LED Tachometér
See your car's engine RPM in red,
yellow and green LEDs ranging from
0to 6000 RPM in 500 RPM steps.
Transforms into handy battery voltage
checker. For use with 12 volt systems.
Not for use with diesel engines. Assembled CIW-1572 $24.95, ship wt 1lb.
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Small enough
to store in your glove
compartment, but
more than big
enough to help you
keep your cars engine running at its
peak efficiency. Or
use the Heath Digital
Engine Analyzer to
find the cause of a
malfunctioning
engine.
Check dwell of 4-, 6- and 8-cylinder
engines to 90° with aresolution of 0.1°
within ±1.5% accuracy. Check an engine's RPM up to 10,000 RPM with aresolution to 10 RPM and an accuracy of
1.5%. Also use this meter to measure DC
voltages in three ranges up to 200 volts
within an accuracy of ±0.7%. There's
even five resistance ranges from 200
ohms to 2megohms to aid in checking
out wiring and electrical circuits.
The Analyzer has an easy-to-read
LCD display and operates on the included 9volt battery. The meter comes
with test leads and an instruction manual. 5" H x21
/"W x1" D. Assembled
4
CMW-1570 $49.95, ship wt 1lb.

Digital Pulser Probe
Inject your own substitute logic
pulses into circuits for quicker and
easier evaluation of problems. This slim
Pulser Probe can generate square waves
with 10 I.ts pulse widths at repetition
rates of 0.5 pulses per second or 400
PPS. Comfortably fits your hand. Assembled ST-7430 $39.95, ship wt 1lb.
Specifications: Sync Input Impedance:1 megohm. Pulse Width in
Pulser Output: 10 ¡Ls at 100 rnA load.
Output Current: (1) Pulse Mode: 100
rnA sink or source maximum. (2) 90%
Pulse Mode: 20 mA sink or source maximum. Maximum Allowable Supply
Voltage: ±25 V. Maximum Output
Voltage: ±50 V. Operating Supply
Voltage Range: 5V to 15 V. Power
Supply Protection: ±25 V, 10 seconds.
Output Protection: ±50 V, 1minute.
Dimensions: 5/
8"
HxY4"Wx 73/
8"
L.

Utility thermometer also keeps time
Check awide range of temperatures, 19.9° to 68.8° C(68° to 155° F),
indoors and out with this portable,
multi-purpose digital thermometer.
Use it as aguide in adjusting heaters
and cooling equipment or for measuring water temperatures. You'll find this
portable thermometer extremely helpHEATH
ful in many applications.
[wink
Manually set minimum and
THEAmomE
sm 2
maximum temperatures, and an
audible alarm will warn you of
exceeded limits. The probe tip can
be immersed in water or easily
placed into heating/cooling ducts.
A3-foot 3-inch cord allows you to place
the probe almost anywhere. Also includes
an external sensor mounting fixture.
Use the handy built-in clock when
you need the time and temperature.
Includes battery. Not intended as afever thermometer. 41
4"
/
Hx
25/
8"
W x3
/"D. Assembled SM-2326 $34.95, ship wt 1lb.
4
TER
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Reduced prices
on power strips
Take advantage of reduced prices
to get amultiple outlet strip that will relieve the crowding around your AC wall
outlet. These three power strips supply
an extra six grounded outlets for use
with computer systems, audio and video
equipment, shop tools, kitchen appliances —any where that you run short of
AC outlets. These power strips are also
extremely useful in the office.
All three of these multi-outlet strips
from Pacific Electricord have 6-foot long
cords, are UL approved and are finished
in an attractive beige enamel on adurable steel case. Separate features offer
three choices of protection.

CONSUMER-READY
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Recharge your
nickel-cadmium
batteries
Keep your rechargeable
nickel-cadmium batteries
charged to their capacity with this
easy-to-use deluxe Jeckson Battery
Charger. It can handle up to 10 "AA:' "C" or
"D" batteries in any combination. And it can
also charge up to three 9-volt transistor batteries at the same
time for atotal of 13 batteries.
Just place the batteries in the compartment and close the
see-through lid. Spring-loaded terminals adjust to battery size
making it easy to charge different sized batteries. Tri-colored
red/green/orange LEDs indicate which type of batteries are
being recharged. Typical charging time is from 14 to 16 hours for
most batteries, providing you with fresh batteries overnight.
Assembled BP-1234 $24.99, ship wt 4lbs.

• -.
Configurations:
Assembled PM-1493
Multi-Outlet Strip with circuit
breaker protection and lighted rocker
switch Was $19.99 Now $14.99, 2lbs.
Assembled PM-1494 Multi-Outlet
Strip with single line surge protection,
circuit breaker, lighted rocker switch
and green power on light Was $29.99
Now Only $24.99, ship wt 2lbs.
Assembled PM-1495 Multi-Outlet
Strip with full 3-line surge protection,
EMI and RFI filter, circuit breaker,
lighted switch and green pilot light
$39.99, ship wt 2lbs.

Keep it level with digital accuracy
Easily measure crucial angles and grades with the Heath/Zenith Digital Levelmeter. This unique tool uses aphotoelectric transducer and microprocessor control
to supply angle readings accurate to 0.5° over awide ±120° measuring range. View
readings from almost any position with
the help of two LCD displays. And with
the push of abutton, abeeper will let
you know when your level is perfectly
horizontal. Abuilt-in light aids readings
in dim light and the display can be
locked in for out-of-sight readings.
This amazing shop helper operates
on two "AA" batteries (not included). It
has dimensions of 33
/"H x41
4
/"W x
4
1
3
/
8"
D. Assembled SM-2370 $99.95,
ship wt 1lb.
Accessories: SMA-2370-1 Levelmeter Base securely holds the SM-2370
making it into a60 cm (23.6 inch) long
level $39.95, ship wt 2lbs.

A unique seethrough alarm clock
This is asmart looking addition to
your desk or adependable take-along
alarm. It's an extraordinary clock with
time and date displays that seem to float
in midair. Three different display modes
show time, date and alarm set time. Also
features an hourly chime.
Normal time display shows time
to the second in either a24-hour or
12-hour format with AM and PM indicators. Press abutton and the calendar
display shows the month and date until
the button is released. You can also
check the hour and minute you've set for
the alarm to sound. When the alarm
sounds, you can press "snooze" for an
additional 4-5 minutes of sleep. Battery
and carrying case included. 2Ve H x
31
/"W x1
2
/"D. Assembled GDP-3900
2
$14.95, ship wt 1lb.
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A digital thermometer to trust
When you need to know if afever's present, trust the dependable accuracy of
this fever thermometer. It's small, light and has an easily readable LCD display
which makes temperature taking asimple matter —even- for achild. For added
convenience abuzzer sounds when the reading is completed. This compact
thermometer also has an automatic power-off system. Includes battery.
43/
8"
Lx1
/"W xVs" D. Assembled BH-110 $9.95, ship wt 1lb.
2
(Color and manufacturer may vary.)

Fully automatic blood
pressure readings
Keep an accurate, printed record of
your blood pressure with this professional desktop instrument. Wrap the soft
cuff around your arm and press abutton. The cuff is automatically inflated
and then deflates at the same rate
each and every time to give you
consistently accurate readings. Date
and time are also printed out so you
have an exact time of blood pressure
reading for later referral. Includes
batteries and printer paper. Assembled
BH-1750 $99.95, ship wt 5lbs.

Telephone/radio/clock
Perfect for your kitchen or bedroom, this topquality Southwestern Bell wall or desk telephone
has alighted dial and is pulse/tone switchable.
When you're not on the phone, listen to AM or
FM broadcasts. The radio features alighted
tuner, base and treble controls, sliding volume
control and an auto-stop that shuts off the
radio when you lift up the phone. Wake
up to an alarm or music with the built-in
alarm clock. It has afluorescent tilt
display and includes snooze. Assembled
BT-500 $89.95, ship wt 5lbs.

Telephone Headset frees
your hands for work
Your hands can work while you talk
with the Hands-Free Telephone Headset
and Amplifier by Nady. Just plug the amplifier into the modular jack on almost
any standard business or home phone.
Flip an easy-to-reach switch on the top
of the amplifier to alternate between
headset and handset. Aquick disconnect
on the lightweight cord lets you leave the
phone without removing the headset. It
also has one "dummy" earpad designed
for comfortable wear.
Volume is adjustable up to 6dB
louder than conventional telephones.
For private conversations, turn off the
amplifier with amute switch. You get
clean, clear sound with the built-in condenser microphone. Operates off phone
line voltage —no batteries needed. Line
surge protected. Assembled GDP-1343
$39.95, ship wt 1lb.

Enjoy the convenience of acordless phone

."„.
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It's easy to stay in touch with this
cordless Freedom Phone from Southwestern Bell. Make or answer calls using
the handset anywhere over a1000 foot
range from the base. Also, you have ten
different remote channels to choose
from for complete privacy with this oneline phone. Other feature's include a
built-in two-way intercom, hands-free
speaker phone, digital-coded security,

nine-number memory, external ringer
on hand-set, tone/pulse dialing,
automatic redialing and volume
control. Assembled BT-1700 $169.95,
ship wt 5lbs.
California law requires the following statement:
FCC-approved Freedom Phones will be serv•
iced under provisions outlined in the manufacturer's warranty.
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Full featured
2-line desk telephone
A singleline, full
featured memory phone
Southwestern Bell's Memory Phone
is awelcome addition to any home or
office that needs big features at an affordable price. It's styled for use either as
adesk or wall telephone and has switchable pulse/tone dialing.
Especially convenient for business,
an elderly person, achild or just for
those frequently called numbers, the
Memory Phone features one-touch dialing of up to 24 telephone numbers and
three emergency numbers. Additional
quality features include last number redial and hold, plus pause spacing and
combination dialing for codes and long
distance access. An electronic ringer has
High/Low and Off position. Requires
three "AA" batteries (not included) for
memory and feature functions. Assembled BT-1550 $79.95, ship wt 3lbs.

Have asecond line in your home for
teenagers or business without the need
for two separate phones. This attractive,
traditional style desk telephone from
Southwestern Bell permits you to use
one phone for two lines. Each line has
its own separate ringer, set to sound
differently, and the corresponding line
LED flashes to let you know which line
is being called.
Select line 1or 2simply by depressing the corresponding buttons. Ared
LED indicates when aline is in use and
tells you if an extension phone is in use.
Other useful features include ahold button that puts acall on hold without disconnecting it and conference capability
that allows athree-way conversaton between the user, line 1and line 2. Use the
convenient Redial pushbutton to redial
anumber that was busy or unanswered.
Ringer switch allows you to switch
ringer on/off and controls loudness. The
Freedom Phone 2-line desk phone works
with either Tone or Pulse (rotary) phone
systems. Requires 4"AA" batteries (not
included). Assembled BT-325 $89.95,
ship wt 4lbs.

Southwestern Bell
Freedom Phone'

Southwestern Bell
has an answer to
your answering needs
When you need areliable answering machine look to the Southwestern
Bell Freedom Phone solution. This hightech designed machine supplies all the
top quality and dependability of the
combination BT-1600 phone/answerer
(below), but without the telephone. With
its extension phone jack, you can connect the machine to an existing phone.
This answering machine has LED
call counter, message indicator and answer-ready LED indicators. Abuilt-in
microphone allows you to record your
own outgoing announcements up to 30
seconds in length. Also, screen incoming
calls using the answerer's call monitoring feature.
This Freedom Phone answering
machine frees you from worry. You'll
never worry about this machine's workmanship and dependability or missing
that all important phone call. Assembled
BT-1500 $124.95, ship wt 6lbs.

Full five-year warranty
free to Heath customers

An all-in-one answering machine/telephone
Looking at the high tech styling of this top-of-the-line Freedom Phone
inspires nothing short of confidence in design, quality and features. That's
what you get when you choose Southwestern Bell, plus uncompromising
durability and dependability. You also get features like dual standard cassettes for recording your own personalized announcements, unlimited message length, ring select, two-way record, call monitoring, beeperless remote,
call counter, memo record, pulse/tone switching and automatic phone
number redialing. You'll also find that the Freedom Phone answering
machine is easy to install and operate. Assembled BT-1600 $159.95,
ship wt 7lbs.
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FISCHERTECHNIK Program
helps your child develop
Your child may think it's awonderful new toy filled with
exciting possibilities, but you know that it's reaLy an intelligent
playing system for your child to build and play with...to experiment with and learn from. Begin with Start 100 and your
child learns to create models and situations that, in turn,
encourage imaginative play. Simple picture instructions
show how to build 100 different models. For ages 6and
up. BP-100 $49.99, ship wt 3lbs.

Larger Start 200 for even more fun
Challenge your child with 200 different models from this
extensive building set. Easy-to-follow pictorial information
leads your child to quick and successful construction of
simple models. A48 large page manual shows
various assembly steps. For ages 6and up.
BP-200 $69.99, ship wt 5lbs.
$AVER! Take 10% off
Start 200 when purchased with
any system
on pages 110
and 111.

Motorize your Start
100 and 200 models
The Motors + Gears set contains all the parts your child will
need to add motion to models
constructed using either Start
100 or Start 200. The set contains gears, gearing components and battery holder.
For ages 6and up. Requires 4"C" batteries
(not included). BP-300 $59.99,
ship wt 3lbs.

Add graphics
For more sophisticated
learning fun, the plotter/scanner lets your computer write. It
combines two graphics units for
drawing graphics and graphics
copy using your computer. Requires BP-567 or BP-568 software
package listed on page 111. BP-571
$399.00, 6lbs. Avail. August.
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AIR TANK

Learn real-world
applications with
3-Axis Robotic Arm
Build arobotic arm
that features: positioning
repeatability, ability to move
up to 100 grams, easy-to-use
software, and much more.
Control with your home computer and required
software. Requires one of the software packages
listed below. BP-572 $350.00, ship wt 7lbs. Software for Heath/Zenith and IBM PCs, Apple II, +,
He BP-567 $99.99, ship wt 1lb. Software for Commodore 64, C-128 BP-568 $99.99, ship wt 1lb.
7.-1.r_11‘17-1L17,17\Ta
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Then go into
electromechanics
An extension to Start 100 and 200.
Introduces electro-mechanical control
of models and demonstrates electrical
principles. Ages 10 and up. BP-320
$89.99, ship 3lbs.

fischmertechnikcl=

Experiment with ten
robotic devices
Build devices and control them with
your home computer and required softWare. GDP-1620 $119.99, ship wt 4lbs.
Requires either BP-567 or BP-568 software package as listed with BP-572
Robotic Arm above.

Expand the possibilities
with these Add-ons

Followed
by pneumatic control
An extension for the construction of
air-operated models. Needs Start 100 or
200 to assemble models. Models can be
operated by included "Blow Tube" or by
BP-458. Forages 12 and up. BP-340
$79.99, ship wt 3lbs.

For ages 6and up. BP-140 $29.99,
ship wt 3lbs.

Compressor
to power models

For ages 6and up. BP-145 $39.99,
ship wt 3lbs.

This is asource of compressed air
for models constructed using the Start
100 and the Pneumatics add-on set. The
mobile compressor is for use by ages 12
and older. BP-458 $79.99, ship wt 3lbs.
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breakout box...93
clocks, alarm & wall...16-17
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compact computer...80
data line protector...92
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intercom... Il
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You'll get your kits faster when you
phone the order TOLL-FREE!

1-800-253-0570
Order from 8AM to 5 PM, Eastern Time Mon-Fri.
In Alaska and Michigan call 24 hours aday,
616-982-3411. To save time, please till out the
order blank between pages 56 and 57 and have
your credit card handy before calling.

THREE WAYS TO SIMPLY SAY—
CHARGE IT
THREE WAYS TO CHARGE: Use
.
>•our

Visa or MasterCard credit cards
to purchase the Heath products you
need for your home or business from
this catalog, and receive your selections faster. See the insert for full
details on how to apply for aHeath
charge account.

0
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kit builder's tool kit...57
lamps & magnifiers...56-57
PanaVise holders and bases...57
power strips. multiple & smart... -6. 107
soldering irons...57

0TV/VIDEO
WEATHER

stereo synthesizer...II
televisions... t8-21, 106
video selector...21

digital weather computer...14
five function weather station... IS
humidity meter .. 15
indoor/outdoor thermometer... IS
rain gauge...14
windspeed/direction indicator... IS
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All prices quoted are mail order. Net FOB Benton Harbor. MI and apply
only in the United States and Possessions. Prices. special offers herein
are effective July 14. 1987 through October 15. 1987. Prices, product
availability and specifications are subject to change without notice. Any
special offers in this catalog may not be used in combination with other
discounts. Heath Company cannot be responsible for typographical
and pictorial errors. Printed in the U.S.A.
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Your choices couldn't be more exciting!

10 MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope is
alaboratory grade instrument that
you can build and use for service
work, electronic experimentation,
hobby or in your profession. See it
on Page 42, and find an extensive
line of test instruments on Pages 40
through 53,105 and 106.

Build this ultra-compact 9"
diagonal color TV. Features
remarkable picture detail and
sharpness, color accuracy and
178-channel capability. See
Page 18 for this and many more
television kits to build.

The PackKit Multi-Mode Terminal Node Controller is an all-in-one unit for Packet, decoding
and printing weather pictures, and running Morse
code. Plus it lets you work Packet error-free in
both HF and VHF You'll find this great new kit, as
well as other amateur radio gear on Pages 30
through 39.

:111111H16ERO1111111111

The Convenience Light Control features the latest in infrared technology
to keep your property safe from accident or robbery. Automatic lighting
with wide coverage scares off potential burglars and lights your way at
night. Also gives you control from an
existing wall switch. See Page 24.

e

Wake up in style with this attractive, Digital Clock. It's adjustable and
easy-to-set-up. Plus it comes with
battery backup for superb reliability.
See Page 16.

A perfect computer kit for the
beginner. IBM PC compatible,
dual 5MHz and 8MHz operating speeds, standard 512K
RAM, 360K single disk drive
storage and it doesn't require
any soldering. See Pages 80-84
to discover this and many more
computers to build and learn
from.

The Heroe 2000 robot is a
high technology tool for exploring and learning about
the automated machines
of the real world. It's also an
advanced 16-bit computer
that can walk and talk. The
centerpiece of acomplete
automation training system,
Hero 2000 has afully programmable arm with a
"sense of touch" gripping
system. See Page 68.

This all-in-one security system
detects heat changes and motion
with abuilt-in infrared sensor and alerts
you with aloud alarm. Includes panic button and
tamperproof-design alarm. Plus it's easy to expand.
Optional battery backup available.
See Page 103.
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My Heathkit Master Builder Program membership
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Method of shipping
Mailable items: We ship UPS for fastest
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desired (Zone Aor D).
Motor Freight items: Shipped transportation
charges collect. If asingle item is Motor Freight,
all items will be shipped Motor Freight.
Method of Payment

YEU
LII YE
S

Start my subscription (enter $14.95 here)
to Kit Builder's Journal, model number KBJ-2000-NM.

NA

NA

TOTAL

TOTAL
SHIP.
CHARGES

Less allowance
If any
Merchandise

Acct #

TOTAL

Add 4°0 sales tax

for all Michigan
deliveries

Ship charges
from above
fShipping Charges
are for mailable items
only. Figure charges
for each item individually. See Rate
Chart on page 55.

Plus amount due
from previous
order invoice

TOTAL AMOUNT
OF ORDER

ïrn

WP-503

11/117

[J Cash —Please send check or money order only.
H Charge —Check one
CI
111
Exp. date: Month
Year
SEIM
Heath Revolving Charge —To open anew
account fill out application between pages 56 and 57
and include adown payment of at least 10%. New
accounts may be opened with purchases as small as
$100. Add-ons to your account require no minimum.
*Current customers please list account number at top of
this form.
Amount included with this order $
Signature

(Necessary for all charges)

